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1 Foreword
1.1 Classes and courses
The first version of these notes are a result of the spring block lecture, course no.: 327.018,
Numerical methods for variational phase-field fracture problems
https://www.dk-compmath.jku.at/Courses/2018s/phase-field-fracture-problems
taught by the second author in March 2018 at the Johannes Kepler University (JKU) Linz in Austria. This
block lecture comprised seven lectures à 90 minutes.
The notes were further extended for the class
Numerical methods for contact problems: application to variational phase-field fracture
propagation
http://www.thomaswick.org/links/ankuendigung_vpff_Wick_Mang_Noii.pdf
taught at the Leibniz University Hannover in the winter semester 2018/2019 in a 2 + 1 + 1 class (lecture,
theoretical and practical exercises). The programming part is based on
DOpElib [53, 72] www.dopelib.net Examples/PDE/InstatPDE/Example8.
In the year 2019 (June 26), these notes served as basis for a summer school lecture at Hasselt University
(Belgium):
Phase field methods for fractured media
https://www.uhasselt.be/summer-school-phase-field-modeling-2019
These notes also contain materials from another summer school on Computational Mechanics of Materials
and Structures (COMMAS) given at the University of Stuttgart (Germany) in Fall 2016 entitled with
Numerical methods and adaptivity for multiphysics phase-field fracture
http://www.thomaswick.org/commas_stuttgart_fall_2016.html
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1.2 Short historical background and brief information
The variational approach to fracture was introduced in the year 1998 by G. A. Francfort and J.-J. Marigo.
Shortly later, in the year 2000, a suggestion for the numerical treatment was proposed by B. Bourdin, G. A.
Francfort and J.-J. Marigo.
In 2009 and 2010 important extensions with regard to the physics have been added by H. Amor, J.-J. Marigo
and C. Maurini and C. Miehe, F. Welschinger and M. Hofacker, respectively. In the last mentioned paper, the
variational approach was also called phase-field approach.
In these lecture notes, we simply call the approach as variational phase-field fracture (VPFF).
These notes summarize the early developments and then focus on current numerical analysis, numerical
techniques, and software implementations in which both authors have been involved since some time;
starting back in the year 2013 during the Postdoc time of the second author at ICES (now Oden Institute)
in Austin/Texas with M.F. Wheeler and A. Mikelić. Current developments and extensions are summarized at
the end of these lecture notes in Section 18.
These notes also contain results (a simplified numerical analysis for relationships in model and discretization
parameters, iteration on an extrapolation in some terms, comparison of different techniques imposing the
crack irreversibility constraint, parallel scalability tests) that have not yet been published elsewhere.
Moreover, several issues are explained with the help of ‘simplified’ problems, most often the obstacle problem.
Here, excursuses shall help in understanding and some of them are delivered with open-source online code.
Discussions on typical issues of multiphysics problems such as moving interfaces and interface conditions are
provided in detail as well.
We hope that students, PhD students, postdoctoral researchers as well as peers find these lecture notes useful.
In the case of comments or mistakes, please let us know via email. The addresses are given on the title page.
Enjoy reading!
Katrin Mang & Thomas Wick
(Linz, March 2018 and Hannover, July 2019)
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3 Motivation
These lecture notes are an attempt to introduce variational phase-field fracture (VPFF) on a basic level.
The prerequisites are numerical methods for partial differential equations, and possibly continuum mechanics,
nonlinear techniques, and variational inequalities. To date, no introductory lecture notes exist and we put
some efforts to introduce the early developments as well as recent numerical techniques. At the end, we also
provide a list of further extensions and applications. The focus is more on the mathematical and numerical side
rather than mechanical developments. This reflects the fact that both authors are applied mathematicians.
3.1 The WhatHowWhy: What is phase-field? How is phase-field realized? Why
phase-field?
Key idea As shown in Figure 1, the most characteristic feature is that a smoothed indicator variable varying
from 0 (fracture/damage) to 1 (intact material) is used to approximate (lower-dimensional) discontinuities in a
displacement field (highlighted in Figure 2). The approximation width is represented through a regularization
parameter ε > 0.
Figure 1: Prototype setup: the unbroken domain is denoted by ΩR and C is the fracture. The latter is
approximated by the domain ΩF . The half thickness of ΩF is ε. The fracture boundary is ∂ΩF
and the outer boundary is ∂ΩD. The corresponding realization using phase-field is shown in the
right sub-figure. Here, the lower-dimensional fracture (ϕ = 0) is approximated with the phase-field
variable. The transition zone with 0 < ϕ < 1 has the thickness of ε on each side of the fracture.
Consequently, ΩF can be represented with the help of ϕ. Figure taken from [135].
Typical goals and questions The most immediate goals of the above idea is to address some of the following
questions:
1. Can we compute an (a priori unknown) fracture path?
2. Can we work multiple fractures and fracture networks?
3. Does this fracture path depend on the numerical discretization method, mesh, etc.?
4. Do boundary conditions influence the fracture path?
5. Under which conditions does ϕ ‘converge’ to the lower-dimensional surface? (Hint: Γ-convergence; not
covered in this lecture!)
6. What are possible constitutive relations for the governing equations?
7. How do we design ‘good’ numerical schemes in terms of feasibility, efficiency, and robustness?
8. What is the relationship between regularization (i.e., ε and later an elasticity regularization κ), dis-
cretization, and material parameters?
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Figure 2: The crack is denoted in red color in the left snapshot of the phase-field. On the right side, a 3D plot
of the displacement field shows the discontinuity along the line (x, 0) for −1 ≤ x ≤ 0.
9. Is it possible to perform a rigorous numerical analysis of the proposed algorithms?
10. For which settings can we perform a mathematical analysis (well-posedness, a priori error estimations,
and so forth)?
11. What are advanced possibilities to further enhance the accuracy while keeping the computational cost
at a reasonable level?
12. What are typical functionals of interest, i.e., in what physical quantities (entire solution? Parts of a
solution? Stress values? Local deflections and deformations?) is an engineer or practitioner interested
in?
13. Is it possible to apply the method from ‘simple’ academic test cases to practical field problems?
14. Can we determine with sufficient accuracy crack tip mechanics and the fracture speed?
15. Can we compute the fracture width, the fracture volume, and fracture length with sufficient accuracy?
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Advantages VPFF is a regularized approach that has (as many numerical methods) advantages and short-
comings. A list from the author’s experience is as follows. The first advantage is a continuum description
based on first physical principles to determine the unknown crack path [64] and the computation of curvi-linear
and complex crack patterns. The model allows for nucleation, branching and merging and post-processing of
certain quantities such as stress intensity factors become redundant. This in turn allows an easy handling of
fracture networks (see Figure 3) in possibly highly heterogeneous media.
Figure 3: Fracture network (initial configuration at left) with growing fractures (at right) using a phase-field
model. Red colors indicate the fracture (ϕ = 0) and blue colors the unbroken zone (ϕ = 1).
The transition zone is indicated in yellow/green. This computation has been done with the model
presented in [125].
The formulation described in a variational framework allows finite element discretizations and corresponding
analyses. Phase-field is a fixed-mesh approach in which no re-meshing or update of basis functions to resolve
the crack path is needed. The mathematical model permits any dimension d = 2, 3, and in case the software
allows as well, phase-field fracture applies conveniently to three-dimensional simulations (see Figure 4).
Shortcomings
• The mesh (e.g., using finite elements) needs to resolve the interface to a certain accuracy, i.e., the
relationship between spatial discretization parameter and phase-field regularization parameter.
• On the energy level, the formulation is non-convex which makes it challenging for both theory and design
of numerical algorithms.
• A second challenge is the computational cost since either additional iterations in an alternating approach
[25] are required or a fully nonlinear problem has to be solved. However, our quasi-monolithic approach
[82, 106] has low Newton iteration numbers and therein the major cost goes into solving the vector-valued
elasticity problem that also applies using most other crack models (such as extended/generalized finite
elements for instance).
• Two bigger downsides are the accurate crack width computations, despite that some recent ideas have
been proposed [107, 132].
• The smeared fracture transition zone when additional physics (in terms of Dirichlet or Neumann interface
conditions) shall be described in, or around the fracture or on the fracture boundary. Here, local mesh
adaptivity helps to a great extent in order to achieve sufficient accuracy but still will not track the crack
boundary in an exact fashion.
As demonstrated in many studies (see Section 18), ideas have been proposed how to cope with these challenges.
In view of the increasing popularity, it, however, seems that the advantages outweigh the shortcomings for
today’s applications.
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Figure 4: A 3D setting: two penny-shaped fractures grow, then join and later branch due to the heterogeneity
of the solid. This simulation shows that phase-field can cope with complex 3D situations (of course
the ‘picture norm’ is neither a rigorous proof nor a final evidence for correct numerics!). The compu-
tation was performed using high performance parallel computing and predictor-corrector local mesh
adaptivity. The figure is an edited version taken from [179].
3.2 Background information on approximating interfaces and discontinuities
To approximate interfaces such as the solid discontinuity in fracture mechanics, there exist two basic methods:
• Interface-Tracking
• Interface-Capturing
In methods, where the domain is decomposed into elements or cells (finite volumes, finite elements or isoge-
ometric analysis), using interface-tracking aligns mesh edges with the interface. These are so-called fitted
methods. For moving interfaces, the mesh elements need to be moved as well; see Figure 5. However, mesh
elements may be deformed too much such that the approach fails if not taken care of (expensive) re-meshing
in a proper way.
Figure 5: Left: the mesh is fixed and the interface must be captured. Right: interface-tracking in which the
interface is located on mesh edges.
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In interface-capturing methods (unfitted methods), the domain and consequently the single elements stay
fixed; see Figure 5 (left). Here, the interface can move freely through the domain. Mesh degeneration is not a
problem, but capturing the interface is difficult. In this approach a further classification can be made:
• Lower-dimensional approaches
• Diffusive techniques.
The first method comprises extended/generalized finite elements, cut-cell methods, finite cell methods, and
locally modified finite elements. Diffusive methods are the famous level-set method or phase-field methods -
the topic of this lecture notes.
Short summary Finally, using interface-tracking or interface-capturing approaches are a compromise between
computational and implementation efforts and the accuracy of the desired interface approximation. While in
general interface-capturing are easier to implement and can deal in an easier way with moving and evolving
interfaces, the accuracy for the same number of degrees of freedom is lower than comparable interface-tracking
approaches. The latter are, however, more challenging when interfaces are moving, propagating - in particular
in 3D. To this end, as said just before: it is a compromise as many things in life.
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3.3 An example of a practical problem: fracture and damage in screws
We briefly present in Figure 6 a situation in which phase-field fracture modeling was used to compare quali-
tatively with some experiments.
Figure 6: Left: Tension test of a screw. At the beginning (not shown here), the screw is completely intact
and not damaged. Applying tensile forces on the head, while fixing at the bottom, high stresses
develop in the region where the head is attached. Finally, the screw breaks (red fracture). Right:
material inconsistencies inside the screw yield total damage in the body of the screw than at the
head. Qualitative similar observations have been made in experiments. Details can be found in [170].
Exercise 1. Collect own examples from real-life and practical applications in which fracture and damage
problems arise.
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4 Notation and fundamental techniques
In this chapter, we provide the basic notation and some fundamental techniques. At the end a summary in
form of a table is provided containing all important variables, parameters, quantities, and notation to look
them up for later chapters.
4.1 Spatial dimension
Let d ∈ N be the spatial dimension. We use R = 1D, R2 = 2D, and R3 = 3D.
4.2 Independent variables
A point in Rd is denoted by
x = (x1, . . . , xd).
The variable for ‘time’ is denoted by t. The euclidian scalar product is denoted by (x, y) = x · y = ∑di=1 xiyi.
4.3 Function, vector and tensor notation
Functions are denoted by
u := u(x)
if they only depend on the spatial variable x = (x1, . . . , xd). If they depend on time and space, they are
denoted by
u := u(t, x).
In these notes, we consider phase-field fractures as quasi-static problems. For this reason, t is considered to
be a loading increment parameter rather than a ‘true’ time.
Usually, in physics or engineering, vector-valued and tensor-valued quantities are denoted in bold font size or
with the help of arrows. Unfortunately, in mathematics, this notation is only sometimes adopted. We continue
this crime and do not distinguish scalar, vector, and tensor-valued functions. Thus for points in R3 we write:
x := (x, y, z) = x = ~x.
Similar for functions from a space u : R3 ⊇ U → R3:
u := (ux, uy, uz) = u = ~u.
And also similar for tensor-valued functions (which often have a bar or two bars under the tensor quantity),
as for example the Cauchy stress tensor σs ∈ R3×3 of a solid, we write:
σs := σs =
σxx σxy σxzσyx σyy σyz
σzx σzy σzz
 .
4.4 Partial derivatives
We use:
∂u
∂x
= ∂xu,
and
∂u
∂t
= ∂tu,
and
∂2u
∂t∂t
= ∂2t u,
and
∂2u
∂x∂y
= ∂xyu.
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4.5 Gradient, divergence, trace, Laplace, rotation
It is convenient to work with the Nabla-operator to define derivative expressions, as well-known in physics.
The gradient of a single-valued function v : Rn → R reads:
∇v =

∂1v
...
∂nv
 .
The gradient of a vector-valued function v : Rn → Rm is called Jacobian matrix and reads:
∇v =

∂1v1 . . . ∂nv1
...
...
∂1vm . . . ∂nvm
 .
The divergence for vector-valued functions v : Rn → Rn is defined as:
div v := ∇ · v := ∇ ·

v1
...
vn
 = n∑
k=1
∂kvk.
The divergence for a tensor σ ∈ Rn×n is defined as:
∇ · σ = ( n∑
j=1
∂σij
∂xj
)
1≤i≤n.
The trace of a matrix A ∈ Rn×n is defined as
tr(A) =
n∑
i=1
aii.
Definition 4.1 (Laplace operator). The Laplace operator of a two-times continuously differentiable scalar-
valued function u : Rn → R is defined as
∆u =
n∑
k=1
∂kku.
Definition 4.2. For a vector-valued function u : Rn → Rm, we define the Laplace operator component-wise
as
∆u = ∆

u1
...
um
 =

∑n
k=1 ∂kku1
...∑n
k=1 ∂kkum
 .
Let us also introduce the cross product of two vectors u, v ∈ R3:u1u2
u3
×
v1v2
v3
 =
u2v3 − u3v2u3v1 − u1v3
u1v2 − u2v1
 .
With the help of the cross product, we can define the rotation:
rotv = ∇× v =
∂x∂y
∂z
×
v1v2
v3
 =
∂yv3 − ∂zv2∂zv1 − ∂xv3
∂xv2 − ∂yv1
 .
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4.6 Vector spaces
Let K = R. In fact, K = C would work as well as any general field. But we restrict our attention in the entire
lecture notes to real numbers R.
Definition 4.3 (Vector space). A vector space or linear space over a field K is a nonempty set X (later
often denoted by V,U or also W ). The space X contains elements x1, x2, . . ., which are the so-called vectors.
We define two algebraic operations:
• Vector addition: x+ y for x, y ∈ X.
• Multiplication of vectors with scalars: αx for x ∈ X and α ∈ K.
These operations satisfy the usual laws that they are commutative, associative, and satisfy the distributive laws.
4.7 Normed spaces
Let X be a linear space. The mapping || · || : X → R is a norm if
i) ||x|| ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ X (Positivity)
ii) ||x|| = 0⇔ x = 0 (Definiteness)
iii) ||αx|| = |α| ||x||, α ∈ K (Homogeneity)
iv) ||x+ y|| ≤ ||x||+ ||y|| (Triangle inequality)
A space X is a normed space if the norm properties are satisfied. If condition ii) is not satisfied, the mapping
is called a semi-norm and denoted by |x|X for x ∈ X.
Definition 4.4. Let ‖ · ‖ be a norm on X. Then {X, ‖ · ‖} is called a (real) normed space.
Example 4.5. We provide some examples:
1. Rn with the Euclidian norm ‖x‖ = (∑ni=1 x2i )1/2 is a normed space.
2. Let Ω := [a, b]. The space of continuous functions C(Ω) endowed with the maximum norm
‖u‖C(Ω) = max
x∈Ω
‖u(x)‖
is a normed space.
3. The space {C(Ω), ‖ · ‖L2} with the norm
‖u‖L2 =
(∫
Ω
u(x)2 dx
)1/2
,
is a normed space.
Definition 4.6. Two norms are equivalent if converging sequences have the same limits.
Proposition 4.7. Two norms || · ||A, || · ||B on X are equivalent if and only if there exist two constants
C1, C2 > 0 such that
C1||x||A ≤ ||x||B ≤ C2||x||A ∀x ∈ X.
The limits are the same.
Proof. See e.g., [168].
Remark 4.8. This statement has indeed some immediate consequences. For instance, often convergence of
an iterative scheme is proven with the help of the Banach fixed point scheme in which the contraction constant
q must be smaller than 1. It is important that not all norms may satisfy q < 1, but when different norms are
equivalent and we pick one that satisfies q < 1, we can proof convergence.
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4.8 Chain rule
Let the functions g : (a, b) → Rm+1 and f : Rm+1 → R and their composition h = f(g) ∈ R be given and
specifically g := (t, x) := (t, x1, x2, x3, . . . , xm):
Dth(x) = Dtf(g(x)) = Dtf(t, x) = Dtf(t, x1, x2, . . . , xm)
=
m∑
k=0
∂kf(g(x)) · ∂tgk
=
m∑
k=0
∂kf(t, x2, . . . , xm) · ∂txk, where x0 := t
= ∂tf · ∂tt+
m∑
k=1
∂kf(t, x2, . . . , xk) · ∂txk
= ∂tf +∇f · (∂tx1, · · · , ∂txm)T .
For instance, m = 3 means that we deal with a four-dimensional continuum (t, x, y, z).
Remark 4.9. See also [98][p. 54 and 93] for definitions of the chain rule.
4.9 Transformation of integrals: substitution rule / change of variables
One of the most important formulas in continuum mechanics and variational formulations is the substitution
rule that allows to transform integrals from one domain to another.
In 1D it holds:
Proposition 4.10 (Substitution rule in 1D). Let I = [a, b] be given. To transform this interval to a new
interval, we use a mapping T (I) = [α, β] with T (a) = α and T (b) = β. If T ∈ C1 (a continuously differentiable
mapping) and monotonically increasing (i.e., T ′ > 0), we have the transformation rule:∫ β
α
f(y) dy =
∫ T (b)
T (a)
f(y) dy =
∫ b
a
f(T (x))T ′(x) dx.
Proof. Any real analysis (calculus) book. Here Analysis 2, Rolf Rannacher, Heidelberg University [141].
Remark 4.11. In case that T ′ < 0 the previous Proposition still holds true, but with a negative sign:∫ β
α
f(y) dy =
∫ T (a)
T (b)
f(y) dy = −
∫ T (b)
T (a)
f(y) dy =
∫ b
a
f(T (x)) (−T ′(x)) dx.
For both cases with T ′ 6= 0 the formula works and finally yields the following Theorem:
Theorem 4.12. Let I = [a, b] be given. To transform this interval to a new interval [α, β], we employ a
mapping T . If T ∈ C1 (a continuously differentiable mapping) and T ′ 6= 0, it holds:∫
T (I)
f(y) dy :=
∫ β
α
f(y) dy =
∫ b
a
f(T (x)) |T ′(x)| dx =:
∫
I
f(T (x)) |T ′(x)| dx.
Proof. Any real analysis (calculus) book. Here Analysis 2, Rolf Rannacher, Heidelberg University [141].
Remark 4.13. We observe the relation between the integration increments:
dy = |T ′(x)| dx.
Example 4.14. Let T be an affin-linear transformation defined as
T (x) = ax+ b.
Then it holds,
dy = |a|dx.
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In higher dimensions, we have the following result of the substitution rule (also known as change of
variables under the integral):
Theorem 4.15. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be an open, measurable, domain. Let the function T : Ω → R be of class C1,
one-to-one (injective) and Lipschitz-continuous. Then:
• The domain Ω̂ := T (Ω) is measurable.
• The function f(T (·))|detT ′(·)| : Ω→ R is (Riemann)-integrable.
• For all measurable sub-domains M ⊂ Ω it holds the substitution rule:∫
T (M)
f(y) dy =
∫
M
f(T (x))|detT ′(x)| dx,
and in particular, as well for M = Ω.
Proof. Any real analysis (calculus) book. See e.g., [141] or [98][Chapter 9].
Remark 4.16. In continuum mechanics, T ′ is the so-called deformation gradient and J := det(T ′) is
called the volume ratio.
4.10 Gauss-Green theorem / divergence theorem
The Gauss-Green theorem or often known as divergence theorem, is one of the most useful formulas in
continuum mechanics and numerical analysis.
Let Ω ⊂ Rn an bounded, open domain and ∂Ω of class C1.
Theorem 4.17 (Gauss-Green theorem / divergence theorem). Suppose that u := u(x) ∈ C1(Ω¯) with x =
(x1, . . . , xn). Then: ∫
Ω
uxi dx =
∫
∂Ω
uni ds, for i = 1, . . . , n.
In compact notation, we have ∫
Ω
div u dx =
∫
∂Ω
u · nds
for each vector field u ∈ C1(Ω¯;Rn).
Proof. The proof is nontrivial. See for example [98].
4.11 Integration by parts and Green’s formula
An important concept is integration by parts.
From the divergence Theorem 4.17, we obtain immediately:
Proposition 4.18 (Integration by parts). Let u, v ∈ C1(Ω¯). Then:∫
Ω
uxiv dx = −
∫
Ω
uvxi dx+
∫
∂Ω
uvni ds, for i = 1, . . . , n.
In compact notation: ∫
Ω
∇uv dx = −
∫
Ω
u∇v dx+
∫
∂Ω
uvn ds.
Proof. Use this proof as an exercise. Apply the divergence theorem to uv.
We obtain some further results, which are very useful, but all are based directly on the integration by parts.
For this reason, it is even more important to know the divergence theorem and integration by parts formula.
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Proposition 4.19 (Green’s formula). Let u, v ∈ C2(Ω¯). Then it holds:∫
Ω
∆u dx =
∫
∂Ω
∂nu ds,∫
Ω
∇u · ∇v dx = −
∫
Ω
∆u v dx+
∫
∂Ω
v ∂nu ds.
Proof. Apply integration by parts.
Proposition 4.20 (Green’s formula in 1D). Let Ω = (a, b). Let u, v ∈ C2(Ω¯). Then:∫
Ω
u′(x) · v′(x) dx = −
∫
Ω
u′′(x) v(x) dx+ [u′(x)v(x)]x=bx=a
Proof. Apply integration by parts.
4.12 Fundamental lemma of calculus of variations
This lemma provides tools to transfer a variational (weak) formulation to the corresponding strong form. For
detailed descriptions including proofs, we refer to [46]. To this end, we introduce
Definition 4.21 (Continuous functions with compact support). Let Ω ⊂ Rn be an open domain.
• The set of continuous functions from Ω to R with compact support is denoted by Cc(Ω). Such functions
vanish on the boundary.
• The set of smooth functions (infinitely continuously differentiable) with compact support is denoted by
C∞c (Ω).
Proposition 4.22 (Fundamental lemma of calculus of variations in 1D). Let Ω = [a, b] be a compact interval
and let w ∈ C(Ω). Let φ ∈ C∞ with φ(a) = φ(b) = 0, i.e., φ ∈ C∞c (Ω). If it holds∫
Ω
w(x)φ(x) dx = 0, ∀φ ∈ C∞,
then, w ≡ 0 in Ω.
Proof. We perform an indirect proof. We suppose that there exists a point x0 ∈ Ω with w(x0) 6= 0. Without
loss of generality, we can assume w(x0) > 0. Since w is continuous, there exists a small (open) neighborhood
ω ⊂ Ω with w(x) > 0 for all x ∈ ω; otherwise w ≡ 0 in Ω \ ω. Let φ now be a positive test function (recall
that φ can be arbitrary, specifically positive if we wish) in Ω and thus also in ω. Then:∫
Ω
w(x)φ(x) dx =
∫
ω
w(x)φ(x) dx.
But this is a contradiction to the hypothesis on w. Thus w(x) = 0 for all in x ∈ ω. Extending this result to
all open neighborhoods in Ω we arrive at the final result.
Proposition 4.23 (Fundamental lemma of calculus of variations in Rn). Let Ω ⊂ Rn be an open domain and
let w be a continuous function. Let φ ∈ C∞(Ω) have a compact support in Ω. If∫
Ω
w(x)φ(x) dx = 0 ∀φ ∈ C∞(Ω),
then, w ≡ 0 in Ω.
Proof. Similar to the 1D version.
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4.13 Domains
• Let B = Ω¯ ∪ C¯ ⊂ Rd, d = 1, 2, 3 be an open, bounded and connected domain.
• Let ∂Ω be a smooth boundary of B or a polyhedral domain.
• The boundary may be split into four parts: ∂Ω = ∂Ω0 ∪ ∂Ω1 ∪ ∂Ω2 ∪ ∂ΩD.
• The domain B consists of an unbroken part and a broken part. The latter contains the crack or fracture
C, a lower dimensional object with C ⊂ Rd−1.
The idea of a variational regularized phase-field consists of approximating C ∈ Rd−1 by a thick surface of
the width  in all directions in Rd. An illustration is provided in Figure 7. When  tends to zero, the hope
is that the original fracture C is recovered. The mathematical technology is the so-called Γ-convergence, e.g.,
[33].
B
∂Ω0 ∂Ω1
∂Ω2
∂ΩD

C
Figure 7: Simple setup of a fracture C ∈ Rd−1 with a mushy zone of width 2 and the boundaries ∂ΩD, ∂Ω0,
∂Ω1 and ∂Ω2.
A typical setup for the displacement boundary conditions could be:
• u = 0 on ∂Ω2 (homogeneous Dirichlet; domain fixed);
• ∂nu = 0 on ∂Ω0 and ∂Ω1 (homogeneous Neumann; traction free);
• u = uD on ∂ΩD (non-homogeneous Dirichlet; pulling apart the domain; tension).
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4.14 Solution variables in a phase-field fracture setting
The unknown solution variables are:
• vector-valued displacements u : B → Rd
• a smoothed scalar-valued indicator phase-field function ϕ : B → [0, 1].
The latter describes the crack path in a smeared fashion. Here,
• ϕ = 0 denotes the crack region
• ϕ = 1 characterizes the unbroken material
• 0 < ϕ < 1 are intermediate values constituting a smooth transition zone dependent on the regularization
parameter ε. In engineering or physics, ε is often a so-called length-scale parameter. This may be justified
since this zone weakens the material and is a physical transition zone from the unbroken material to a
fully damaged state.
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4.15 Summary of variables, parameters, and constitutive quantities
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNIT
d Dimension
x Position m
t Time; loading step in quasi-static (incremental) problems s
h Spatial discretization parameter m
B Total domain: B = Ω ∪ C m3
C Fracture (lower-dimensional) m2
I Time/loading interval s
ε Phase-field regularization parameter m
κ Phase-field regularization parameter in the bulk dimensionless
u Displacements m
ϕ Phase-field variable dimensionless
∇u Gradient of displacements dimensionless
∆u ∆u = ∇ · ∇u: Laplacian 1/m
e(u) e = e(u) = 1
2
(∇u+∇uT ), linearized strain tensor dimensionless
∂tu ∂tu = v: velocity (time-derivative displacements) m/s
∂tϕ Time-derivative phase-field 1/s
E(·) Energy functional J
U Total solution vector, often in these notes: U = (u, ϕ)
A(·)(·) Semi-linear form to express weak/variational forms
(x, y) Scalar product:
∫
B x · y dB with x, y ∈ Rd
(A,C) Scalar product:
∫
B A : C dB with A,C ∈ Rd×d
p In general: pressure Pa = N/m2 = kg/ms2
p Obstacle problem: Lagrange multiplier problem-dependent
∇p Gradient of pressure Pa/m = N/m3 = kg/m2s2
n Normal vector m
I Identity matrix/tensor dimensionless
σ · n Traction force Pa m = N/m
ρ Density kg/m3
f Force (such as gravity) N/kg = m/s2
σs Cauchy solid stress tensor Pa/m2
G Energy release rate J/m2 = N/m
µ Lamé parameter / shear modulus Pa = N/m2 = kg/ms2
λ Lamé parameter Pa = N/m2 = kg/ms2
νs Poisson’s ratio dimensionless
EY Young’s modulus Pa = N/m2 = kg/ms2
W Strain energy density functional per unit volume J/m3 = N/m2 = Pa
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5 Modeling of variational phase-field fractures
In this chapter, we concentrate on the modeling of variational phase-field fractures. The original work, forming
the basis, can be found in [27, 28, 64] and [117, 121].
The goal will be the modeling of phase-field fractures in a variational form. As already mentioned in Chapter
3, there is a wide field of interest and applications of fracture simulation that motivates the numerical formu-
lation of phase-field fractures. First, the problem is formulated in strong form and the historical milestones
are listed and discussed.
5.1 A first simplified phase-field model
To determine both solution variables u and ϕ we need two equations. Displacements can be computed with
the help of linearized elasticity, e.g., [44]. For the moment, however, we work with the Laplacian to make it
as simple as possible: Find u : Ω→ R such that
−∇ · (a∇u) = f in Ω, plus bc on ∂Ω, (1)
where ‘bc’ = ‘boundary conditions’ and with a material coefficient a > 0. Soon, we will see that in phase-field
fracture, the parameter a depends on x ∈ Ω as well as on a second solution variable.
The phase-field function ϕ describes the crack path (ϕ = 1 for unbroken solid and ϕ = 0 for a fully damaged
material) and is in the limit a lower-dimensional manifold. Here, [27] proposed to employ an Ambrosio-
Tortorelli elliptic functional (1990/1992) [9, 10]. Further details will follow later. For now, we are satisfied
to know that we work with an elliptic functional, whose corresponding PDE is very familiar to us (again a
Laplacian with a reaction term and a parameter  > 0): Find ϕ : Ω→ R such that
−∆ϕ− 1

(1− ϕ) = g in Ω, plus bc on ∂Ω, (2)
where g : Ω→ R is a right hand side force.
However, an additional constraint is the crack irreversibility (the crack cannot heal in time), which is imposed
as:
∂tϕ ≤ 0. (3)
Consequently, the equation determining ϕ becomes an inequality and is linked to the constraint (3) via a
compatibility condition. Therefore, the system is very close to the well-known and well-studied obstacle
problem, see e.g., the famous books [95, 96]. However, the equations themselves are stationary, but the
inequality constraint is a time-dependent condition, which differs from the standard obstacle problem.
By means of these definitions, a simplified phase-field fracture problem can be formulated as follows:
Formulation 5.1 (A simplified strong problem formulation). Find a displacement function u : B × I → Rd
and a phase-field indicator function ϕ : B × I → [0, 1], where I := (0, T ] is the ‘time’/loading interval, such
that
−∇ · (ϕ2∇u) = f in B × I, (u-equation) (4)
ϕ|∇u|2 − ∆ϕ− 1

(1− ϕ) ≤ 0 in B × I, (ϕ-equation) (5)
∂tϕ ≤ 0 in B × I, (crack irreversibility) (6)[
ϕ|∇u|2 − ∆ϕ− 1

(1− ϕ)
]
· ∂tϕ = 0 in B × I. (compatibility condition) (7)
To formulate a well-posed problem, boundary and initial conditions are needed:
u(x, t) = uD(x, t) on ∂ΩD × I,
u(x, t) = 0 on ∂Ω2 × I,
ϕ2∇u · n = 0 on (∂Ω1∂Ω0)× I,
∂nϕ = 0 on ∂B × I,
ϕ(x, 0) = ϕ0 on B × {0},
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with an initial fracture ϕ0 and with  > 0 as the so-called phase-field regularization parameter. The boundaries
are set as in Figure (8).
Remark 5.2 (Coupling terms). Observing (1) and (2), we obtain Formulation 5.1 by setting a = ϕ2 and
g = −ϕ|∇u|2.
Remark 5.3 (Boundary conditions). The first two boundary conditions on u are non-homogeneous and ho-
mogeneous Dirichlet conditions, respectively. The third condition is a homogeneous Neumann condition for
the displacements. The fourth condition is a homogeneous Neumann condition for phase-field and the last
condition is the initial condition for phase-field.
B
∂Ω0 ∂Ω1
∂Ω2
∂ΩD

C
Figure 8: Simple sketch of an initial crack C in a domain B.
Remark 5.4. Because the main terms (4) and (5) are not time-dependent, but the constraint (6) depends on
time, the irreversibility constraint is discretized in time to get a quasi-static formulation via:
ϕn+1 − ϕn
k
,
where ϕn+1 := ϕ(tn+1) and the time step size k = tn+1 − tn. This implies that for ϕn+1 ≤ ϕn, and it must
hold for physical modeling assumptions that ϕn+1 < ϕn, so the fracture(s) increase(s) or stay(s) in its length,
but cannot heal.
5.1.1 Comments on the simplified phase-field problem Formulation 5.1
The strong problem formulation gives the basic system of all ongoing considerations and should be understood
in detail. This is why we give some useful comments in the following:
1) System (4) to (7) shares many similarities with the obstacle problem. The Laplace problem with initial
values can be formulated in 1D as
−∆u = f in Ω = (0, 1),
u(0) = u(1) = 0.
The obstacle problem is defined as
−∆u ≥ f in Ω,
u ≥ g in Ω,
(f + ∆u)(u− g) = 0 in Ω.
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force f
membrane• •
u(x)
Figure 9: Elastic membrane. Deformation u(x) induced by a force f .
The obstacle problem is a free boundary problem that splits the domain Ω into two parts N and A. If
f + ∆u = 0, then we solve the PDE and it holds u > g in the so-called non-active set N , where the
obstacle condition is not active. On the other hand, if f + ∆u < 0, we are ‘sitting’ on the obstacle, i.e.,
u = g, and we are in the active set A.
• •
AN N
constraintPDE PDE
Figure 10: Obstacle problem: an elastic membrane touches the table in the active set A in which the obstacle
condition is active. In the inactive set N , the PDE has to be solved.
2) For a correct spatial discretization,  must be bigger than h, i.e., h = o(); see Section 7.3.2. For
computational investigations we refer to [83] and [173]. In physics or engineering,  is often called the
length-scale parameter.
3) System (4) to (7) is nonlinear (i.e. quasi-linear), in a monolithic fashion, such that {u, ϕ} are solved
simultaneously. Keep in mind, that if we decouple the system, the single expressions (4) and (5) become
linear. However, (5) - (7) forms an inequality and therefore, we nevertheless deal with a nonlinear
problem since the underlying space is only a set and not anymore a linear space.
4) Formulation 5.1 is a time-dependent, quasi-linear and a variational inequality system.
5) The term −∇ · (ϕ2∇u) reads in a variational formulation (ϕ2∇u,∇w) for all admissible test functions
w. We introduce the notation
E′R(u, ϕ)(w) := (ϕ
2∇u,∇w) =
∫
B
ϕ2∇u∇w dx.
Integrating yields the energy of the system:
ER(u, ϕ) =
1
2
∫
B
ϕ2|∇u|2 dx. (8)
Considering ϕ and u simultaneously as solution variables (a so-called monolithic formulation), then the
integral is of 4th order. The corresponding Hessian E′′ is indefinite. This makes it difficult for the
numerical nonlinear solution. Of course, as we easily observe, fixing one variable, yields a standard 2nd
order problem, where we know how to solve it. The main question in such an approach is whether this
iterating procedure converges and if yes, what can be said about the order of convergence.
Exercise 2. Similar to (8), we can define the following functional in R2: Take F : R× R→ R with
F (x, y) = x2y2
1. Compute ∇F and HF (x, y) and compute the stationary points.
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2. Design a numerical scheme to solve the minimization problem:
minF (x, y)
Hint: For Newton methods solving similar problems, see [92] or [177].
5.2 Pros and Cons of variational phase-field fracture modeling
The proposed variational phase-field fracture approach is not the only way to formulate a fracture problem
(other methods are listed in the introduction of [180]), but there are good reasons to use it as we described in
Chapter 5.
The following list shows some pros and cons of the VPFF approach.
PROS
• the continuum description is based on first phys-
ical principles (also holds true for other fracture
approaches though)
• VPFF enables the computation of unknown
crack paths
• VPFF allows curvilinear, complex crack pat-
terns, nucleation, branching and merging, which
are the most striking features (see Chapter 3)
• the variational formulation is given on a fixed
mesh, so there is no need to update basis func-
tions in a special fashion or to align the mesh
• VPFF is also relatively simple to realize in three
dimensions (see Figure 4 and hints for the com-
putational cost in [83])
• the Galerkin FEM can be used, where error es-
timations and mesh adaptivity methods etc. do
already exist
CONS
• the energy functional is non-convex in u and ϕ
• the fully-coupled system is quasi-linear
• Small h is required because h ε
• For accurate investigations of tip phenomena
(e.g., branching) phase-field might be too inac-
curate because stress approximations and stress
intensity factors may require numerical methods
with high-accuracy
• smeared crack interfaces are challenging if inter-
face laws from physics shall be described on the
crack boundary
• computation of the crack width defined as w :=
[u · n] is challenging
5.3 Excursus I: the obstacle problem
To deepen the understanding of modeling a variational phase-field fracture approach, let us go back one step
and observe an elastic membrane touching a table which is illustrated in Figure 10. For the mathematical
settings we refer again to [95, 96].
Let Ω ⊂ Rn. The contact boundary Γ := ∂N ∩ ∂A between the inactive set N and the active set A is a
priori known (see again Figure 10). We seek displacements u : Ω → R. The potential energy E(u) can be
defined as
E(u) =
∫
Ω
[µ(
√
1 + |∇u|2 − 1)− fu] dx Taylor≈
∫
Ω
[
µ
2
|∇u|2 − fu] dx,
with a material parameter µ > 0.
Formulation 5.5 (Physical state). Physically, the state without any constraint can be formulated as
min
u∈V
E(u) with V := {v ∈ H1(Ω)|v = u0 on ∂Ω}.
Formulation 5.6. The minimization problem with a constraint can be written as
min
u∈V,u≥g
E(u), with g ∈ L2.
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The admissible function space can be defined as follows:
K := {v ∈ H1(Ω)|v = u0 on ∂Ω, v ≥ g in Ω},
such that we can write:
min
u∈K
E(u).
Definition 5.7 (Convex set). We say K is a convex set if
u, v ∈ K : θu+ (1− θ)v ∈ K.
for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1.
Definition 5.8 (Convex functional). A functional E : K → R is convex if and only if
E(θu+ (1− θ)v) ≤ θE(u) + (1− θ)E(v)
for all u, v ∈ K and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1.
Using these definitions, we obtain:
Formulation 5.9.
E(u) = min
v∈K
E(v),
where u ∈ K is the minimum of the energy functional.
5.3.1 Variational formulation
We derive a variational formulation in this section. Let θv+ (1− θ)u = u+ θ(v−u) ∈ K with θ ∈ [0, 1]. Then,
we can follow by using the previously defined convex set properties:
E(u+ θ(v − u)) ≥ E(u)
⇒ d
dθ
E(u+ θ(v − u))|θ=0 ≥ d
dθ
E(u), (notice that E(u) has no θ dependence)
⇔ d
dθ
E(u+ θ(v − u))|θ=0 ≥ 0
⇒ d
dθ
∫
Ω
(µ
1
2
|∇(u+ θ(v − u))|2 − f(v − u)) dx|θ=0 ≥ 0
⇒
∫
Ω
(µ∇(u+ θ(v − u)) · ∇(v − u)− f(v − u)) dx|θ=0 ≥ 0
⇒
∫
Ω
(µ∇u · ∇(v − u)− f(v − u)) dx ≥ 0
⇔
∫
Ω
µ∇u · ∇(v − u) dx−
∫
Ω
f(v − u) dx ≥ 0
⇔
∫
Ω
µ∇u · ∇(v − u) dx−
∫
Ω
f(v − u) dx ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ K.
In short hand notation (see Section 4.15), the last line is usually written as:
(µ∇u,∇(v − u)) ≥ (f, v − u).
With these calculations, we obtain the following variational form:
Formulation 5.10 (Variational formulation of the obstacle problem). The obstacle problem in a variational
PDE formulation is given by: Find u ∈ K such that
(µ∇u,∇(v − u)) ≥ (f, v − u),
for K = {v ∈ H1|v = u0 on ∂Ω, v ≥ g in Ω}.
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In the contact problem of a membrane, we have an active set A = Ω\N , where the membrane touches the
table with A = {x ∈ Ω : u = g}.The active set is also called contact zone . The inactive set is called N and
the free boundary is defined as Γ := ∂A ∩ ∂N . We define the sub-regions as
• A = Ω \ N : active set or contact zone (we sit on the obstacle), defined by
A = {x ∈ Ω : u = g}
• N is the inactive set (we solve the PDE)
• Γ = ∂A ∩ ∂N is the free boundary
5.3.2 Strong formulation
Using the fundamental lemma of calculus of variations (e.g., [46]), we derive the strong form:
Formulation 5.11 (Strong form). Find u : Ω→ R, such that
−∇ · (µ∇u) ≥ f in Ω,
u ≥ g in Ω,
(∇ · (µ∇u) + f)(u− g) = 0 in Ω,
u = g on ∂Ω,
u = g on Γ,
µ∇u · n = µ∇g · n on Γ.
Remark 5.12 (Complementary condition). The complementary condition
(∇ · (µ∇u) + f)(u− g) = 0,
is a necessary condition since otherwise the first two inequalities have no direct relationship. In the variational
form this is ensured by the function space K.
5.3.3 Lagrange multiplier formulations
Often, it is of interest to work directly with the linear function space V rather than with the closed convex set
K. The prize to pay is a second solution variable (which is more expensive in the solution approach though).
To this end, a Lagrange multiplier p ∈ L2 as an additional solution variable is introduced:
p =
{
0 if x ∈ N
−∇ · (µ∇u)− f if x ∈ A
With this definition it also becomes clear that the physical meaning of the Lagrange multiplier is a force in
this problem. This force acts against the PDE in order to fulfill the constraint u ≥ g.
Using the Lagrange multiplier, the strong form reads:
Formulation 5.13 (Lagrange multiplier strong form). Find u : Ω→ R and p : Ω→ R, such that
−∇ · (µ∇u)− p = f in Ω,
u ≥ g in Ω,
p ≥ 0 in Ω,
p(u− g) = 0 in Ω,
u = u0 on ∂Ω,
u = g on Γ,
µ∇u · n = µ∇g · n on Γ.
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Remark 5.14. This formulation is clearly more expensive since the Lagrange multiplier is considered to be a
solution variable. Nonetheless, a recent implementation for phase-field fracture was done in [112].
We now turn to the weak setting:
Formulation 5.15 (Lagrange multiplier weak form). The weak form reads formally: Find {u, p} ∈ V ×N :
(µ∇u,∇φ)− (p, φ) = (f, φ) ∀φ ∈ V
(u− g, q − p) ≥ 0 ∀q ∈ N
where N := {q ∈ Q∗|q ≥ 0} with Q∗ being the dual space of a Hilbert space Q. For details see [95][p. 38ff].
Exercise 3. Formulate a Lagrange multiplier formulation for the simplified phase-field Formulation 5.1.
5.3.4 Brief introduction to one possibility to treat the obstacle constraint
In practice, we face the question, how to realize the obstacle constraint. One possibility (in its basic form not
the best!) is penalization, which is a well-known technique in nonlinear programming, e.g., [158, 159]. The idea
is to asymptotically fulfill the constraint by including an additional term that acts against the optimization
goal if the constraints are violated.
We introduce the penalty parameter ρ > 0 (and have ρ→∞ in mind for later). As before: Find u ∈ K:
(µ∇u,∇(v − u)) ≥ (f, v − u) ∀v ∈ K.
A penalized version reads: Find uρ ∈ H10 :
(µ∇uρ,∇v)− ρ
∫
Ω
[g − u]+v dx = (f, v) ∀v ∈ H10 .
Here, [x]+ = max(x, 0).
Indeed we have
• uρ ≥ g yields 0 ≥ g − u. Thus [g − u]+ = 0
• uρ < g yields 0 < g − u. Thus [g − u]+ > 0
Remark 5.16 (Ill-conditioning). For large ρ (which are necessary to enforce the constraint), the system
matrix becomes ill-conditioned, i.e., the condition number is large since some entries are zero and others
have their regular values. Therefore, the stability of the discrete system is heavily affected resulting in a
significant error propagation (e.g., round-off errors due to machine precision) in the linear and nonlinear
solution. Consequently, one has to find a trade-off between sufficiently small and large ρ. An extension is an
augmented Lagrangian method or active set method. A detailed discussion can be found for instance in [133].
5.4 Preliminaries to modeling quasi-static brittle fracture
To follow the development of phase-field fracture models, we start with the model of Griffith (1920) [73], who
was one of the first who developed a model to compute brittle fractures. His idea is depicted in this section.
Years later, the great achievement of Francfort and Marigo [64] was to relate a variational model (formulated
in terms of the energy) to Griffith’s model. Our plan is to proceed as follows: we first provide some preliminary
explanation in this section and explain Griffith’s historical model in Section 5.5. Then, we recapitulate the
variational model proposed by Francfort and Marigo in Section 5.6.
Definition 5.17 (Critical energy release rate). The toughness (in this context better: critical energy release
rate) GC is a fundamental quantity that describes the resistance of a material to break. Or in other words,
GC is the energy required to create an infinitesimal crack at a point x ∈ B¯, where B is the domain as defined
before.
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Definition 5.18 (Current energy release rate). Beside the critical energy release rate it is of interest to know
the current energy release rate G. Formally the energy rate is defined as
G := −∂(U − V )
∂A
, (9)
where U is the potential energy available in the specimen B ⊂ Rd to create new fractures, V is the work
associated to external forces and A is the crack length per area. The current energy release rate has the unit
[G] = Jm2 .
Proposition 5.19. Using GC and G, we can formulate three possible situations:
• the critical energy release rate is equal to the current energy release rate: G = Gc implies crack propaga-
tion
• the critical energy release rate is smaller than the current energy release rate: G < Gc implies no crack
propagation
• the critical energy release rate is larger than the current energy release rate: G > Gc implies an unstable
crack growth (no unique opinion in mechanics, what unstable means in this context)
In the following, we introduce the (crack) surface energy ES , which connects GC with the energy of the
current fracture.
Definition 5.20 (Surface energy). The surface energy of the crack C ⊂ B¯ is defined as:
ES(C) =
∫
C
GC(s) ds = GCHd−1(C),
where H is the Hausdorff measure [79]. For smooth surfaces the Hausdorff measure corresponds to the length
of a crack C (1D) in a 2D setting and the crack area (2D) in a 3D setting.
Remark 5.21 (Toughness). If GC(x) > 0, then an increasing ES(C) means that more fractures arise and the
fracture lengths increase. If Gc(x) ≡ ∞, we have maximal toughness and the material cannot break.
Before we define the bulk energy, we introduce the function space for the displacement variable as
C(C, u) := {u ∈ H1(B\C) | u = uD on ∂ΩD}.
This definition of the deformation of the solid allows to formulate material laws and constitutive relations in
the following. The used space H1(B\C) space can be vector-valued.
Definition 5.22 (Linearized strain tensor). The linearized strain tensor is defined as
e(u) =
1
2
(∇u+∇uT ).
Definition 5.23. We denote by W (e(u)) the elastic (strain) energy density.
Example 5.24. We give three examples of energy density functions.
• In the case of the Laplacian or Poisson equation, the energy density function is
W (e(u)) =
µ
2
|∇u|2,
where µ > 0 is a material parameter. The energy is defined as
EB(u) =
∫
B
[
1
2
µ|∇u|2 − fu]dx. (10)
The PDEs which we have to solve, are the Euler-Lagrangian equations:
E′B(u)(ψ) =
∫
B
[
1
2
µ∇u · ∇ψ − fψ]dx. (11)
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• Another example is the linearized Saint-Venaint Kirchhoff model with the stress tensor
σ(u) = 2µe(u) + λ tr(e(u))I,
where λ, µ > 0 are the Lamé parameters.
• For a general elastic model, we have
W (e(u)) = Ae(u) : e(u)
is the energy density with the Frobenius scalar product, with A ∈ Rd×d×d×d and Ae(u) =: σ(u) is the
stress tensor.
Exercise 4. Derive from the general expression Ae(u), the stress tensor σ(u) = 2µe(u) + λ tr(e(u))I.
Exercise 5. Write down |e(u)|2 component-wise.
Definition 5.25. In engineering, material properties are often defined in terms of Young’s modulus EY and
the Poisson ratio νs. The relationship to the Lamé parameters is as follows:
νs =
λ
2(λ+ µ)
, EY =
µ(λ+ 2µ)
λ+ µ
,
µ =
EY
2(1 + νs)
, λ =
νsEY
(1 + νs)(1− 2νs)
In the following, we define a second energy, the bulk energy. The interplay of surface and bulk energy will
be the key description to formulate fracture growth.
Definition 5.26 (Bulk energy). The bulk energy is defined as
ER(C, u) =
∫
B\C=Ω
W (e(u)) dx−
∫
B\C=Ω
f · u dx.
In fracture settings, often the driving forces are boundary conditions and therefore f ≡ 0. For this reason, we
simply often work with:
ER(C, u) =
∫
B\C=Ω
W (e(u)) dx.
Further details on the bulk energy can be found in [89].
In the following, elementary properties of the energy integrals are listed.
Proposition 5.27. The bulk and surface energies shall satisfy the following elementary properties:
a) ES is strictly monotonically increasing in C
b) ER is monotonically decreasing in C for any fixed u ∈ C(C, u)
Formulation 5.28 (Total energy in B). Let C be a given crack and uD a given loading on ∂ΩD. Then the
total energy ET (C, u) is defined as
ET (C, u) = ER(C, u) + ES(C).
Formally we determine C and u by solving
min
u∈C
ET (C, u). (12)
This would mean finding the global minimum, which is too costly and also physically not always achievable.
For this reason, local minima are sought. In the following, we think about the relation to crack irreversibility
and further the relation of ET to an existing fracture model (Griffith’s model 1920). The fractures, we are
interested in, are called brittle (versus ductile), quasi static (versus dynamic or fully-time-dependent) fractures.
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previous cracks
new cracks
Figure 11: Crack evolution: old (in blue) and new cracks (in red).
To determine the evolution of the crack(s)
u(x, t) = uD(x, t) on ∂ΩD × I.
The idea is to minimize ET (C, u) at time t among all cracks C, which contain all previous cracks C(s), s < t.
A sketch is provided in Figure 11. A global energy minimization is a convenient mathematical postulate, but
not always justified by related physics. In practice (like in non-convex optimization) we rather want to get
local minima. Future geometries and crack locations are limited by previous crack patterns because of the
crack irreversibility constraint. Irreversiblity means that the crack cannot heal or existing fractures will not
disappear. According to [64], we assume a monotonically increasing loading (MIL) with
u = uD =
{
t u0(x), t ≥ 0
0, t < 0.
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5.5 Griffith’s model from 1920
Along with Griffith, a fracture propagates if the rate of elastic energy (G) decrease per unit surface area of
the incremental step is equal to the quasi-static critical energy release rate (GC). The surface energy is a
macroscopic description of the lattice debonding observed on the microscopic level.
In the frame of Griffith, the fracture process is quasi-static. Griffith’s law holds true for:
• brittle-fractures, e.g. glass, concrete (in contrast to ductile fracture, e.g. wood, steel),
• but a preexisting crack is assumed,
• and a well-defined crack path is assumed.
To understand Griffith’s laws, further definitions are necessary.
Definition 5.29 (Crack). A crack or fracture is defined as follows:
C(l) = C0 ∪ {x(s); 0 ≤ s ≤ l}.
An illustration is provided in Figure 12. As a reminder, the length of a curve can be computed via a line
integral L0 =
∫ xl
0
ds.
o
o
o
length L0
C0
x0
xll
Figure 12: Old C0 and new part {x(s)} of a crack resulting in C(l). The new crack contains the old crack.
Definition 5.30 (Bulk and surface energies). We define the potential and surface energies, respectively:
Potential energy: P (t, l) := ER(C(l), u0) → monotonically decreasing
Surface energy: Q(t, l) := ES(C(l))− ES(C0) → monotonically increasing
Here, u0 is a given initial displacement field. We shall investigate the trajectory of a crack along its path:
t 7→ l(t),
where t is the time or loading step. Finally, we define the (current) energy release rate:
G := −∂P
∂l
.
The unit is
[G] =
J
m2
.
Proposition 5.31 (Griffith’s law). Let l(t) be absolutely continuous in t, then Griffith’s law of crack evolution
is satisfied:
a) l(0) = 0 (initial crack)
b) ∂tl(t) ≥ 0 (crack can only grow; irreversibility)
c) G ≤ Gc (energy release rate is bounded by the critical energy release rate)
d) (−G+Gc)∂tl = 0 (compatibility condition; crack can only grow when energy release rate is critical)
The proof can be found in Proposition 4.8 in [64].
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5.6 Francfort and Marigo’s model from 1998
In 1998, Francfort and Marigo [64] generalized Griffith’s idea to allow predicting crack growth, crack nucleation
and crack initiation.
Proposition 5.32 (Laws by Francfort and Marigo [64]). Let u(x, t) on ∂ΩD and MIL. Then C(t) should
satisfy:
a) Irreversibility: C(t) is an increasing function in t
C(t) = C0 is the initial fracture for t ≤ 0
b) Energy minimization:
ET (C(t), u(t)) ≤ ET (C, u(t)) ∀ ∪s<t C(s) ⊂ C
c) Constraint on the set of the solution:
ET (C(t), u(t)) ≤ ET (C(s), u(s)) ∀s < t
This last law avoids that too many fracture solutions are admissible. More details are given by Francfort
and Marigo [64].
Remark 5.33. In contrast to Griffith’s approach, the variational model of Francfort and Marigo does allow
crack growth with an unknown crack path and crack nucleation.
Furthermore, if t→∞ with an MIL, a mechanical failure (thus total cracking) of the specimen arises. Thermo-
dynamic explanation of the previous laws and the feature of failure for (t→∞) are given by Miehe, Welschinger
and Hofacker [117].
Let us consider the following question: What has Griffith’s model in common with the variational approach
of Francfort and Marigo?
Assumption 5.34. In [64], the following assumptions were made:
• 2D situation; elasticity
• no contact of the lips of the crack as depicted in Figure 13
wall
no contact of the lips
Figure 13: Model assumption of Francfort and Marigo: no contact of the crack lips.
• Griffith needs a given crack path; crack path sufficiently smooth (rectifiable curve C)
• MIL
• the crack is parametrized by arc-length x(s) with x(0) = x0
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5.6.1 Specific forms of ET (C, u)
We provide some examples of possible energy functionals:
a) Given the deformation u : Ω→ R as a scalar-valued function, we deal with
E(C, u) =
1
2
∫
Ω
|∇u|2 dx+
∫
C
GC(x) ds−
∫
Ω
f · u dx.
b) Given u : Ω→ Rd as the vector-valued elasticity, the energy functional is given as
E(C, u) =
1
2
∫
Ω
Ae(u) : e(u) dx+
∫
C
GC(x) ds,
where the stress Ae(u) with the elasticity tensor A of fourth order is defined as
Ae(u) = σ(u) = 2µe(u) + λtr(e(u))I.
In case of the Saint-Venaint-Kirchhoff model e(u) := 12 (∇u+∇uT ), I is the identity matrix and µ, λ > 0
are the Lamé parameters. This linear stress-strain relationship follows Hook’s law.
In principle, we could now compute any fracture problem. However ER is defined on Ω ⊂ Rd and ES is
defined in C ⊂ Rd−1. This causes numerical problems because it is difficult to develop schemes that can
compute quantities/equations simultaneously in Rd and Rd−1. For this reason, ES will be approximated via
terms (integrals) on the entire domain Ω.
5.6.2 Properties
We discuss some important questions and aspects in the following:
Q1) How can we mathematically and numerically treat the computation of
∫
C
GC(x) ds?
↪→ An option is to set up an extension to ∫
B
along to Ambrosio-Tortorelli elliptic functionals (1990/1992)
[10], which can be motivated by image processing. In contrast, Francfort and Marigo considered W 1
spaces and further extensions.
↪→ leads to Modica and Mortola (1977) [128]. They approximated the perimeter functional by elliptic
functionals.
A1): Free discontinuity problems ([10], [9])
Unknown pair: (u,Γ): Γ is varying in a class of closed subsets of a fixed open set Ω ⊂ Rd
u : Ω\Γ→ Rd e. g. u ∈ C1(Ω\Γ) or u ∈W 1/p(Ω\Γ)
minE(u,Γ), which is the same as in a fracture setting
Apply Ambrosio-Tortorelli to ET (u,C):
Proposition 5.35 (Regularized phase-field for Laplacian). The non-regularized energy functional reads:
ET (u,C) =
1
2
∫
Ω
|∇u|2 dx+GcHd−1(C).
Using Ambrosio-Tortorelli, we replace the sharp lower-dimensional crack C by a smoothed indicator
function ϕ and we obtain the following regularized version:
ET,(u, ϕ) =
1
2
∫
B
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]|∇u|2 dx+ 1
2
GC
∫
B
(
1

(1− ϕ)2 + |∇ϕ|2) dx
with u ∈ H1(B), 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1, ϕ ∈ L∞.
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ϕ = 1 ϕ = 1
C
ϕ = 0


Figure 14: The phase-field variable ϕ is a smoothed indicator function.
The regularization parameter κ is numerically useful when ϕ → 0 such that the discrete system matrix
remains regular:
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]|∇u|2 ⇒ κ|∇u|2.
Mathematically, ϕ2|∇u|2 works as well (see Braides 1998 [33]). Using Γ-convergence (e.g., again [33]) for
→ 0:
ET,(u, ϕ) =
{
E(u,C) if ϕ = 1 a.e. in B
+∞, otherwise
Let us finally give some qualitative explanations of the choice of∫
B
(
1

(1− ϕ)2 + |∇ϕ|2) dx.
The first term is actually the term we are interested in, namely determining values that are 0 (crack) or
1 (unbroken solid). In fact for ε → 0 we enforce the behavior of sharp changes between 0 and 1 since
the first term dominates. For regularity purposes, we add the gradient penalty term that smooths the
transition from 0 to 1. The larger ε, the smoother is the transition zone.
Q2) How to solve minET (C, u)?
↪→ first-order optimality condition: Euler-Lagrange system
minET (C, u)⇒ E′(C, u) = 0
↪→ Only stationary points (also saddle-points)
A2): Given ET,ε, we obtain the Euler-Lagrange system by taking the directional derivatives:
Proposition 5.36. The Euler-Lagrange equations in variational formulation are given by:
E′T,,u(u, ϕ)(w) =
∫
B
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]∇u · ∇w dx,
E′T,,ϕ(u, ϕ)(ψ) =
∫
B
(1− κ)ϕ|∇u|2ψ dx+GC
∫
B
(
1

(1− ϕ)(−ψ) + ∇ϕ · ∇ψ) dx.
In numerical analysis, often a slightly different notation is adopted that we introduce for the convenience
of the reader:
Proposition 5.37. We define the combined solution vector and test functions, respectively:
U = (u, ϕ), (trial function)
Ψ = (w,ψ), (test function)
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Introducing a semi-linear form A(·)(·) in which the first argument may be nonlinear and the second
argument is linear, the previous statements are rewritten as follows:
A1(U)(Ψ) = E
′
T,,u(u, ϕ)(w) =
(
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]∇u,∇w
)
A2(U)(Ψ) = E
′
T,,ϕ(u, ϕ)(ψ) =
(
(1− κ)ϕ|∇u|2, ψ
)
+ (−GC

(1− ϕ), ψ) + (GC∇ϕ,∇ψ).
These formulations are similar to the u- and ϕ-equation discussed earlier in (4) and (5).
Q3) How to prescribe/include and analyze the crack irreversibility constraint?
A3) Crack irreversibility:
∂tl(t) ≥ 0 ⇔ ∂tϕ ≤ 0.
This condition can be interpreted as an entropy condition in the thermodynamic sense.
In general, the energy form as well as the variational form include constraints in function spaces, where
the strong formulation contains the compatibility formulation which is similar to the obstacle problem.
See [74] or [95, 96] for further details.
5.6.3 Weak formulation of quasi-static brittle phase-field fracture
Let us introduce the loading interval
0 = t0 < t1 < t2 < . . . < tN = T,
with the end loading value T . The loading step size is given as kn+1 = tn+1 − tn. If the loading step are
uniformly distributed we simply use k := kn+1.
To define the function spaces for the deformation u and the phase-field function ϕ, for a quasi-static formu-
lation first the time derivative term ∂tϕ is discretized via
∂tϕ ≈ ϕ− ϕ
n−1
k
≤ 0,
with k is the time step size or incremental step. Therefore it holds ϕ ≤ ϕn−1.
Definition 5.38 (Function spaces).
V = {u ∈ H1(B)|u = uD on ∂ΩD, u = 0 on ∂Ω2},
W = {ϕ ∈ H1(B)| ϕ ≤ ϕn−1 ≤ 1 in B}.
The weak formulation in the following can be seen as the starting point for all ongoing considerations.
Formulation 5.39 (Weak formulation). For the loading steps n = 0, 1, .., N find U = (u, ϕ) ∈ V ×W with
ϕ(0) = ϕ0 such that
A(U)(Ψ− (0, ψ)) ≤ 0 ∀Ψ = (w,ψ) ∈ V × (W ∩ L∞),
where
A(U)(Ψ− (0, ψ)) = A1(U)(Ψ) +A2(U)(Ψ− (0, ψ)),
with
A1(U)(Ψ) = 0 and A2(U)(Ψ− (0, ψ)) ≤ 0,
and
A1(U)(Ψ) =
(
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]σ,∇w
)
,
A2(U)(Ψ− (0, ψ)) =
(
(1− κ)ϕσ : e(u), ψ − ϕ)+ (−GC

(1− ϕ), ψ − ϕ
)
+ (GC∇ϕ,∇(ψ − ϕ)),
where σ = 2µe(u) + λtr(e(u))I.
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Formulation 5.40. The corresponding energy formulation to the previous weak problem reads:
ET,(u, ϕ) =
1
2
∫
B
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]σ : e(u) dx+ GC
2
∫
B
(
1

(1− ϕ)2 + |∇ϕ|2) dx. (13)
Exercise 6. Differentiate (formally) (13) in order to obtain the weak Formulation 5.39. Hint: For differen-
tiation in Banach spaces, please see Section 8.7.
Exercise 7. Derive the strong formulation of Formulation 5.39. Hint: Please see the simplified Formulation
5.1 to get some ideas how a strong form may look like.
Exercise 8. Derive the weak formulation for non-homogeneous traction forces on ∂Ω0 and ∂Ω1.
5.7 Thermodynamic extensions and interpretations
In this section, we briefly discuss two extensions based on thermodynamic arguments:
• Distinguishing fracture development due to tension and compression [11] and [121]
• Replacing the inequality constraint by observing the maximal strain energy [117]
5.7.1 Energy splitting for fracture under tension and compression
Along with [11] and [117], there are important extensions of the brittle-fracture model in the weak Formulation
5.39. For detailed comparisons of both models we refer to [7] and other comments can be found in [24][p. 79].
We decompose the stress tensor (or directly the energy) additively into
• its tensile part σ+ and
• its compressive part σ−.
From the physical/engineering point of view, the energy degradation yielding new fractures or fracture prop-
agation is only caused by tensile stresses. This motivates the following modification of the solid stress tensor:
σ :=
(
(1− k)ϕ2 + k)σ+ + σ−,
in which the phase-field variable only acts on σ+, but not on σ−.
An illuminating numerical test is the single edge notched shear test, see Chapter 9 and also Figure 15, in
which the fracture only has a path as in the experiment when splitting is used, but not when the standard
non-split stress tensor is employed.
if no splitting of σ is used
physical solution with σ+ and σ−
Figure 15: Single edge notched shear test: sketch what happens when stress is split or not.
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5.7.1.1 Strain energy splitting à la Miehe et al. First, the energy can be split into tensile σ+ and compressive
parts σ−, where damage just happens due to tensile stresses. The term
1
2
∫
B
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]Ae(u) : e(u),
where σ(u) := Ae(u) is the stress tensor again. Stress splitting yields:
1
2
∫
B
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]σ+ : e(u) + 1
2
∫
B
σ− : e(u).
The tensile and compressive stresses itself are defined as
σ+ := 2µe+ + λ < tr(e) > I,
σ− := 2µ(e− e+) + λ(tr(e)− < tr(e) >)I,
with
e := PΛPT ,
e+ := PΛ+PT ,
e− := PΛ−PT ,
Λ =
λ1 λ2
λ3
 ,
Λ+ =
< λ1 > < λ2 >
< λ3 >
 ,
Λ− = Λ− Λ+,
< x >:=
{
x, if x > 0,
0, if x ≤ 0.
Therein, P is the matrix that contains in its columns the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues λi, i =
1, 2, 3.
5.7.1.2 Strain energy splitting à la Amor et al. The Amor et al. model is somewhat simpler. Here, the two
stress contributions are given by:
σ+ := κtr+(e)I + 2µeD,
σ− := κtr−(e)I,
with κ = 2dµ+ λ and the deviatoric part of the strain tensor e =
1
2 (∇u+∇uT ) is defined as
eD := e− 1
d
tr(e)I, d = 2, 3.
Moreover,
tr+(e) = max(tr(e), 0), tr−(e) = tr(e)− tr+(e).
5.7.2 A weak phase-field fracture formulation using stress splitting
We summarize the previous developments into our second main formulation describing phase-field fracture
propagation in brittle materials:
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Formulation 5.41 (Weak formulation using stress splitting). For the loading steps n = 0, 1, .., N find U =
(u, ϕ) ∈ V ×W with ϕ(0) = ϕ0 such that
A(U)(Ψ− (0, ψ)) ≤ 0 ∀Ψ = (w,ψ) ∈ V × (W ∩ L∞),
where
A(U)(Ψ− (0, ψ)) = A1(U)(Ψ) +A2(U)(Ψ− (0, ψ))
with
A1(U)(Ψ) = 0 and A2(U)(Ψ− (0, ψ)) ≤ 0,
and
A1(U)(Ψ) = =
(
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]σ+,∇w
)
+
(
σ−,∇w)
A2(U)(Ψ− (0, ψ)) = =
(
(1− κ)ϕσ+ : e(u), ψ − ϕ)+ (−GC

(1− ϕ), ψ − ϕ
)
+ (GC∇ϕ,∇(ψ − ϕ)).
5.7.3 Derivation of a strain history field/replacing the irreversibility constraint
Thermodynamic interpretations discussed by Miehe et al. 2010 [117] are concerned with the fracture energy
resulting in a derivation of a strain history field. The surface integral ES(ϕ) can be interpreted from a
thermodynamic viewpoint.
Proposition 5.42 (Thermodynamical properties of ES(ϕ)). Let us define as before
ES(ϕ) =
1
2
∫
B
GC(
1

(1− ϕ)2 + |∇ϕ|2) dx.
We postulate:
↪→ Cracking is a dissipative procedure.
↪→ The system looses the ability to perform mechanical work (e.g. like friction).
↪→ Dissipation is expressed through crack irreversibility, which is the work to create a diffusive crack topology.
Remark 5.43. The crack irreversibility constraint can be eliminated, which yields an alternative formulation
resulting in a variational equation directly.
Proposition 5.44 (Crack dissipation). We have
d
dt
ES(ϕ) =
∫
B
GC(−1

(1− ϕ)∂tϕ+ ∇ϕ · ∇∂tϕ) dx
=
∫
B
GC(−1

(1− ϕ)− ∆ϕ)∂tϕ dx.
Proof. The proposition can be proven via differentiation (chain rule) plus partial differential integration and
the use of a homogeneous Neumann condition for ϕ.
Thermodynamics assume a positive dissipation ⇒ ddtES(ϕ) ≥ 0 (which is an entropy condition). But this
means: ∫
B
GC(−1

(1− ϕ)− ∆ϕ︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤0
) ∂tϕ︸︷︷︸
≤0
dx ≥ 0.
The first term, the negative variational derivative is smaller or equal to zero and can be rewritten as 1 (1−ϕ)+
∆ϕ ≥ 0. The time derivative of ϕ is smaller or equal to zero because of the natural assumption of irreversible
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cracking.
Let us introduce a so-called driving force field β according to Miehe et al.(2010) [117]. So we can formulate
the inequality constraint of the regularized crack energy as:
1

(1− ϕ) + ∆ϕ ≥ β ≥ 0.
Remark 5.45. Compare this to the very beginning in which we already motivated a forcing function f in the
phase-field equation (2).
We will see that the variable β corresponds to the ϕ-derivative in the u-equation:
Laplacian: β := (1− κ)ϕ |∇u|2
Elasticity: β := (1− κ)ϕ σ : e(u) (without stress splitting)
Elasticity: β := (1− κ)ϕ σ+ : e(u) (with stress splitting).
Thus
GC(
1

(1− ϕ) + ∆ϕ) ≥ (1− κ)ϕσ+ : e(u). (14)
On the other hand, we recall the compatibility condition:[
(1− κ)ϕσ+ : e(u) +GC(−1

(1− ϕ)− ∆ϕ)
]
· ∂tϕ = 0. (15)
For a growing crack, we combine (14) and (15). In (15), we can have a variation in the crack length when the
first expression is zero:
(1− κ)ϕσ+ : e(u) +GC(−1

(1− ϕ)− ∆ϕ) = 0.
In this case ∂tϕ < 0 (strictly). But this also means that in (14), we have
GC(
1

(1− ϕ) + ∆ϕ) = β.
Moreover, we obtain the following result:
Proposition 5.46. Let ψ+e := σ+ : e(u), which is the energy storage function. If ψ+e →∞, then ϕ→ 0.
Proof. Let ϕ > 0 :
GC(
1
 (1− ϕ) + ∆ϕ)
(1− κ)ϕ ≥ ψ
+
e
max
=⇒ GC(
1
 (1− ϕ) + ∆ϕ)
(1− κ)ϕ = maxu ψ
+
e =: H
(16)
This means,
ψ+e →∞⇒ LHS → 0, thus, ϕ→ 0.
Corollary 5.47. The previous proposition shows that we can enforce crack growth when the maximal strain
energy ψ+e is taken because in this case in equation (14) the equality holds true, due to the compatibility
condition (15). The equation (16) then yields ∂tϕ > 0 strictly for all time t. This allows to eliminate
the crack irreversibility condition on the continuous level. The function H := maxs∈[0,t] ψ+e (u(s)) (recall
u = u(s) = u(s, x), where s is the temporal variable and x the spatial variable) is a so-called strain history
function [117].
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Proof. It holds
GC(
1

(1− ϕ) + ∆ϕ) ≥ (1− κ)ϕσ+ : e(u)
Taking the maximum over space and time yields:
GC(
1

(1− ϕ) + ∆ϕ) = (1− κ)ϕ max
s∈[0,t]
ψ+e (s). (17)
Since Equation (17) is an equality at all times s ∈ [0, t], the compatibility condition yields ∂tϕ < 0.
5.7.4 A weak phase-field fracture formulation using strain history field and stress splitting
Our third main formulation for describing phase-field fracture is finally:
Formulation 5.48 (Alternative Formulation inspired by Miehe et al. 2010 [117]). For the loading steps
n = 0, 1, .., N , find U = (u, ϕ) ∈ V ×H1 with ϕ(0) = ϕ0, such that
A(U)(Ψ) = 0 ∀Ψ = (w,ψ) ∈ V × (H1 ∩ L∞),
where
A(U)(Ψ) = A1(U)(Ψ) +A2(U)(Ψ),
with
A1(U)(Ψ) = 0 and A2(U)(Ψ) = 0,
and
A1(U)(Ψ) =
(
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]σ+,∇w
)
+ (σ−,∇w),
A2(U)(Ψ) =
(
(1− κ)ϕH,ψ)+ (−GC

(1− ϕ), ξ
)
+ (GC∇ϕ,∇ψ) ∀Ψ ∈ V ×H1(B) ∩ L∞.
Remark 5.49. The alternative formulation offers a system of equations, which simplifies the system signif-
icantly. The strain-history function H can be tricky to implement. This is why the strain-history need to be
stored in each FEM quadrature point. The regularity of H in space and time is an open question.
5.8 Comments on energy formulations versus Euler-Lagrange PDEs
Modeling phase-field fracture in elasticity as done in these lecture notes allows us to start from an energy for-
mulation and seeking global (or better: local) minima, e.g., [28]. By differentiating of the energy functional, we
obtain a PDE in variational form, the so-called Euler-Lagrange equations. Solving this PDE gives us not only
minima, but all stationary points. Specifically, it can happen that our solution is a saddle-point. Therefore,
energy formulations yield a smaller, but stronger, class of solutions and are advantageous from the physical
point of view.
On the other hand, PDE formulations allow incorporating a much broader class of models. For instance,
the Stokes equations (being symmetric) can be formulated with the help of an energy functional. But the
extension to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations does not have a corresponding energy form. Also,
simple equations of parabolic type (such as the heat equation) do not allow for an energy concept. The same
holds for the Biot equations describing flow and deformation of porous media. For further details on formu-
lating phase-field fracture models within such frameworks, we refer the reader to [124][Sect. 2.4] or [172] or
[163][Sect. 3] or [126][Sect. 2.3].
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For some models, one can still get an energy formulation. For instance, in quasi-static fluid-filled fracture
in porous media, some authors interpret the given system as an incremental problem and analyze their for-
mulations on a given time step. On the time-discretized level, we can (possibly!) again formulate elliptic,
symmetric PDEs that can be derived from a corresponding energy formulation, e.g., [118, 119]. Of course, this
is not possible for all extensions, for instance, phase-field fracture propagation coupled with fluid-structure
interaction (using the Navier-Stokes equations).
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6 Classifications of PDEs
In this chapter, we briefly recapitulate some classification of PDEs that are relevant for variational phase-field
fracture problems. The following characteristic features can be distinguished:
• Single equations and PDE systems
• Nonlinear problems:
– Nonlinearity in the PDE
– The function set is not a vector space yielding a variational inequality
• Coupled PDE systems
Since variational inequalities themselves are a very rich research field, we devote extra attention.
To this end, we work with the following four sections:
• PDE systems: Section 6.2
• Nonlinear problems: Section 6.3
• Coupled problems: Section 6.4
• Variational inequalities: Section 6.5
Of course, all three types can be mixed together resulting in a nonlinear, coupled, variational inequality system.
And this is exactly the situation that we face in variational phase-field fracture problems.
6.1 Differential equations
Let us first clarify the definition of a differential equation.
Definition 6.1 (Differential equation). A differential equation is a mathematical equation that relates the
sought (unknown) function with its derivatives.
Differential equations can be split into two classes:
Definition 6.2 (Ordinary differential equation (ODE)). An ordinary differential equation (ODE) is an equa-
tion (or equation system) involving an unknown function of one independent variable and certain of its deriva-
tives.
Definition 6.3 (Partial differential equation (PDE)). A partial differential equation (PDE) is an equation (or
equation system) involving an unknown function of two or more variables and certain of its partial derivatives.
For a general description of ODEs and PDEs the multi-index notation is commonly used.
• A multi-index is a vector α = (α1, . . . , αn), where each component αi ∈ N0. The order is
|α| = α1 + . . .+ αn.
• For a given multi-index we define the partial derivative:
Dαu(x) := ∂α1x1 · · · ∂αnxn u
• If k ∈ N0, we define the set of all partial derivatives of order k:
Dku(x) := {Dαu(x) : |α| = k}.
Example 6.4. Assume the problem dimension n = 3. Then, α = (α1, α2, α3). For instance, let α = (2, 0, 1).
Then |α| = 3 and Dαu(x) = ∂2x∂1zu(x).
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Definition 6.5 (Evans [59]). Let Ω ⊂ Rn be open. Here, n denotes the total dimension including time.
Furthermore, let k ≥ 1 be an integer that denotes the order of the differential equation. Then, a differential
equation can be expressed as: Find u : Ω→ R, such that
F (Dku,Dk−1u, . . . ,D2u,Du, u, x) = 0 x ∈ Ω,
where
F : Rn
k × Rnk−1 × Rn2 × Rn × R× Ω→ R.
Example 6.6. We provide some examples. Let us assume the spatial dimension to be 2 and the temporal
dimension is 1. That is for a time-dependent ODE (ordinary differential equation) n = 1 and for time-
dependent PDE cases, n = 2 + 1 = 3, and for stationary PDE examples n = 2.
1. ODE model problem: F (Du, u) := u′ − au = 0 where F : R1 × R→ R. Here, k = 1.
2. Laplace operator: F (D2u) := −∆u = 0 where F : R4 → R. That is k = 2 and lower derivatives of order
1 and 0 do not exist. We notice that in the general form it holds
D2u =
(
∂xxu ∂yxu
∂xyu ∂yyu
)
,
and for the Laplacian:
D2u =
(−∂xxu 0
0 −∂yyu
)
.
3. Heat equation: F (D2u,Du) = ∂tu − ∆u = 0 where F : R9 × R3 → R. Here, the order is k = 2 is the
same as before, but a lower-order derivative of order 1 in form of the time derivative does exist. We
provide again details on D2u:
D2u =
∂ttu ∂xtu ∂ytu∂txu ∂xxu ∂yxu
∂tyu ∂xyu ∂yyu
 ,
and for the heat equation:
D2u =
0 0 00 −∂xxu 0
0 0 −∂yyu
 ,
4. Wave equation: F (D2u) = ∂2t u−∆u = 0 where F : R9 → R. Here it holds specifically
D2u =
∂ttu 0 00 −∂xxu 0
0 0 −∂yyu
 ,
6.2 Single equations versus PDE systems
Definition 6.7 (Single equation). A single PDE consists of determining one solution variable, e.g.,
u : Ω ⊂ Rd → R.
Typical examples are Poisson’s problem, the heat equation, wave equation, Monge-Ampère equation, Hamiliton-
Jacobi equation, p-Laplacian.
Definition 6.8 (PDE system). A PDE system determines a solution vector
u = (u1, . . . , ud) : Ω
d → Rd.
For each ui, i = 1, . . . , d, a PDE must be solved. Inside these PDEs, the solution variables may depend on each
other or not. Typical examples of PDE systems are linearized elasticity, nonlinear elasto-dynamics, Maxwell’s
equations.
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6.3 Linear versus nonlinear
In this section, classifications of linear and nonlinear differential equations are provided. Simply speaking:
each differential equation, which is not linear, is called nonlinear. However, in the nonlinear case, a further
refined classification can be undertaken. The concept of nonlinearity applies to both single equations and PDE
systems.
6.3.1 Definition of linearity
Let {U, ‖ · ‖U} and {V, ‖ · ‖V } be normed spaces over R.
Definition 6.9 (Linear mappings). A mapping T : U → V is called linear or linear operator when
T (u) = T (au1 + bu2) = aT (u1) + bT (u2),
for u = au1 + bu2 and for a, b ∈ R and u1, u2 ∈ U .
Example 6.10. We discuss two examples:
1. Let T (u) = ∆u. Then:
T (au1 + bu2) = ∆(au1 + bu2) = a∆u1 + b∆u2 = aT (u1) + bT (u2).
Thus T is linear.
2. Let T (u) = (u · ∇)u. Then:
T (au1 + bu2) = ((au1 + bu2) · ∇)(au1 + bu2) 6= a(u1 · ∇)u1 + b(u2 · ∇)u2 = aT (u1) + bT (u2).
Here, T is nonlinear.
3. Let T (u) = |u|. Then:
T (au1 + bu2) = |au1 + bu2| ≤ |au1|+ |bu2| ≤ |a||u1|+ |b||u2|.
This is obviously not the same as
aT (u1) + bT (u2) = a|u1|+ b|u2|.
6.3.2 Classes of nonlinearity
We cite from [59]:
Definition 6.11 (Evans[59] ). Differential equations are divided into linear and nonlinear classes as follows:
1. A differential equation is called linear if it is of the form:∑
|α|≤k
aα(x)D
αu− f(x) = 0.
2. A differential equation is called semi-linear if it is of the form:∑
|α|=k
aα(x)D
αu+ a0(D
k−1u, . . . ,D2u,Du, u, x) = 0.
Here, nonlinearities may appear in all terms of order |α| < k, but the highest order |α| = k is fully linear.
3. A differential equation is called quasi-linear if it is of the form:∑
|α|=k
aα(D
k−1u, . . . ,D2u,Du, u, x)Dαu+ a0(Dk−1u, . . . ,D2u,Du, u, x) = 0.
Here, full nonlinearities may appear in all terms of order |α| < k, in the highest order |α| = k, nonlinear
terms appear up to order |α| < k.
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4. If none of the previous cases applies, a differential equation is called (fully) nonlinear. Moreover, if the
underlying set is not a vector space (but for instance, a closed, convex subset of a vector space), we deal
with a variational inequality that is clearly also not linear, thus nonlinear.
Remark 6.12. We notice that nonlinear PDEs are in general non-smooth and less regular than linear PDEs.
A graphical illustration is given in terms of the obstacle problem that has kinks in the solution on the inner
free boundary; see Figure 10. This holds even true when all problem data are very smooth. This has the
consequence that for the numerical (spatial) treatment, low-order discretizations (e.g., low-order FEM) are in
many cases sufficient.
6.3.3 Examples
How can we now proof in practice, whether a PDE is linear or nonlinear? The simplest way is to go term by
term and check the linearity condition from Definition 6.9.
Example 6.13. We provide again some examples:
1. All differential equations from Example 6.6 are linear. Check term by term Definition 6.9!
2. Euler equations (fluid dynamics, special case of Navier-Stokes with zero viscosity). Here, n = 2+1+1 = 4
(in two spatial dimensions) in which we have 2 velocity components, 1 pressure variable, and 1 temporal
variable. Let us consider the momentum part of the Euler equations:
∂tvf + vf · ∇vf +∇pf = f.
Here the highest order is k = 1 (in the temporal variable as well as the spatial variable). But in front
of the spatial derivative, we multiply with the zero-order term vf . Consequently, the Euler equations are
quasi-linear because a lower-order term of the solution variable is multiplied with the highest derivative.
3. Navier-Stokes momentum equation:
∂tvf − ρfνf∆vf + vf · ∇vf +∇pf = f.
Here k = 2. But the coefficients in front of the highest order term, the Laplacian, do not depend on vf .
Consequently, the Navier-Stokes equations are neither fully nonlinear nor quasi-linear. The first order
convection term vf · ∇vf is nonlinear. Thus the Navier-Stokes equations are semi-linear.
4. A fully nonlinear situation would be:
∂tvf − ρfνf (∆vf )2 + vf · ∇vf +∇pf = f.
Example 6.14 (Development of numerical methods for nonlinear equations). In case you are given a nonlinear
IBVP (initial-boundary value problem) and want to start developing numerical methods for this specific PDE,
it is often much easier to start with appropriate simplifications in order to build and analyze step-by-step your
final method. Let us assume that we want to solve the following nonlinear time-dependent PDE
∇u∂2t u+ u · ∇u− (∆u)2 = f.
Then, you could tackle the problem as follows:
1. Consider the linear equation:
∂2t u−∆u = f,
which is nothing else than the wave equation.
2. Add a slight nonlinearity to make the problem semi-linear:
∂2t u+ u · ∇u−∆u = f
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3. Add ∇u such that the problem becomes quasi-linear:
∇u∂2t u+ u · ∇u−∆u = f.
4. Make the problem fully nonlinear by considering (∆u)2:
∇u∂2t u+ u · ∇u− (∆u)2 = f.
In each step, make sure that the corresponding numerical solution makes sense and that your developments so
far are correct. Then proceed to the next step.
Remark 6.15. The contrary to the previous example works as well and arises very often in practice. And
should be kept in mind! Often you are given a very complicated PDE (or PDE system). If you have undertaken
the implementation and you recognize a difficulty, you can (should!) reduce the PDE term by term and make
it step by step simpler up to a linear version. The same procedure holds true for mathematical analysis. If a
proof does not work, we try to neglect terms or to linearize them.
Exercise 9. Classify the following PDEs into linear and nonlinear PDEs (including a short justification):
−∇ · (|∇u|p−2∇u) = f,
det(∇2u) = f,
∂2t u+ 2a∂tu− ∂xxu = 0, a > 0,
∂tu+ u∂xu = 0,
∂tt −∆u+m2u = 0, m > 0.
How can we linearize nonlinear PDEs? Which terms need to be simplified such that we obtain a linear PDE?
Exercise 10. Characterize and classify with the previous techniques the strong formulation of a phase-field
fracture problem derived in Exercise 7.
6.4 Decoupled versus coupled
We shall specify how coupled PDE systems can be characterized.
Definition 6.16 (Coupled PDEs). A coupled PDE (system) consists of at least two PDEs (or PDE systems)
that interact with each other. Namely, the solution of one PDE will influence the solution of the other PDE. In
such coupled problems, the underlying PDEs are based on different physical laws and conservation properties
determining solution variables with different physical meanings. Furthermore:
1. A coupled PDE system can be linear when the solution variables enter into the PDEs in a linear way
(e.g., the Biot system for describing flow in porous media);
2. In most cases, however, a coupled PDE system is nonlinear (e.g., phase-field fracture, fluid-structure
interaction).
Remark 6.17 (Incompressible Navier-Stokes). The Navier-Stokes equations also constitute a nonlinear PDE
system, but not a coupled PDE system. The nonlinearity is not caused by the coupling of velocities and
pressure, but arises from the nonlinear coupling in the velocities only. The Navier-Stokes equations are not a
coupled PDE system because velocities and pressure describe common physics, namely flow.
Exercise 11. Classify the following:
Find p : Ω→ R and u : Ω→ Rd such that for t ≥ 0 :
∂tp+ α∇ · ∂tu−∇ · K
ν
(∇p− g) = f in Ω× I,
−∇ · (σ − αp) = 0 in Ω× I,
(18)
with α ∈ [0, 1],K > 0, ν > 0, g is a given function not depending on p, and σ is defined as before.
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Answers: linear, single PDE for p, PDE system for u, so in total it is a PDE system; equality, coupling
depends on α! If α = 0, no coupling, parabolic system. If α > 0, we have a coupled system because u influences
the system of p and viceversa. The PDE is coupled via volume. The system is non-stationary (time-dependent)
with a time-dependent, parabolic PDE for p and an stationary, elliptic PDE for u.
Remark 6.18. The equations in the Exercise above is the so-called Biot system for modeling flow through
porous media. Further, it is one of the rare examples in which coupling does not introduce nonlinearities.
Exercise 12. Find u : Ω→ Rd, ϕ : Ω→ R for t ≥ 0 such that:
−∇ · (ϕ2σ) = 0f in Ω× I,
ϕ|∇u|2 − ∆ϕ− 1

(1− ϕ) ≤ 0,
∂t ≤ 0,
where I = [0, T ]. For both examples, simplify the systems, are they instationary or stationary? Nonlinear?
Which order?
Answers: If we solve for u and ϕ simultaneously (monolithic approach), then the system is nonlinear!
ϕ2σ(u) ∼ ϕ2∇u ⇒ nonlinear;
if we decouple, then the u-equation is linear. Decouple means, we split the equations and solve them separately
(partitioned/staggered approach). However the ϕ-equations are still nonlinear because of the inequality con-
straint. The system is always coupled, independent of solving it monolithically or in a partitioned procedure.
It is a PDE system (system for u, single PDE for p); the system is quasi-stationary (time-dependence only in
the inequality constraint); Variational inequality for u, variational inequality for p, so in total it is a variational
inequality PDE system.
Volume coupling of the entire domain, which means that in contrast to interface coupling where the PDEs are
coupled on a boundary inside the domain (e.g. FSI); Remark on the nonlinearity: in the monolithic case, we
have a quasi-linear system.
Remark 6.19. As we see later, coupled problems may also decouple by changing certain coefficients (e.g., Biot
equations in porous media) or designing solution algorithms based on partitioned procedures. Due to decoupling,
the single semi-linear forms may even become linear (e.g., Biot equations), but not always (e.g., fluid-structure
interaction in which the sub-problems NSE and elasticity are still nonlinear themselves).
In a formal way, we write for two variational forms:
Find u1 ∈ V1 : A1({u1, u2})(ϕ1) = F1(ϕ1) ∀ϕ1 ∈ V1,
Find u2 ∈ V2 : A2({u1, u2})(ϕ1) = F2(ϕ2) ∀ϕ2 ∈ V2,
where A1 and A2 are semi-linear forms representing the partial differential operators. The coupled problem is
the sum of both operators A = A1 +A2 and yields:
Find U ∈ V : A(U)(Ψ) = F (Ψ) ∀Ψ ∈ V,
where U = (u1, u2) and Ψ = (ϕ1, ϕ2).
Remark 6.20. This concept can be easily extended to n PDEs rather than only 2.
Remark 6.21 (Semi-linear). The wording semi-linear should not confuse. A semi-linear form is a weak form
of a nonlinear PDE in which the test function is still linear. Nonlinear equations can be distinguished into
semi-linear, quasi-linear and fully nonlinear. Therefore, the notation of a semi-linear form does not indicate
with which level of nonlinearity we are dealing with.
As seen previously in the examples, the coupling can be of various types:
• Volume coupling (the PDEs live in the same domain) and exchange information via volume terms,
right hand sides, coefficients.
Example: Biot equations for modeling porous media flow, phase-field fracture, Cahn-Hilliard phase-field
models for incompressible flows.
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• Interface coupling (the PDEs live in different domains) and the information of the PDEs is only
exchanged on the interface.
Example: fluid-structure interaction.
The coupling is first of all based on physical principles. Based on this information, appropriate numerical
schemes can be derived. Specifically, interface-based coupling is not simple! Imagine a regular finite element
mesh and assume that the interface cuts through the mesh elements. For a more detailed description of
interface treatments we refer the reader back to Section 3.2.
Exercise 13. Describe and justify whether phase-field fracture is an interface or volume-coupled technique?
Exercise 14. Decouple Formulation 5.39 and state whether the resulting scheme is still nonlinear or changes
its behavior.
6.5 Variational equations versus variational inequalities
Variational inequalities generalize weak forms such that constraints on the solution variables can be incorpo-
rated.
Let (V, ‖ · ‖) be a real Hilbert space and K a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of V . We define the
mapping A : K → V ∗, where V ∗ is the dual space of V . Then, we define the abstract problem:
Formulation 6.22 (Abstract variational inequality). Find u ∈ K such that
A(u)(ϕ− u) ≥ 0 ∀ϕ ∈ K.
If K is a linear subspace (and not only a set!) of V , then we have the linearity properties, see Section 6.3.1,
which allows us to define for u ∈ K:
ϕ := u± w ∈ K,
for each w ∈ K. Since the semi-linear form A(·)(·) is linear in the second argument, we obtain:
A(u)(w) ≥ 0 and A(u)(−w) ≥ 0,
from which follows:
A(u)(w) = 0 ∀w ∈ K.
We see that weak equations are contained in the class of variational inequalities. Hence, the latter one describes
a more general setting.
6.5.0.1 On the notation In the literature, the notation of the duality pairing is often found for describing
weak forms and variational inequalities. This notation highlights in which spaces we are working. The previous
statements read:
Formulation 6.23 (Abstract variational inequality – duality pairing notation). Find u ∈ K such that
〈A(u), ϕ− u〉 ≥ 0 ∀ϕ ∈ K.
Here, we see more easily that A(u) ∈ V ∗ and ϕ− u ∈ V .
If K is a linear subspace (and not only a set!) of V , then
ϕ := u± w ∈ K,
for each w ∈ K. Since the semi-linear form A(·)(·) is linear in the second argument, we obtain:
〈A(u), w〉 ≥ 0 and 〈A(u),−w〉 ≥ 0,
from which it follows:
〈A(u), w〉 = 0 ∀w ∈ K.
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6.5.0.2 Minimization of functionals Let {V, ‖·‖} be a reflexive, real Hilbert space, K be a nonempty, closed
and convex subset of V , and F : K → R be a real functional defined on K.
Formulation 6.24 (Minimization problem). Find u ∈ K such that
F (u) = inf
v∈K
F (v),
or equivalently
F (u) ≤ F (v) ∀v ∈ K.
Example 6.25. An example for F is the elastic potential energy. See, for instance, the equivalence relations
in [178].
Definition 6.26 (Convexity). A functional F : K → R is convex if and only if
F (θu+ (1− θ)v) ≤ θF (u) + (1− θ)F (v) u, v ∈ K, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1.
The functional is strictly convex if < holds true.
Definition 6.27. The Gâteaux-derivative of F is denoted as
lim
ε→0
d
dε
F (u+ εv) = F ′(u)(v) = 〈F ′(u), v〉.
Theorem 6.28. Let K be a subset of a normed linear space V and let F : K → R be Gâteaux differentiable.
If u is a minimizer of F in K, then u can be characterized as follows:
1. If K is a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of V , then
F ′(u)(v − u) ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ K.
2. If K is a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of V and u ∈ int(K), then
F ′(u)(v) ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ K.
3. If K is a linear variety with respect to w (i.e., K is a linear subspace translated by a factor w with respect
to the origin), then
F ′(u)(v) = 0 ∀v ∈ V,
and v − w ∈ K.
4. If K is a linear subspace of V , then
F ′(u)(v) = 0 v ∈ K.
Proof. The proof is sketched in the following three bullet points:
1. The set K is convex. Thus w := u+θ(v−u) ∈ K for θ ∈ [0, 1] and for every u, v ∈ K. If u is a minimizer
of K, then we have
F (u) ≤ F (w) = F (u+ θ(v − u)) ∀v ∈ K.
Differentiating yields:
d
dθ
[F (u+ θ(v − u))− F (v)]|θ=0 = F ′(u)(v − u) ≥ 0.
2. If u ∈ int(K) and any v ∈ K. Then, there exists ε ≥ 0 such that u + εv ∈ K. Therefore, we insert the
defined element into the previous characterization and obtain:
F ′(u)(u+ εv − u) = F ′(u)(εv) ≥ 0.
Since ε is arbitrary, it implies the assertion.
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3. Let K = {w}+M , where M is a linear subspace of V . Then, w− v ∈ K implies v ∈M . The same holds
for −v ∈M . Then,
F ′(u)(v) = 0 v ∈ V such that v − w ∈ K.
4. Take w = 0. Then,
F ′(u)(v) = 0 v ∈ K.
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7 Numerical modeling part I: Regularization and discretization
7.1 Outline of the three numerical modeling chapters
In Chapter 5, we derived variational phase-field fracture models on the continuous level. Especially, we derived
three different formulations:
• Formulation 5.39 using an inequality constraint;
• Formulation 5.41 using an inequality constraint and stress splitting into tensile and compressive parts;
• Formulation 5.48 using a strain history function and stress splitting.
7.1.1 Outline of Chapter 7
To carry out computer simulations we need to regularize and discretize these models. There, we mostly
focus on Formulation 5.39 and provide sometimes hints to the other two formulations. In fact, Formulation
5.41 does not differ from the first one from an algorithmic point of view.
7.1.2 Outline of Chapter 8
In Chapter 8 we address the nonlinear and linear numerical solutions of the discretized problems.
7.1.3 Outline of Chapter 10
In Chapter 10, we address some special topics such as local mesh adaptivity, design of algorithms for imposing
the irreversibiliy constraint, the crack width computation, and pressurized fractures.
7.1.4 Demonstration of numerical modeling in terms of excursus and simulations
The three numerical chapters are complemented with excursuses on the obstacle problem (Section 5.3,
Section 8.13, Section 8.19, Section 10.13) and simplified settings (Section 10.4.3, Section 8.16) as well as
detailed numerical simulations (Chapter 9, Chapter 11, Chapter 12, Chapter 14) using the full phase-field
fracture formulation.
7.2 The crack irreversibility constraint
Basically, four procedures exist to treat the crack irreversibility:
1. Fixing crack nodes by Dirichlet values [27, 101];
2. Using a strain history function [117];
3. Using penalization [122, 169];
4. Using a primal-dual active set method [82];
5. Working with a Lagrange multiplier formulation [112].
To date, only partial comparisons have been performed (recently in [67]) and moreover, the basic methods
have their advantages and shortcomings. In Section 9, we perform some further numerical comparisons.
7.2.1 Strain history function
Imposing the irreversibility constraint via a strain history field was discussed in Section 5.7.3.
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7.2.2 Penalization/augmented Lagrangian
Regularizing the inequality constraint requires to discretize ∂tϕ via
∂tϕ ≈ ϕ− ϕ
n−1
k
≤ 0,
⇒ ϕ ≤ ϕn−1
⇒ ϕ− ϕn−1 ≤ 0
⇒ γ[ϕn+1 − ϕn]+,
with γ > 0, [x]+ := max(0, x) and the time step size k := tn+1 − tn. The idea is to introduce the penalization
parameter γ > 0, which penalizes the PDE when the constraint is violated. Keep in mind, that mathematically
one should show for γ →∞, that the correct PDE is obtained. Numerically γ  0 will lead to ill-conditioned
Jacobians (bad for linear solvers) and higher nonlinearities from which the nonlinear solver will suffer (see
[133, p. 505]). We also refer to computations and available code for the obstacle problem in Section 8.13.
The second equation of the problem formulation looks like
A2(U)(Ψ) + (γ[ϕ
n+1 − ϕn]+, ψ) = 0. (19)
In comparison to Formulation 5.39, the variational Equation (19) is not an inequality any more:
Formulation 7.1 (Formulation 5.39 as a penalized version). For the loading steps n = 0, 1, .., N find U =
(u, ϕ) ∈ V ×W with ϕ(0) = ϕ0, such that
A(U)(Ψ) = 0 ∀Ψ = (w,ψ) ∈ V × (H1 ∩ L∞),
where
A(U)(Ψ) = A1(U)(Ψ) +A2(U)(Ψ),
with
A1(U)(Ψ) = 0 and A2(U)(Ψ) = 0,
and
A1(U)(Ψ) =
(
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]σ,∇w
)
,
A2(U)(Ψ) =
(
(1− κ)ϕσ : e(u), ψ)+ (−GC

(1− ϕ), ψ
)
+ (GC∇ϕ,∇ψ)
+ (γ[ϕn+1 − ϕn]+, ψ).
Remark 7.2. On the energy level (γ[ϕ− ϕn]+, ψ) reads [169] :
γ
2
||[ϕ− ϕn]+||2L2
From a mathematical point of view, a 4th-order regularization would simplify the analysis and Newton’s method
since the problem has sufficient regularity to differentiate up to second-order derivatives.
⇒ γ
4
||[ϕ− ϕn]+||4L2
⇒ PDE-level J ′ = γ([ϕ− ϕn]3+, ξ)L2
⇒ Jacobian in Newton’s method J ′′ = 3γ([ϕ− ϕn]2+δe, ψ)L2
See [130] for further details.
Remark 7.3. Beside a simple penalization, in recent publications, there are proposed other, better, techniques
how to integrate the inequality constraint into the main problem formulation. An augmented Lagrangian for-
mulation for VPFF is described in [169]; original references on the augmented Lagrangian method are, for
instance, [169] and [133, Sect. 17].
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7.2.3 Primal-dual active set method
Another approach is a so-called primal-dual active set method (see e.g., [91]) or semi-smooth Newton
method [86, 87]. In [86], the equivalence of primal-dual active set methods and semi-smooth Newton methods
is shown. In active set methods, the domain is split into an active and a nonactive set. In the former, the
PDE is not solved because the constraint holds. This method is applied to VPFF in Heister et al. [82] and
details are given as well in Section 8.17.
In the current section, we briefly recall the basic idea, following closely [86, Sect. 2]. We consider the
following complementarity problem (similar to our Section 5.3.3):
Formulation 7.4. Find a solution u and a Lagrange multiplier p such that
Au+ p = f,
u ≤ g,
p ≥ 0,
(p, u− g) = 0.
Here, (·, ·) denotes the scalar product in Rn, A is a well-posed matrix (for details see [86]), and f, g ∈ Rn.
If A is symmetric positive definite, the above system is the optimality system to
minE(u) =
1
2
(u,Au)− (f, u),
subject to u ≤ g.
The trick is to reformulate the complementarity conditions above in an equivalent fashion:
u ≤ g, ≥ 0, (p, u− g) = 0,
⇔ C(u, p) = 0, where C(u, p) = p−max{0, p+ c(u− g)}.
The parameter c is assumed to be positive and the max-operation has to be understood component-wise. With
this, we obtain the equivalent formulation:
Formulation 7.5. Find a solution u and a Lagrange multiplier p such that
Au+ p = f,
C(u, p) = 0.
Now, we are already in the position to formulate a primal-dual active set strategy. For a given pair (u, p),
the constraint formulation C(u, p) = 0 is used as a predictor step to determine the next active and inactive
sets. These two sets are given by:
N = {i : pi + c(u− g)i ≤ 0},
A = {i : pi + c(u− g)i > 0}.
Here, i denote the index of the solutions (for instance located at the DoFs when using Q1 finite elements).
The algorithm reads:
Algorithm 7.6 (Primal-dual active set algorithm). The basic primal-dual active set algorithm has the follow-
ing steps:
1. Initialize u0 and p0. Set l = 0.
2. Set Nk and Ak.
3. Solve
Auk+1 + pk+1 = f,
uk+1 = g on Ak, and pk+1 = 0 on Nk.
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4. Stop, if a given stopping criterion is fulfilled. If not, set k → k + 1 and go to Step 2.
Here, uk+1 = g has to be understood component-wise for each index i: uk+1i = gi for i ∈ Ak.
Remark 7.7. In [86], this algorithm is interpreted as a semi-smooth Newton method with corresponding
convergence results.
7.3 Spatial discretization
We assume that the reader has taken classes on numerical methods for partial differential equations in which
spatial and temporal discretization have been discussed. To recapitulate the most important features we refer
to our own notes [178] or the famous references cited therein. Spatial discretization of VPFF does not require
aligned meshes or enriched functions.
Figure 16: A small fracture network and zoom-in at the right. The mesh is regular and the fracture can vary
freely. The main requirement is that ε > h, which is illustrated with the help of the green transition
zone that goes over several mesh cells.
One can use the FEM (finite element method) or IGA (isogeometric analysis), depending on the problem
setup and the implementation environment.
From Figure 16, we would heuristically think that the following should hold true:
Proposition 7.8. It must hold that
ε > h,
where ε is the phase-field regularization parameter and h the spatial discretization parameter.
Corollary 7.9. When  → 0 is of interest, then h must be very small requiring small meshes in the crack
region. This is in particular, challenging in three dimensions. Local mesh adaptivity is indispensable.
Remark 7.10. We proof these relationships for a simplified situation in Section 7.3.2.
7.3.1 A penalized, spatially discretized version
After spatial discretization, we arrive formally at the following result:
Formulation 7.11 (Formulation 7.1, spatially discretized with FEM). Let Vh ⊂ V andWh ⊂W be conforming
finite element spaces. For the loading steps n = 0, 1, .., N find Uh = (uh, ϕh) ∈ Vh ×Wh with ϕh(0) = ϕ0,h,
such that
A(Uh)(Ψh) = 0 ∀Ψh = (wh, ψh) ∈ Vh ×Wh,
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where
A(Uh)(Ψ) = A1(Uh)(Ψh) +A2(Uh)(Ψh),
with
A1(Uh)(Ψh) = 0 and A2(Uh)(Ψh) = 0,
and
A1(Uh)(Ψh) =
(
[(1− κ)ϕ2h + κ]σ(uh),∇wh
)
,
A2(Uh)(Ψh) =
(
(1− κ)ϕhσ(uh) : e(uh), ψh
)
+
(
−GC

(1− ϕh), ψh
)
+ (GC∇ϕh,∇ψh)
+ (γ[ϕn+1h − ϕnh]+, ψh).
7.3.2 Numerical analysis of a simplified, prototype problem
In this section, we perform a rigorous numerical analysis for the dependencies of the phase-field model param-
eters κ, ε and the spatial discretization parameter h.
7.3.2.1 Assumptions We make the following assumptions:
1. Laplace terms; no elasticity
2. Equations are decoupled
3. We assume as much regularity as needed; in particular, for the term ϕ|∇u|2, please see below for details
4. No inequality constraint; thus ‘only’ linear equations
5. No proof that the iteration schemes that couples both equations will converge
6. Assuming κ = o(ε) holds true [9, 33]
7. Even so that we will write in the following κ → 0 and ε → 0, the limits ϕ and u are not in H1 and
therefore the usual interpolation estimates cannot hold true. However, in order to get a ‘feeling’ what
might happen and how the relationships could be, we assume:
κ→ κend > 0 with κ κend
ε→ εend > 0 with ε εend.
This means that we always stay away from ε = 0 and κ = 0, but we allow for variations towards zero.
7.3.2.2 Equations Solid:
−∇ · ((ϕ2 + κ)∇u) = f in Ω
u = 0 on ∂Ω,
with ϕ2 ∈ L∞ and κ > 0.
Phase-field:
−ε∆ϕ− 1
ε
(1− ϕ) = g in Ω,
ε∂nϕ = 0 on ∂Ω,
with ε > 0. The right hand side function would be actually
g = −ϕ|∇u|2
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(see our models before). If we assume |∇u|2 ∈ L∞ (which is not clear at all if this is true), then we could
easily do the numerical analysis for
−ε∆ϕ− 1
ε
(1− ϕ) + ϕ|∇u|2 = 0.
Since the second and the third term are of the same order in ϕ we do not expect any difficulties for this system.
For simplicity, we restrict our attention to
−ε∆ϕ− 1
ε
(1− ϕ) = g,
for some g not depending on ϕ.
7.3.2.3 Goals
1. Relation κ versus h;
2. Relation ε versus h.
7.3.2.4 Procedure Since both equations are linear we use the standard assumptions known for the Lax-
Milgram lemma. The Lax-Milgram lemma gives the well-posedness of a partial differential equation. We can
apply it, if we have a problem of the following form:
Find u ∈ V : a(u)(w) = l(w) ∀w ∈ V with
i) |l(u)| ≤ C‖u‖V ,
ii) |a(u)(w) ≤ γ‖u‖V ‖w‖V (continuity of the bilinear form),
iii) a(u)(u) ≥ α‖u‖2V (coercivity).
Then, the lemma of Lax-Milgram holds true.
Further, we use the Céa lemma and the Galerkin-orthogonality. If we have the best approximation property,
we use interpolation results in order to obtain powers in h. By comparison, we will then see which choices
for ε and κ are feasible and how these choices influence the convergence order measured in h. We will need
the following norms: ‖u‖V := ‖u‖H1 and ‖u‖H1 =
∫
u2 + (∇u)2 dx. So let us start with the proof of the Céa
lemma for the solid equation:
Solid Equation: Céa Lemma
Proof. The weak form of the solid equation reads as follows:
((ϕ2 + κ)∇u,∇w) = (f, w) w ∈ V,
where (ϕ2 + κ) is α(ϕ, κ). In the crack it holds ϕ2 = 0, which implies
(κ∇u,∇w) = (f, w).
We define a(u,w) := (α(κ)∇u,∇w) with α(κ) = κ. For this Poisson problem we want to show
a(u, u) ≥ α(κ)||u||2V .
The difficulty is that 0 ≤ α0 ≤ α(κ) ≤ α∞. in particular, it is difficult to find α0 if α(κ) tends to zero.
Let us start with a measurement of the discretization error in the norm V :
α(κ)||u− uh||2V ≤ a(u− uh, u− uh) = a(u− uh, u− wh) ∀φh ∈ Vh
≤ γ||u− uh||V ||u− φh||
⇒ ||u− uh||V ≤ γ
α(κ)
||u− wh||V .
The first step is based on the Galerkin-orthogonality. Vh ⊂ V is the conforming finite element space.
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Remark 7.12 (Galerkin-Orthogonality). We remember the Galerkin-orthogonality in detail. Assume to have
a problem of the form:
Find u ∈ V such that
a(u)(w) = l(w) ∀w ∈ V.
On the discrete level, the problem reads as:
Find uh ∈ Vh such that
a(uh)(wh) = l(wh) ∀wh ∈ Vh.
In Vh, it follows:
a(u)(wh)− a(uh)(wh) = 0,
a(u− uh)(wh) = 0.
Further, it follows
a(u− uh, u− wh) ≤ γ‖u− uh‖‖u− wh‖,
‖u− uh‖V ≤ γ
α(κ)
‖u− wh‖.
So we proofed the Céa Lemma for the solid equation for ϕ = 0. For ϕ 6= 0, for example α(ϕ, κ) = (ϕ2 + κ)
and κ ≈ 0 we just get an useless error estimate if κ→ 0. If for instance, ϕ = 0 and α(ϕ, κ) ≈ κ, it holds
‖u− uh‖ ≤ γ‖u− wh‖.
In a next step we propose the interpolation estimates with the goal of quantitative estimates in terms of the
mesh size h.
Lemma 7.13. (Interpolation estimates)
||u− uh||L2 ≤ ch2||u||H2 = O(h2),
||u− ihu||H1 ≤ ch||u||H2 = O(h).
(20)
Starting from Equation (20), we choose φh := ihu ∈ Vh :
||u− uh||V ≤ γ
α(κ)
||u− ihu||V
≤ cγ
ακ
h||u||H2
= c2
h
α(κ)
||u||H2 = O(h),
if κ is fixed. Now compare h and α(κ). For simplicity we define κ := α(κ):
||u− uh||V ≤ c3h
κ
||u||H2 .
Here, we see the direct relation between h and κ. To get a useful estimate, we need c4 hκ → 0⇔ h = σ(κ).
We have to treat two cases:
i) If κ = ch :
⇒ ||u− uh||V ≤ c4h
h
||u||H2 = c4||u||H2
⇒ no convergence in h in the V -norm (here H1)
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ii) κ = chβ , 0 < β < 1
⇔ h = σ(κ)
⇒ ||u− uh||V ≤ c4 h
hβ
||u||H2 = c4h1−β ||u||H2
⇒ convergence for 0 < β < 1
⇒ the smaller β, the better the convergence rate
Proposition 7.14 (H1-norm).
||u− uh||H1 = O(h1−β), 0 < β < 1.
Proposition 7.15 (L2-norm). We assume that the Aubin-Nitsche lemma holds true. Then,
||u− uh||L2 ≤ c h
2
hβ
||u||H2 = ch2−β ||u||H2 .
Remark 7.16. For β = 1, we still have
‖u− uh‖L2 = O(h),
for which it holds
‖u− uh‖H1 = U(1),
which implies no convergence.
Phase-field Equation: Céa Lemma Consider the phase-field equation. Find ϕ : Ω→ [0, 1] such that
−∆ϕ− 1

(1− ϕ) = g, in Ω,
∂nϕ = 0 on ∂Ω,
with g := −ϕ˜|∇u|2. This is assumed to be given since we work in a partitioned approach. Further, we assume
ϕ˜ to be given with ϕ˜ ≈ ϕ such that we are allowed to use it as a right hand side. Now, we apply the same
ideas as before for the solid equation. The equation, we have to treat now, is of elliptic type as before.
The weak form of the phase-field problem looks like
(∇ϕ,∇ψ)− 1

(1− ϕ,ψ) = (g, ψ).
Let us first show the Céa Lemma for the phase-field equation:
α||ϕ− ϕh||2V ≤ a(ϕ− ϕh, ϕ− ϕh)
= a(ϕ− ϕh, ϕ− ψh)
≤ γ||ϕ− ϕh||V ||ϕ− ψh||V
⇒ ||ϕ− ϕh||V ≤ γ
α
||ϕ− ψh||.
We have to pay attention with the dependencies of γ and α on . The parameters γ and α depend on .
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Continuity It holds
|a(ϕ,ψ)| = |(∇ϕ,∇ψ)− 1

(1− ϕ,ψ)|.
Here: |(ϕ,ψ)| ≤ c1||ϕ||H1 ||ψ||H1 ,
| − 1

(1− ϕ,ψ)| ≤ 1

c2||1− ϕ||L2 ||ψ||L2 ,
|a(ϕ,ψ)| ≤ c1||ϕ||H1 ||ψ||H1 + 1

c2||1− ϕ||L2 ||ψ||L2
≤ c1||ϕ||H1 ||ψ||H1 + c2

||ϕ||H1 ||ψ||H1
≤ max
(
c1,
c2

)
||ϕ||H1 ||ψ||H1 ,
where we define the maximum function as X.
Coercitivity It holds
a(ϕ,ϕ) = (∇ϕ,∇ϕ)− 1

(1− ϕ,ϕ)
= (∇ϕ,∇ϕ) + 1

(ϕ,ϕ)− 1

(1, ϕ), 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1
≥ (∇ϕ,∇ϕ) + 1

(ϕ,ϕ)− 1
2
‖1‖2 − 1
2
‖ϕ‖2
= (∇ϕ,∇ϕ) + 1

(ϕ,ϕ)− c ≥ min
(
,
1
2
)
[(∇ϕ,∇ϕ) + (ϕ,ϕ)]− c
= min
(
,
1
2
)
||ϕ||2H1 − c.
with c := 12‖1‖2.
With α := α(), we can simplify the notation and we get
a(ϕ,ϕ) ≥ α||ϕ||2V , α := α() = α˜.
The definition of α˜ is determined by (∇ϕ,∇ψ) and not 1 (1− ϕ,ψ) for → 0.
Let us recall the following problem, for instance along with Hanke-Bourgeois [77][Sect. 92, p. 690]:
−∇ · (σ∇u) + cu = f,
u = 0,
with 0 < σ0 ≤ σ ≤ σ∞ and 0 ≤ c ≤ c∞.
For this problem, it holds the Céa lemma as follows:
||u− uh||V ≤ cmax(σ∞, c∞)
cΩσ0
||u− φh||V .
Now the Céa Lemma for the PFF is stated as:
||ϕ− ϕh||V ≤
max
(
c1,
c2

)
cα()
||ϕ− ψh||V
= c˜
max
(
, 1
)
α
||ϕ− ψh||V .
For → 0:
||ϕ− ϕh||V ≤ c˜
1


||ϕ− ψh||V
= c˜
1
2
||ϕ− ψh||V .
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For the error estimates use the interpolation estimates 7.13 and the last equation above:
||ϕ− ϕh||V ≤ c˜ 1
2
||ϕ− ψh||V
= c˜
1
2
h||ϕ||H2 .
Ideally c h2 → 0, which implies that h . Let us discuss some practical choices of :
i) 2 = h⇒  = √h:
⇒ ||ϕ− ϕh||V ≤ c||ϕ||H2 = O(1) (no convergence)
ii)  = h
β
2 : ⇒ ||ϕ− ϕh||V ≤ ch1−β ||ϕ||H2 with 0 < β < 1
Proposition 7.17 (H1-norm - 1st version). Choose  = h
β
2 , 0 < β < 1. Then
||ϕ− ϕh||V = O(h1−β).
So we get with the Aubin-Nitsche trick for the L2-norm:
||ϕ− ϕh||L2 ≤ ch
2
2
||ϕ||H2
⇒  = hβ , 0 < β < 1⇒ ||ϕ− ϕh||L2 = O(h1−β).
So for the H1- norm for the PFF it holds:
||ϕ− ϕh||V ≤ c h
2
||ϕ||H2
⇒  = hβ , 0 < β < 1
⇒ ||ϕ− ϕh||L2 ≤ c h
h2β
||ϕ||H2 = ch1−2β ||ϕ||H2
To achieve convergence we have to choose:
1
2
> β.
Proposition 7.18 (H1-norm - 2nd version). For  = hβ with 0 < β < 12 , we have:
||ϕ− ϕh||V = O(h1−2β).
Again let us consider the L2-norm, but an improved result:
Proposition 7.19. Choosing  = h
β
2 . Then
||ϕ− ϕh||L2 ≤ h
2
2
||ϕ||H2 = h
2
(h
β
2 )2
||ϕ||H2
= h2−β ||ϕ||H2
= O(h2−β), 0 < β < 1.
7.3.2.5 Summary If  is a constant, we get the best convergence in terms of the discretization parameter h.
MATHEMATICALLY NUMERICALLY PRACTICE
h κ  h , h κ κ ∼ 10−10 and  = 2h or  = 4h
h = o(), h = o(κ), κ = o()
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7.4 A phase-field model for dynamic fracture (extensive exercise); towards
space-time
In this section, we concentrate on an extensive exercise that focuses on dynamic fracture.
Remark 7.20. For a better adaptation to our lecture, the model is modified. Note, that the version presented
below is commonly not used in the literature in this specific form.
7.4.1 The model (partially incomplete - to be augmented in the exercise)
Let Ω ⊂ Rn, n = 2 be open and let I := [0, T ] with T > 0 being the end time value. Find u : Ω× I → Rn and
ϕ : Ω× I → R such that
ρs∂
2
t u−∇ · (ϕ2∇u) = f in Ω× I,
∂2t ϕ+ ϕ|∇u|2 − ε∆ϕ+
1
ε
(1− ϕ) ≤ 0 in Ω× I,
∂tϕ ≤ 0 in Ω× I,
u = 0 on ∂Ω× I,
ε∂nϕ = 0 on ∂Ω× I,
u = u0 in Ω× {0},
∂tu = v0 in Ω× {0},
ϕ = ϕ0 in Ω× {0},
∂tϕ = χ0 in Ω× {0}.
7.4.2 Tasks
Exercise 15. Using the above model, we consider the following tasks:
1. Write ϕ2∇u component-wise.
2. Write ϕ|∇u|2 component-wise.
3. The above model is incomplete because the compatibility condition is missing. Please write down this
condition.
4. Which coupling: volume or surface (interface)?
5. Is the model linear or nonlinear?
6. Is it a variational equation or variational inequality?
7. Is the model stationary or time-dependent?
8. Derive the weak formulation.
9. Formulate a compact semi-linear form to describe the weak form.
10. Using the compact semi-linear form, write down the compact abstract problem as a root-finding problem.
11. Derive the energy formulation corresponding to the weak form?
12. Double-check that the energy derivative of the energy formulation yields the PDE in a weak form (actually
this is also known as Euler-Lagrange equations).
13. What does it mean that the energy formulation exists?
14. Manipulate the PDE such that no energy formulation exists.
15. Derive a quasi-static version by manipulating the above model.
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16. How can we linearize the problem?
17. Use penalization, see Section 5.3.4 and rewrite the variational inequality as variational equation.
18. In order to derive a Galerkin formulation for the discretization in space and time, we need to get rid of
the second-order derivatives in time. Write down a model with first-order derivatives in time. How many
solution variables do we have now?
Hint: For space-time formulations of second-order hyperbolic PDEs, we also refer to Section 7.4.4.
7.4.3 Bochner spaces - space-time functions
For the correct function spaces for formulating time-dependent variational forms, we define the Bochner in-
tegral. Let I := [0, T ] with 0 < T < ∞ be a bounded time interval with end time value T . For any Banach
space X and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, the space
Lp(I,X)
denotes the space of Lp integrable functions f from the time interval I into X. This is a Banach space, the
so-called Bochner space, with the norm, see [181],
‖v‖Lp(I,X) :=
(∫
I
‖v(t)‖pX dt
)1/p
‖v‖L∞(I,X) := ess sup
t∈I
‖v(t)‖X .
Example 7.21. For instance, we can define a H1-space in time:
H1(I,X) =
{
v ∈ L2(I,X)| ∂tv ∈ L2(I,X)
}
.
Functions that are even continuous in time, i.e., u : I → X, are contained in spaces like C(I;X) with
‖u‖C(I;X) := max
0≤t≤T
‖u(t)‖ <∞.
Definition 7.22 (Weak derivative of space-time functions). Let u ∈ L1(I;X). A function v ∈ L1(I;X) is the
weak derivative of v, denoted as
∂tu = v,
if ∫ T
0
∂tϕ(t)u(t) dt = −
∫ T
0
ϕ(t)v(t) dt,
for all test functions ϕ ∈ C∞c (I).
In particular, the following result holds:
Theorem 7.23 ([59]). Assume v ∈ L2(I,H10 ) and ∂tv ∈ L2(I,H−1). Then, v is continuous in time, i.e.,
v ∈ C(I, L2),
(possibly redefined on a set of measure zero). Furthermore, the mapping
t 7→ ‖v(t)‖2L2(X)
is absolutely continuous with
d
dt
‖v(t)‖2L2(X) = 2〈
d
dt
v(t), v(t)〉,
for a.e. 0 ≤ t ≤ T .
Proof. See Evans [59], Theorem 3 in Section 5.9.2.
Remark 7.24. The importance of this theorem lies in the fact that now the point-wise prescription of initial
conditions makes sense in weak formulations.
Remark 7.25. More details of these spaces by means of the Bochner integral can be found in [49, 181] and
also [59].
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7.4.4 Space-time formulation of the elastic wave equation
The above model consists of two wave equations, which are both space- and time-dependent. One of the most
elegant ways for a variational formulation (neglecting the inequality constraints for a moment) is a space-time
formulation. We briefly introduce the concept in this section.
Let us consider a second-order hyperbolic PDE as follows:
Formulation 7.26. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be open and let I := [0, T ] with T > 0. Find u : Ω×I → R and ∂tu : Ω×I → R
such that
ρ∂2t u−∇ · (a∇u) = f in Ω× I,
u = 0 on ∂ΩD × I,
a∂nu = 0 on ∂ΩN × I,
u = u0 in Ω× {0},
v = v0 in Ω× {0}.
We need proper functions spaces required for the weak formulation. Let us denote L2 and H1 as the usual
Hilbert spaces and H−1 as the dual space to H1. For the initial functions u0 and v0 we assume:
• u0 ∈ H10 (Ω)n;
• v0 ∈ L2(Ω)n.
For the right hand side (source term) we assume
• f ∈ L2(I,H−1(Ω)), where L2(·, ·) is a Bochner space; see Section 7.4.3.
We introduce the following short-hand notation:
• H := L2(Ω)n;
• V := H10 (Ω)n;
• V ∗ is the dual space to V ;
• H¯ := L2(I,H);
• V¯ := {v ∈ L2(I, V )| ∂tv ∈ H¯}.
Remark 7.27. We note that the initial values are well-defined due to Theorem 7.23.
Theorem 7.28. If the operator A := −∇ · (a∇u) satisfies the coercivity estimate:
(Au, u) ≥ β‖u‖21, u ∈ V, β > 0,
then there exists a unique weak solution with the following properties:
• u ∈ V¯ ∩ C(I¯ , V );
• ∂tu ∈ H¯ ∩ C(I¯ , H);
• ∂2t u ∈ L2(I, V ∗).
Proof. See Lions and Magenes, Lions or Wloka.
Definition 7.29. The previous derivations allow us to define a compact space-time function space for the
wave equation:
X¯ := {v ∈ V¯ | v ∈ C(I¯ , V ), ∂tv ∈ C(I¯ , H), ∂2t v ∈ L2(I, V ∗)}.
To design a Galerkin time discretization, we need to get rid of the second-order time derivatives and therefore
usually the wave equation is re-written in terms of a mixed first-order system:
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Formulation 7.30. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be open and let I := [0, T ] with T > 0. Find u : Ω × I → R and ∂tu = v :
Ω× I → R such that
ρ∂tv −∇ · (a∇u) = f in Ω× I,
ρ∂tu− ρv = 0 in Ω× I,
u = 0 on ∂ΩD × I,
a∂nu = 0 on ∂ΩN × I,
u = u0 in Ω× {0},
v = v0 in Ω× {0}.
To derive a space-time formulation, we first integrate formally in space. Below we explain why we choose
the notation for the test function in this way:
Av(U)(ψ
u) = (ρ∂tv, ψ
u) + (a∇u,∇ψu)− (f, ψu),
Au(U)(ψ
v) = (ρ∂tu, ψ
v)− (ρv, ψv).
And then in time:
A¯v(U)(ψ
u) =
∫
I
(
(ρ∂tv, ψ
u) + (a∇u,∇ψu)− (f, ψu)) dt+ (v(0)− v0, ψu(0)),
A¯u(U)(ψ
v) =
∫
I
(
(ρ∂tu, ψ
v)− (ρv, ψv)) dt+ (u(0)− u0, ψv(0)).
The total problem reads:
Formulation 7.31. Find U = (u, v) ∈ Xu × Xv with Xu = X and Xv := {w ∈ H¯|w ∈ C(I¯ , H), ∂tw ∈
L2(I, V ∗)} such that
A¯(U)(Ψ) = 0 ∀Ψ = (ψu, ψv) ∈ Xu ×Xv,
where
A¯(U)(Ψ) := A¯v(U)(ψ
u) + A¯u(U)(ψ
v).
Such a formulation is the starting point for the discretization: either in space-time or using a sequential
time-stepping scheme and for instance FEM in space.
Remark 7.32. Be careful that the trial and test functions are switched in the wave equation. What does this
mean? Formally, we compute in the first equation v using as test function ψu which belongs to the trial space
of u. Vice versa for the second equation. That this choice can be justified can be seen in the following: the
variable u needs higher-order regularity in space, therefore we work with the space Xu. Once differentiating in
time, yields less regularity for v. In order to apply the correct boundary conditions and partial integration in
the first equation A¯v (to determine v), we need an object from the stronger space, namely Xu as test function.
Remark 7.33. These ideas can be used to formulate a space-time formulation of the dynamic phase-field
fracture problem presented in Section 7.4.
7.5 Further models of time-dependent phase-field fracture
In this section, we present further models of time-dependent fracture in which time derivatives do not only
appear in the inequality constraint, but also in the main equations. For specific details on dynamic fracture
models we refer to [24, 29, 88, 104, 105, 152] and extensions to phase-field coupled to fluid-structure interaction
and fluid-filled fractures are discussed in [172] and [183], respectively.
We state three models:
1. only time-derivative in phase-field equation
2. wave equation in elasticity
3. both: wave equation and time-derivative
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7.5.1 Quasi-static displacements, time-dependent phase-field system
Let Ω ⊂ Rn, n = 2 be open and let I := [0, T ] with T > 0 being the end time value. Define g(ϕ) := (1−κ)ϕ2+κ.
Find u : Ω× I → Rn and ϕ : Ω× I → R such that
−∇ · (g(ϕ)∇u) = f in Ω× I,
∂tϕ+ ϕ|∇u|2 − ε∆ϕ+ 1
ε
(1− ϕ) ≤ 0 in Ω× I,
∂tϕ ≤ 0 in Ω× I,(
∂tϕ+ ϕ|∇u|2 − ε∆ϕ+ 1
ε
(1− ϕ))(∂tϕ) = 0 in Ω× I,
u = 0 on ∂Ω× I,
ε∂nϕ = 0 on ∂Ω× I,
ϕ = ϕ0 in Ω× {0}.
7.5.2 Wave equation for displacements, quasi-static phase-field system
Let Ω ⊂ Rn, n = 2 be open and let I := [0, T ] with T > 0 being the end time value. Define g(ϕ) := (1−κ)ϕ2+κ.
Find u : Ω× I → Rn and ϕ : Ω× I → R such that
ρs∂
2
t u−∇ · (g(ϕ)∇u) = f in Ω× I,
ϕ|∇u|2 − ε∆ϕ+ 1
ε
(1− ϕ) ≤ 0 in Ω× I,
∂tϕ ≤ 0 in Ω× I,(
ϕ|∇u|2 − ε∆ϕ+ 1
ε
(1− ϕ))(∂tϕ) = 0 in Ω× I,
u = 0 on ∂Ω× I,
ε∂nϕ = 0 on ∂Ω× I,
u = u0 in Ω× {0},
∂tu = v0 in Ω× {0}.
7.5.3 Wave equation for displacements, time-dependent phase-field system
Let Ω ⊂ Rn, n = 2 be open and let I := [0, T ] with T > 0 being the end time value. Find u : Ω× I → Rn and
ϕ : Ω× I → R such that
ρs∂
2
t u−∇ · (ϕ2∇u) = f in Ω× I,
∂tϕ+ ϕ|∇u|2 − ε∆ϕ+ 1
ε
(1− ϕ) ≤ 0 in Ω× I,
∂tϕ ≤ 0 in Ω× I,(
∂tϕ+ ϕ|∇u|2 − ε∆ϕ+ 1
ε
(1− ϕ))(∂tϕ) = 0 in Ω× I,
u = 0 on ∂Ω× I,
ε∂nϕ = 0 on ∂Ω× I,
u = u0 in Ω× {0},
∂tu = v0 in Ω× {0},
ϕ = ϕ0 in Ω× {0},
∂tϕ = χ0 in Ω× {0}.
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8 Numerical modeling part II: Linearizations, nonlinear and linear
solvers
In this chapter, we face the numerical solution of the discretized problem. The nonlinearities require nonlinear
solvers. In a next step, the inner linear subproblems must be solved.
8.1 Linearization techniques
We discuss linearization techniques in the following sections. The idea is to provide algorithmic frameworks
that serve for the implementation. Concerning Newton’s method for general problems there is not that much
theory; see e.g., [51]. In general, one can say that in many problems the theoretical assumptions are not met,
but nevertheless Newton’s method works well in practice.
Our list of linearization methods is as follows:
• Fixed-point iteration;
• Linearization via time-lagging;
• Extrapolation in time;
• Newton’s method.
8.2 Fixed-point iteration - general procedure
In ODE computations, applying a fixed-point theorem, namely the Banach fixed point theorem, is called a
Picard iteration. The basic idea is to introduce an iteration using an index k and to linearize the nonlinear
terms by taking these terms from the previous iteration k − 1.
This is best illustrated in terms of an example. We assume to observe the PDE
−∆u+ u2 = f.
The variational formulation reads:
(∇u,∇φ) + (u2, φ) = (f, φ) ∀φ ∈ V.
An iterative scheme is constructed as follows:
Algorithm 8.1 (Fixed-point iterative scheme). For k = 1, 2, 3, . . . we seek uk+1 ∈ V such that
(∇uk,∇φ) + (ukuk−1, φ) = (f, φ) ∀φ ∈ V,
until a stopping criterion is fulfilled (choice one out of four):
• Error criterion:
‖uk − uk−1‖ < TOL (absolute)
‖uk − uk−1‖ < TOL‖uk‖ (relative)
• Residual criterion:
‖(∇uk,∇φi) + ([u2]k, φi)− (f, φi)‖ < TOL, (absolute)
‖(∇uk,∇φi) + ([u2]k, φi)− (f, φi)‖ < TOL‖(f, φi)‖, (relative)
for all i = 1, . . . , dim(Vh).
Remark 8.2. For time-dependent PDEs, a common linearization can be
(u2, φ)→ (u un−1, φ)
where un−1 := u(tn−1) is the solution of the previous time step. In this case, no additional fixed-point iteration
needs to be constructed.
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8.3 Partitioned (staggered) schemes for coupled problems
For coupled problems, very often, partitioned (or also so-called staggered) schemes are employed. The idea is
to iterate between the different equations per time step.
Find U = (u, v) ∈ V × V such that:
Au(U)(ψ
u) = F (ψu),
Av(U)(ψ
v) = F (ψv).
The idea is to iterate between both PDEs:
Algorithm 8.3. Given an initial iteration value v0. For k = 1, 2, 3, . . . iterate:
Au(u
k, vk−1)(ψu) = F (ψu),
Av(u
k, vk)(ψv) = F (ψv).
Check the stopping criterion:
max(‖uk − uk−1‖, ‖vk − vk−1‖) < TOL.
If the stopping criterion is fulfilled, stop. If not, increment k → k + 1.
8.4 Staggered fixed-point iteration applied to phase-field fracture
We consider Formulation 5.39 and solve the equations
A1((u, ϕ))(w) =
(
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]σ,∇w
)
,
A2((u, ϕ))(ψ − ϕ) =
(
(1− κ)ϕσ : e(u), ψ − ϕ)+ (−GC

(1− ϕ), ψ − ϕ
)
+ (GC∇ϕ,∇(ψ − ϕ)),
with a fixed-point scheme.
Algorithm 8.4. At a given loading (time) step n at tn, let the initial iteration values be given as:
u0 := un,0 := un−1, ϕ0 := ϕn,0 := ϕn−1.
We iterate for k = 1, 2, . . .:
Given ϕk−1 ∈W, find uk ∈ V : A1((uk, ϕk−1))(w) = 0 ∀w ∈ V,
Given uk ∈ V, find ϕk ∈W : A2((uk, ϕk))(ψ − ϕk) ≤ 0 ∀ψ ∈W,
until (for example, an absolute stopping criterion is fulfilled):
max{‖uk − uk−1‖, ‖ϕk − ϕk−1‖} < TOL.
8.5 Linearization of ϕ via extrapolation in time
A challenge in phase-field-based fracture formulations is related to the term(
(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ) σ+(u);
see the Formulations 5.39 (here simply σ rather than σ+), 5.41, or 5.48.
The related energy term is not convex simultaneously in both solution variables u and ϕ, and requires
sophisticated solution algorithms.
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8.5.1 Prototype examples
Two propositions on convexification are discussed in the following with the help of a simple example:
Proposition 8.5 (Convexity).
E(x, y) = (κ+ x2)y2 → simplified problem
x = 0 : E(0, y) = κy2 ⇒ strictly convex in y
y = 0 : E(x, 0) = 0 ⇒ only convex in x,
but if we choose a different energy functional we get a strictly convex function in both arguments:
E(x, y) = (κ+ x2)y2 + x2 → simplified problem
x = 0 : E(0, y) = κy2 ⇒ strictly convex
y = 0 : E(x, 0) = x2 ⇒ strictly convex.
With the knowledge of Proposition 8.5 we can transfer the results on the energy functional for phase-field
fracture:
Proposition 8.6 (Convexification for phase-field fracture).
E(u, ϕ) =
1
2
∫
B
(κ+ ϕ2)|∇u|2 + 1
2
∫
1

(1− ϕ)2 + |∇ϕ|2.
Via Proposition 8.5 it holds that the term
1
2
∫
(κ+ ϕ˜2)|∇u|2,
is strictly convex in u.
8.5.2 A linear-in-time extrapolation
One possible approach is based on a linear-in-time extrapolation of ϕ in Equation (8) in order to replace the
non-convex 4th-order term by a given coefficient in front of the elasticity.
Definition 8.7 (A linear extrapolation). The extrapolated ϕ at time tn is denoted by ϕ˜ := ϕ˜n and defined by:
ϕ˜n = ϕn−2
tn − tn−1
tn−2 − tn−1 + ϕ
n−1 tn − tn−2
tn−1 − tn−2 .
This approximation is inserted into
(
(1− κ)ϕ˜2 + κ) σ+(u).
tn−2 tn−1 tn
•
•
•
ϕn−2
ϕn−1
ϕn
Figure 17: Linear extrapolation in time.
On one hand, this procedure is heuristic since for quasi-static fracture propagation, we cannot proof sufficient
regularity in time; namely, the phase-field solution ϕ can have jumps in time. On the other hand, in [82], it
has been numerically demonstrated that this procedure is robust.
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8.6 An iteration on the extrapolation
We present a simple, but effective method to enhance the quality of the previous extrapolation. As shown in
[175], for fast crack growth, the extrapolation introduces an approximation error.
To this end, we improve the extrapolation by an additional iteration. The method reads:
Algorithm 8.8 (Iterating on the extrapolation). We assume to be in time step tn.
1. Let ϕn−2 and ϕn−1 be the given two previous time step solutions;
2. Set ϕn,−2 := ϕn−2 and ϕn,−1 := ϕn−1
3. Construct the linear extrapolation:
ϕ˜n,0 = ϕn,−2
tn − tn−1
tn−2 − tn−1 + ϕ
n,−1 tn − tn−2
tn−1 − tn−2
4. Set un,0 := un−1 and ϕn,0 := ϕn−1;
5. For i = 1, . . . , N :
a) Find (un,i, ϕn,i) by solving the displacement phase-field system
with un,i−1, ϕn,i−1, ϕ˜n,i−1.
b) Construct a new extrapolation:
ϕ˜n,i = ϕn,i−2
tn − tn−1
tn−2 − tn−1 + ϕ
n,i−1 tn − tn−2
tn−1 − tn−2 .
c) Increment i→ i+ 1.
6. Set un := un,N and ϕn := ϕn,N .
8.7 Differentiation in Banach spaces
For Newton’s method, we need to differentiate the PDE in order to construct the Jacobian matrix. Despite
that we assumed discretized problems, we introduce differentiation on the continuous level, thus differentiation
in Banach spaces.
Definition 8.9 (Directional derivative in a Banach space). Let V and W be normed vector spaces and let
U ⊂ V be non-empty. Let f : U →W be a given mapping. If the limit
f ′(v)(h) := lim
ε→0
f(v + εh)− f(v)
ε
, v ∈ U, h ∈ V,
exists, then f ′(v)(h) is called the directional derivative of the mapping f at v in the direction h. If the directional
derivative exists for all h ∈ V , then f is called directionally differentiable at v.
Remark 8.10 (Notation). Often, the direction h is denoted by δv in order to highlight that the direction is
related with the variable v. This notation is useful, when several solution variables exist and several directional
derivatives need to be computed.
Remark 8.11. The definition of the directional derivative in Banach spaces is in perfect agreement with the
definition of derivatives in R at x ∈ R (see [97]):
f ′(x) := lim
ε→0
f(x+ ε)− f(x)
ε
,
and in Rn we have (see [98]):
f ′(x)(h) := lim
ε→0
f(x+ εh)− f(x)
ε
.
A function is called differentiable when all directional derivatives exist in the point x ∈ Rn (similar to the
Gâteaux derivative). The derivatives in the directions ei, i = 1, . . . , n of the standard basis are the well-known
partial derivatives.
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Definition 8.12 (Gâteaux derivative). Let the assumptions hold as in Definition 8.9. A directional-differentiable
mapping as defined in Definition 8.9, is called Gâteaux-differentiable at v ∈ U , if there exists a linear contin-
uous mapping A : U →W such that
f ′(v)(h) = A(h),
holds true for all h ∈ U . Then, A is the Gâteaux derivative of f at v and we write A = f ′(v).
Remark 8.13. The Gâteaux derivative is computed with the help of directional deriatives and it holds f ′(v) ∈
L(U,W ). If W = R, then f ′(v) ∈ U∗.
Definition 8.14 (Fréchet derivative). A mapping f : U →W is Fréchet-differentiable at u ∈ U if there exists
an operator A ∈ L(U,W ) and a mapping r(u, ·) : U →W such that it holds for each h ∈ U with u+ h ∈ U :
f(u+ h) = f(u) +A(h) + r(u, h),
with ‖r(u, h)‖W
‖h‖U → 0 for ‖h‖U → 0.
The operator A(·) is the Fréchet derivative of f at u and we write A = f ′(u).
Definition 8.15 (Equivalent formulation denoting derivatives). In the literature and above, we have (at least)
three common notations and ways to compute directional derivatives:
f ′(u)(h) = lim
ε→0
f(u+ εh)− f(u)
ε
=
d
dε
f(u+ εh)|ε=0
= f(u+ h)− f(u)− r(u, h).
Example 8.16. The above bilinear form a(u, φ) = (∇u,∇φ) is Fréchet-differentiable in the first argument u
(of course also in the second argument, but u is the variable we are interested in):
a(u+ h, φ) = (∇(u+ h),∇φ) = (∇u,∇φ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=a(u,φ)
+ (∇h,∇φ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=a′u(u,φ)(h)
.
Here the remainder term is zero, i.e., r(u, h) = 0, because the bilinear form is linear in u. Thus the Fréchet
derivative of a(u, φ) = (∇u,∇φ) is a′u(u, φ)(h) = (∇h,∇φ).
Second example is J(u) =
∫
u2 dx. Here:
J(u+ h) =
∫
(u+ h)2 dx =
∫
u2 dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
J(u)
+
∫
2uh dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
=A(h)
+
∫
h2 dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
=r(u,h)
.
That J(u) is really Fréchet-differentiable we need to check whether
‖r(u, h)‖W
‖h‖U → 0 for ‖h‖U → 0.
Here we have ∫
h2 dx = ‖h‖2V ,
and therefore:
‖h‖2V
‖h‖V = ‖h‖V .
For h→ 0 we clearly have ‖h‖V → 0. Consequently, the directional derivative of J(u) =
∫
u2 dx is
J ′(u)(h) = A(h) =
∫
Ω
2uh dx.
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Example 8.17. Another example:
T (u) = u2,
then
T ′u(u)(h) = 2u · h.
Or for semi-linear forms:
a(u)(φ) = (u2, φ).
Differentiation in the first argument yields:
a′u(u)(h, φ) = (2u · h, φ).
Example 8.18. A further example:
T (u) = u3
then
T (u+ h) = (u+ h)3 = u3 + 3u2h+ 3uh2 + h3.
Here, we have now four terms (previously we always had the exact number of terms to describe T (u), A(h) and
r(u, h).
• The identification of T (u) = u3 is obvious.
• According to the theory A(h) is a linear operator in h. Therefore: A(h) = 3u2h.
• The rest goes into r(u, h) = 3uh2 + h3.
To check that we deal with a Fréchet derivative, we need to verify
‖r(u, h)‖W
‖h‖U → 0 for ‖h‖U → 0.
Here it is important to remark that u is fixed and we only vary in h. Since we have h2 and h3 in the nominator,
but only h in the denominator, one can indeed check that T (u) = u3 is Fréchet-differentiable.
8.8 Newton’s method in R - the Newton-Raphson method
Let f ∈ C1[a, b] with at least one point f(x) = 0, and x0 ∈ [a, b] be a so-called initial guess. The task is to
find x ∈ R such that
f(x) = 0.
In most cases it is impossible to calculate x explicitly. Rather we construct a sequence of iterates (xk)k∈R and
hopefully reach at some point
|f(xk)| < TOL, where TOL is small, e.g., TOL = 10−10.
For all Newton derivations one has to start with a Taylor expansion. In our lecture we do this as follows. Let
us assume that we are at xk and can evaluate f(xk). Now we want to compute this next iterate xk+1 with the
unknown value f(xk+1). The Taylor expansion gives us:
f(xk+1) = f(xk) + f
′(xk)(xk+1 − xk) + o(xk+1 − xk)2
We assume that f(xk+1) = 0 (or very close to zero f(xk+1) ≈ 0). Then, xk+1 is the sought root and via
neglecting the higher-order terms we obtain:
0 = f(xk) + f
′(xk)(xk+1 − xk).
Thus:
xk+1 = xk − f(xk)
f ′(xk)
, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (21)
This iteration is allowed as long as f ′(xk) 6= 0.
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Remark 8.19. We see that Newton’s method can be written as
xk+1 = xk + dk, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
where the search direction is
dk = − f(xk)
f ′(xk)
.
The iteration (21) terminates if a stopping criterion
|xk+1 − xk|
|xk| < TOL, or |xk+1 − xk| < TOL, or |f(xk+1)| < TOL (22)
is fulfilled. All these tolerances (TOL) do not need to be the same, but sufficiently small and larger than
machine precision.
Remark 8.20. Newton’s method belongs to fix-point iteration schemes with the iteration function:
F (x) := x− f(x)
f ′(x)
. (23)
For a fixed point xˆ = F (xˆ) it holds: f(xˆ) = 0.
The main result is given by:
Theorem 8.21 (Newton’s method). The function f ∈ C2[a, b] has a root xˆ in the interval [a, b] and
m := min
a≤x≤b
|f ′(x)| > 0, M := max
a≤x≤b
|f ′′(x)|.
Let ρ > 0 such that
q :=
M
2m
ρ < 1, Kρ(xˆ) := {x ∈ R : |x− xˆ| ≤ ρ} ⊂ [a, b].
Then, for any starting point x0 ∈ Kρ(xˆ), the sequence of iterations xk ∈ Kρ(xˆ) converges to the root xˆ.
Furthermore, we have the a priori estimation
|xk − xˆ| ≤ 2m
M
q2
k
, k ∈ N,
and the a posteriori estimation
|xk − xˆ| ≤ 1
m
|f(xk)| ≤ M
2m
|xk − xk+1|2, k ∈ N.
Often, Newton’s method is formulated in terms of a defect-correction scheme.
Definition 8.22 (Defect). Let x˜ ∈ R be an approximation of the solution f(x) = y. The defect (or similarly
the residual) is defined as
d(x˜) = y − f(x˜).
Definition 8.23 (Newton’s method as defect-correction scheme).
f ′(xk)δx = dk, dk := y − f(xk),
xk+1 = xk + δx, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
The iteration is finished with the same stopping criterion as for the classical scheme. To compute the update
δx we need to invert f ′(xk):
δx = (f ′(xk))−1dk.
This step seems trivial but is the most critical one if we deal with problems in Rn with n > 1 or in function
spaces. Because here, the derivative becomes a matrix. Therefore, the problem results in solving a linear
equation system of the type Aδx = b. Computing the inverse matrix A−1 is an expensive operation.
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Remark 8.24. This previous forms of Newton’s method are already very close to the schemes that are used
in research. We have to extend the scheme from R1 to higher dimensional cases such as nonlinear PDEs or
optimization. Two important aspects in current research are the choice of
• good initial Newton guesses;
• globalization techniques.
Two very good books on these topics, are [51, 133].
8.8.1 Newton’s method: overview. Going from R to Banach spaces
Overview:
• Newton-Raphson (1D), find x ∈ R via iterating k = 0, 1, 2, . . . such that xk ≈ x via:
Find δx ∈ R : f ′(xk)δx = −f(xk),
Update: xk+1 = xk + δx.
• Newton in Rn, find x ∈ Rn via iterating k = 0, 1, 2, . . . such that xk ≈ x via:
Find δx ∈ Rn : F ′(xk)δx = −F (xk),
Update: xk+1 = xk + δx.
Here we need to solve a linear equation system to compute the update δx ∈ Rn.
• Banach spaces, find u ∈ V , with dim(V ) =∞, via iterating k = 0, 1, 2, . . . such that uk ≈ u via:
find δu ∈ V : F ′(uk)δu = −F (uk),
update: uk+1 = uk + δu.
Such a problem needs to be discretized and results again in solving a linear equation system in the defect
step.
• Banach spaces, applied to variational formulations, find u ∈ V , with dim(V ) = ∞, via iterating k =
0, 1, 2, . . . such that uk ≈ u via:
Find δu ∈ V : a′(uk)(δu, φ) = −a(uk)(φ),
Update: uk+1 = uk + δu.
As before, the infinite-dimensional problem is discretized resulting in solving a linear equation system in
the defect step.
8.8.2 A basic algorithm for a residual-based Newton method
In this type of methods, the main criterion is a decrease of the residual in each step:
Algorithm 8.25 (Residual-based Newton’s method). Given an initial guess x0. Iterate for k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
such that
Find δx ∈ Rn : F ′(xk)δxk = −F (xk),
Update: xk+1 = xk + λkδxk,
with λk ∈ (0, 1] (see the next sections how λk can be determined). A full Newton step corresponds to λk = 1.
The criterion for convergence is the contraction of the residuals measured in terms of a discrete vector norm:
‖F (xk+1)‖ < ‖F (xk)‖.
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In order to save computational cost, close to the solution x∗, intermediate simplified Newton steps can be used.
In the case of λk = 1 we observe
θk =
‖F (xk+1)‖
‖F (xk)‖ < 1.
If θk < θmax, e.g., θmax = 0.1, then the old Jacobian F ′(xk) is saved and used again in the next step (k + 1).
Otherwise, if θk > θmax, the Jacobian will be assembled. Finally, the stopping criterion is one of the following:
‖F (xk+1)‖ ≤ TOLN (absolute)
‖F (xk+1)‖ ≤ TOLN‖F (x0)‖ (relative)
If the chosen stopping criterion is fulfilled, set x∗ := xk+1 and the (approximate) root x∗ of the problem
F (x) = 0 is found.
Remark 8.26. A comprehensive overview and investigations of Newton’s method and several variants can be
found in [51].
8.9 Inexact Newton
For large scale nonlinear PDEs, the inner linear systems are usually not solved with a direct method (e.g.,
LU), but with iterative methods (CG, GMRES, multigrid). Using such iterative methods yields an inexact
Newton scheme. Here, we deal with two iterations:
• The outer nonlinear Newton iteration.
• The inner linear iteration.
Algorithm 8.27 (Inexact Newton method). Given an initial guess x0. Iterate for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . such that
Formulate δx ∈ Rn : F ′(xk)δxk = −F (xk),
Solve with an iterative linear method F ′(xk)δxik = −F (xk),
Check linear stopping criteria‖δxik − δxi−1k ‖ < TOLLin,
Update: xk+1 = xk + λkδxik,
Check nonlinear stopping criteria, e.g., ‖xk+1 − xk‖ < TOLNew
with λk ∈ (0, 1].
8.10 Details on the discretization and nonlinear/linear systems
8.10.1 Stationary linearized elasticity
As previously discussed, the spatial discretization is based upon a space Vh with a basis {ϕ1, . . . , ϕN} where
N is the dimension of this space. Here we solve the problem: Find uh ∈ Vh such that
A(uh, ϕh) = F (ϕh) ∀ϕh ∈ Vh.
This relation does in particular, hold for each test function ϕi, i = 1, . . . , N :
A(uh, ϕ
i
h) = F (ϕ
i
h) ∀ϕih, i = 1, . . . , N
The solution uh we are seeking for, is a linear combination of all test functions, i.e., uh =
∑N
j=1 ujϕ
j
h. Inserting
this relation into the bilinear form A(·, ·), yields
N∑
j=1
a(ϕjh, ϕ
i
h)uj = f(ϕ
i
h), i = 1, . . . , N.
It follows for the ingredients of the linear equation system:
u = (uj)
N
j=1 ∈ RN , b = (fi)Ni=1 ∈ RN , A = aij = a(ϕJh , ϕih).
The resulting linear equation systems reads:
Au = b.
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Remark 8.28. In the matrix A the rule is always as follows: the test function ϕih determines the row and the
trial function ϕjh the column. This does not play a role for symmetric problems (e.g., Poisson’s problem) but
becomes important for non-symmetric problems such as for example the Navier-Stokes problem (because of the
convection term).
Remark 8.29. In the matrix, the degrees of freedom that belong to Dirichlet conditions (here only displace-
ments since we assume Neumann conditions for the phase-field) are strongly enforced by replacing the corre-
sponding rows and columns as usual in a finite element code.
Example 8.30 (3D linearized elasticity). In this vector-valued problem, we have 3N test functions since the
solution vector is an element of R3: uh = (u(1)h , u
(2)
h , u
(3)
h ). The boundary value problem looks as follows:
Find uh ∈ Vh : (∇uh, ϕh) = (f, ϕh) ∀ϕh ∈ Vh,
the bilinear form is tensor-valued:
a(ϕjh, ϕ
i
h) =
∫
Ω
∇ϕjh : ∇ϕih dx =
∫
Ω
∂1ϕ1,jh ∂2ϕ1,jh ∂3ϕ1,jh∂1ϕ2,jh ∂2ϕ2,jh ∂3ϕ2,jh
∂1ϕ
3,j
h ∂2ϕ
3,j
h ∂3ϕ
3,j
h
 :
∂1ϕ1,ih ∂2ϕ1,ih ∂3ϕ1,ih∂1ϕ2,ih ∂2ϕ2,ih ∂3ϕ2,ih
∂1ϕ
3,i
h ∂2ϕ
3,i
h ∂3ϕ
3,i
h
 dx.
Example 8.31 (Example in 1D). Let us illustrate and specify how the entries of the system matrix can be
computed in 1D.
8.10.2 Nonlinear elasticity
In this part, we go back to stationary problems but make them nonlinear. Rather than solving directly for vh
and ph, we solve now for the (Newton) updates δvh and δuh.
The problem reads:
Find Uh ∈ Xh such that: A(Uh)(Ψh) = F (Ψh) ∀Φ ∈ Xh.
To solve this problem, we need to iterate and we solve now for the updates and their representation with the
help of the following shape functions:
δvh =
NV∑
j=1
δvjψ
v,j
h , δuh =
Nu∑
j=1
δujψ
u,j
h
Given an initial guess U0h := {v0h, u0h}, we must solve at each time tn the problem:
Find δUnh := {δvnh , δunh} ∈ Xh such that: A′(Un,lh )(δUh,Ψh) = −A(Un,lh )(Ψh)+F (Ψh), Un,l+1h = Un,lh +δUh.
Here,
A′(Un,lh )(δUh,Ψh) = (
1
δt
δvh, ψ
v
h) + θ(F
′(δuh)Σ(unh) + F (u
n
h)Σ
′(δuh),∇ψvh) + (
1
δt
δuh, ψ
v
h)− θ(δvh, ψuh)
F (Ψh) = (fs, ψ
v
h) + (
1
δt
vn−1h , ψ
v
h) + (
1
δt
un−1h , ψ
u
h)− (1− θ)(F (un−1h )Σ(un−1h ),∇ψvh)
+ (1− θ)(vn−1h , ψuh),
A(Un,lh )(Ψh) = (
1
δt
vnh , ψ
v
h) + θ(F (u
n
h)Σ(u
n
h),∇ψvh) + (
1
δt
unh, ψ
v
h)− θ(vnh , ψuh).
The block structure reads: (
1
δtMvv Avu
Muv
1
δtMuu
)(
δv
δu
)
=
(
fs − [residual]
0− [residual]
)
.
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8.11 Abstract schemes for monolithic formulations and their numerical solution
8.11.1 Variational equations
In this section, we formulate an abstract scheme for variational formulations, which can be used to discretize
several, nonlinear, coupled equations. Let us assume we have N equations given and possible inequalities are
already regularized by penalization.
1. Formulate the given equations in variational forms:
A1(U)(Ψ) = F1(Ψ)
A2(U)(Ψ) = F2(Ψ)
...
AN (U)(Ψ) = FN (Ψ)
2. Formulate a compact short semi-linear form:
A(U)(Ψ) =
N∑
k=1
Ak(U)(Ψ).
This system is time-continuous, space-continuous and nonlinear.
3. Time discretization
a) Classify Ak into time-dependent and stationary forms:
Stationary terms: Ak ⇒ AS
Time-dependent terms: Ak ⇒ AT , AE , AI
where AS are stationary terms, AT terms with time derivatives, AE terms that are treated explicitly
in a time-stepping scheme, AI terms that are treated implicitly in a time-stepping scheme (e.g.,
pressure in Navier-Stokes).
b) Approximate the continuous time derivative in AT with a backward difference quotient yielding
AT (U
n,k) ≈ AT (Un).
c) One-Step-θ: For n = 1, . . . , NT :
AT (U
n,k)(Ψ) + θAE(U
n)(Ψ) +AI(U
n)(Ψ) +AS(U
n)(Ψ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:A(Un)(Ψ)
= − (1− θ)AE(Un−1)(Ψ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:A(Un−1)(Ψ)
+ θFn(Ψ) + (1− θ)Fn−1(Ψ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Fn,n−1(Ψ)
Remark: Alternatively, the Fractional-Step-θ scheme can employed.
4. Spatial discretization:
A(Unh )(Ψh) = −A(Un−1h )(Ψh) + Fn,n−1h (Ψh)
5. Nonlinear solution (Newton):
i) A′(Un,jh )(δUh,Ψh)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:AU
= −A(Un,jh )(Ψh)−A(Un−1,jh )(Ψh) + Fn,n−1h (Ψh)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:B
ii) Un,j+1h = U
n,j
h + ωδUh
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6. Solve the linear system:
AU = B
If we use an iterative method, an appropriate preconditioner P−1 needs to be constructed such that
P−1AU = P−1B
where P−1A has a moderate condition number.
Exercise 16. Take some time-dependent equation, for instance, nonstationary phase-field fracture (see Section
7.5) without inequality constraint and apply the above abstract steps.
8.11.2 Variational inequalities: penalization
When terms are subject to inequality constraints, we present a modification of the previous algorithm using
penalization.
1. Formulate the given equations in variational forms:
A1(U)(Ψ) = F1(Ψ)
A2(U)(Ψ) = F2(Ψ)
...
An(U)(Ψ) = FN (Ψ)
An+1(U)(Ψ− U) ≥ FN (Ψ− U)
...
AN (U)(Ψ− U) ≥ FN (Ψ− U)
2. Regularize the inequality constraints using penalty parameters γn+1, . . . , γN which yields:
An+1(U)(Ψ)−Aγn+1(U)(Ψ) = FN (Ψ),
...
AN (U)(Ψ)−AγN (U)(Ψ) = FN (Ψ).
3. Formulate a compact short semi-linear form:
A(U)(Ψ) =
N∑
k=1
Ak(U)(Ψ)−
N∑
k=n+1
Aγk(U)(Ψ)
This system is regularized, time-continuous, space-continuous and nonlinear.
4. Apply the steps 3. - 6. from the previous section.
Exercise 17. Take now a model from Section 7.5), with inequality constraint, and apply the above abstract
steps.
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8.12 Loops
We briefly summarize in this section, how many loops are present in order to assemble the Jacobian matrix of
a nonstationary nonlinear system of an initial/boundary value problem.
for n = 1,2,3, ... , N_T // timestepping
for l = 1,2,3, ... , until ||res|| < TOL // Newton steps
for K = 1,2,3, ... , N_K // all cell of the spatial mesh
for i = 1,2,3, ... , N_V // Local degrees of freedom on a cell
for j = 1,2,3, ... , N_V // Local degrees of freedom on a cell
for q = 1,2,3, ... , N_Q // Quadrature points (in most cases Gaussian quadrature)
A(U_h^{n,l})(\psi_h)
-> A(\psi_h^j, \psi_h^i)_K
-> \int_K A(\psi_h^j,\psi_h^i)
-> \sum_{q=1}^{N_q} \omega_q A(\psi_h^j(\xi_q),\psi_h^i(\xi_q)).
Here, NT , NK , NV and NQ are a priori determined and denote the total number of time steps NT , the total
number of mesh cells NK , the local total number of degrees of freedom on a cell NV (e.g., Qc1 has NV = 4 for
a scalar-valued problem in 2D and for example for Navier-Stokes: 3 ∗ dim(Qc1) + dimP dc1 = 4 + 4 + 4 + 3 = 15
(local) degrees of freedom on a cell.) Finally, NQ denotes the number of quadrature points to be used for the
integration. Here, ωq denote the quadrature weights and ξq the quadrature points.
8.13 Excursus II: Numerical modeling and implementation of the obstacle problem
In this section, we continue from the developments in Section 5.3 our developments in order to demonstrate
regularization and Newton’s method for a ‘simple’ model problem; namely the obstacle problem. The
obstacle setting shares important similarities with phase-field fracture as we discussed previously: indeed the
crack irreversibility constraint can be seen as an ‘obstacle’ condition in time. In the following, several details
of the discretization, implementation, and simulation results are provided.
8.13.1 Problem statement (recalling)
We consider Ω = (0, 1)2 and the following setting:
−∆u ≥ f in Ω,
u ≥ g in Ω,
(f + ∆u)(g − u) = 0 in Ω,
u = 0 on ∂Ω,
with a right hand side f = −1. For comparison, we also recall the classical Poisson problem:
−∆u = f in Ω,
u = 0 on ∂Ω,
with f = −1. Plots of the numerical solutions are provided in Figure 18.
8.13.2 Variational forms
We set
a(u, ϕ) = (∇u,∇ϕ),
l(ϕ) = (f, ϕ).
Define a convex set:
K := {u ∈ H10 (Ω)|u ≥ g a.e. in Ω}
and V := H10 (Ω). Then:
u ∈ K : a(u, ϕ) ≥ l(ϕ) ∀ϕ ∈ K.
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8.13.3 Regularization (penalization) of the inequality constraint
We regularize u ≥ g as follows:
γ([g − u]+, ϕ),
with the (simple) penalization parameter γ > 0.
Remark 8.32. Obviously, this term is non-smooth and renders the overall nonlinear problem for which we
need a nonlinear solver (for instance Newton).
Then:
u ∈ V : a(u, ϕ)− γ([g − u]+, ϕ) = l(ϕ) ∀ϕ ∈ V.
8.13.4 Newton’s method
We now formulate a root-finding problem. Redefine from before:
aN (u)(ϕ) := a(u, ϕ)− γ([g − u]+, ϕ)− l(ϕ).
Then:
u ∈ V : aN (u)(ϕ) = 0 ∀ϕ ∈ V.
Newton: Initial guess u0 ∈ V . Then iteration: for k = 0, 1, 2, . . .:
uk ∈ V : a′N (uk)(δu, ϕ) = −aN (uk)(ϕ) ∀ϕ ∈ V
uk+1 = uk + ωδu
with a line search parameter ω ∈ (0, 1]. And with
a′N (uk)(δu, ϕ) := (∇δu,∇ϕ) + γ(δu, ϕ)B(uk)
with the set
B(uk) := {x ∈ Ω|uk(x) < g(x)}.
8.13.5 Discretization
Use FEM. Conforming method: Vh ⊂ V with Vh := {ϕ1, . . . , ϕM} and dim(Vh) = M . Take as FEM, for
instance, linear (bilinear) elements, i.e., hat functions in 1D.
For a usual linear problem, we would try to solve for uh,k ∈ Vh. Since the problem is nonlinear, we cannot
determine uh,k directly, but use the nonlinear Newton iteration. Here, we determine δuh ∈ Vh, which means:
δuh =
M∑
j=1
ujϕj .
Then:
uh,k ∈ Vh : a′N (uh,k)(δuh, ϕh) = −aN (uh,k)(ϕh) ∀ϕh ∈ Vh
uh,k+1 = uh,k + ωδuh
The defect solution (first line of Newton’s method) can be re-written as:
a′N (uh,k)(
M∑
j=1
ujϕj , ϕh) = −aN (uh,k)(ϕh) ∀ϕh ∈ Vh
⇔
M∑
j=1
uj a
′
N (uh,k)(ϕj , ϕh) = −aN (uh,k)(ϕh) ∀ϕh ∈ Vh
⇔
M∑
j=1
uj a
′
N (uh,k)(ϕj , ϕi) = −aN (uh,k)(ϕi) i = 1, . . . ,M. ⇔ AδU = B.
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Specifically,
A := (a′N (uh,k)(ϕj , ϕi))
M
i,j=1︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈RM×M
, δU = (uj)
M
j=1︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈RM
, B := aN (uh,k)(ϕi)
M
i=1︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈RM
.
In explicit matrix notation:
A =

(∇ϕ1,∇ϕ1) + γ(ϕ1, ϕ1)B . . . (∇ϕM ,∇ϕ1) + γ(ϕM , ϕ1)B
...
. . .
...
(∇ϕ1,∇ϕM ) + γ(ϕ1, ϕM )B . . . (∇ϕM ,∇ϕM ) + γ(ϕM , ϕM )B

Recall: test functions determine the row.
8.13.6 Details and discussions
We provide a bit more details in terms of heuristic discussions in this section. It is trivial to see that:
(∇ϕ1,∇ϕ1) =
∫
Ω
∇ϕ1 · ∇ϕ1 dx → Laplacian,
and
γ(ϕ1, ϕ1) =
∫
Ω
ϕ1 · ϕ1 dx → (weighted) mass term.
For γ  0 (heavy enforcement of the constraint) and u  g (large violations of the constraint), the linear
system in the defect of Newton’s method becomes ill-conditioned and Newton’s method itself more nonlinear.
Indeed
γ(ϕj , ϕi)B
only acts in rows and columns in which the constraint is violated. We therefore have a large condition number
cond2(A) 1.
Furthermore, the condition numbers of the Laplacian and the mass term are:
(∇ϕj ,∇ϕi) ∼ 1
h
, (ϕj , ϕi) ∼ h
and for the right hand (f, ϕi), it holds:
(f, ϕi) ∼ h.
For an asymptotic equilibrium we thus need:
γ ∼ 1
h2
.
In addition if we have material parameters (for instance Young’s modulus or the critical energy release rate
GC if we have the phase-field system in mind), which enter into the Laplacian
(α(x)∇ϕj ,∇ϕi).
From this we can follow that
γ ∼ α(x)
h2
.
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8.13.7 Implementation in DOpElib
For details on DOpElib within these lecture notes, we refer to Chapter 15. The programming code used for
this example can be found on
http://www.thomaswick.org/links/Example_Obstacle_Simple_Penalization.zip
and is based on the official DOpElib example dopelib/Examples/PDE/StatPDE/Example4/ (classical Poisson
problem on the unit square).
• Some parameters are provided in dope.prm;
• The grid and important setups are in main.cc;
• The equations, g and γ are implemented in local_pde.h.
The number of DoFs is 4 225, the obstacle function is g = −0.01 and the penalization is chosen as γ = γ¯h2 with
γ¯ = 0.1.
Figure 18: Left: 3d surface plot solution of the classical Poisson problem in (0, 1)2 and right hand side f = −1,
as in Section 8.13.1. Right: obstacle problem with g = −0.01 and simple penalization.
The nonlinear solver behaves as follows:
Newton step: 0 Residual (abs.): 2.4414e-04
Newton step: 0 Residual (rel.): 1.0000e+00
Newton step: 1 Residual (rel.): 9.7262e-01 LineSearch {2}
Newton step: 2 Residual (rel.): 4.8631e-01 LineSearch {1}
Newton step: 3 Residual (rel.): 2.6331e-01 LineSearch {0}
Newton step: 4 Residual (rel.): 5.1674e-03 LineSearch {0}
Newton step: 5 Residual (rel.): < 1.0000e-11 LineSearch {0}
Evaluating the solution in the middle point yields
u(0.5, 0.5) = −0.0148305.
This shows that the constraint works, but it slightly relaxed the solution. This is a well-known shortcoming
of simple penalization.
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For a fair comparison, we briefly state the results for the classical Poisson problem:
Newton step: 0 Residual (abs.): 2.4414e-04
Newton step: 0 Residual (rel.): 1.0000e+00
Newton step: 1 Residual (rel.): < 1.0000e-11 LineSearch {0}
The solution value at the middle point is
u(0.5, 0.5) = −0.0736855.
8.13.8 Mesh refinement studies with γ = γ¯h2
We now briefly investigate the behavior of the solution with respect to (uniform) mesh refinement. The
numbers of DoFs are
4225 (above), 33282, 132098
We run the same code as before and obtain for the middle point and number of Newton iterations:
DoFs u(0.5,0.5) Newton iter.
-----------------------------------------
4225 -0.0148305 5
33282 -0.0112206 10
132098 -0.0103052 19
Thus we observe a dependence on h of both the solution and the solver performance.
8.13.9 Mesh refinement studies with γ = γ¯h2coarse
Here, we remove the dependency of h in the penalization constraint. We take the coarsest hcoarse and evaluate
γ =
γ¯
h2coarse
= 204.8
On the finer levels, we take the same γ. Then we obtain:
DoFs u(0.5,0.5) Newton iter.
-----------------------------------------
4225 -0.0148305 5
33282 -0.01483 6
132098 -0.0148299 6
Here, the nonlinear solver shows constant iteration numbers. Moreover, the middle point u(0.5, 0.5) converges
qualitatively. However, of course, the constraint itself g = −0.01 is not that well approximated.
8.13.10 Further implementation exercises
In order to study the previous problem in more detail, here are some tasks:
1. Refine the mesh and observe the Newton iteration numbers and the displacement value u(0.5, 0.5).
2. Change γ. What do you observe?
3. Change g. For instance, g = −0.1 and g = −0.005. What do you observe?
4. Introduce a material coefficient in the Laplacian. What do you observe for the numerical solution, the
number of Newton iterations and u(0.5, 0.5)?
5. Implement an iteration scheme that allows to increase γ successively. Why is this useful? What do you
observe for the Newton iteration numbers and u(0.5, 0.5)?
6. Finally, we refer to Section 10.13 in which the current excursus is extended to goal-oriented adaptive
mesh refinement.
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8.14 Newton-type methods applied to variational phase-field fracture
We present three Newton-type methods in the following three sections:
• In this Section 8.14, a classical monotonicity-based method is given;
• Section 8.15 presents a modified Newton method in which the Jacobian is altered;
• In Section 8.17 a Newton method is presented that combines treating the nonlinearity and the crack
irreversibility constraint via a primal-dual active set strategy.
8.14.1 Formulations
Our formulation of interest reads as:
Formulation 8.33. Given an initial phase-field ϕ := ϕ0 and given either (time-dependent/time-like-dependent)
non-homogeneous boundary data uD or a pressure p(t) 6= 0. Compute for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N the incremental
solution Un := U = {u, ϕ} ∈ {uD + V } ×W such that
A(U)(Ψ) := A(U)(Ψ) + ([Ξ + γ(ϕ− ϕn−1)]+, ψ) = 0 ∀Ψ ∈ V ×W,
where
A(U)(Ψ) =
((
(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ) σ+(u), e(w))+ (σ−(u), e(w))
+ (1− κ)(ϕ σ+(u) : e(u), ψ)
+Gc
(
−1
ε
(1− ϕ,ψ) + ε(∇ϕ,∇ψ)
)
.
(24)
Remark 8.34 (Imposing the inequality constraint). In order to determine Ξ, we design an adaptive augmented
Lagrangian formulation (the outer loop) in which we iterate according to the algorithm presented in [175] (based
on [169]). Therein, we have also shown that the adaptive choice of the inner tolerance (namely for Newton’s
method) can significantly reduce further computational costs.
Let us discuss spatial discretization, which is based on a Galerkin finite element scheme, introducing H1
conforming discrete spaces Vh ⊂ V and Wh ⊂ W consisting of bilinear functions Qc1 on quadrilaterals or
trilinear functions on hexahedra (see e.g., [45]). The discretization parameter is denoted by h. The discretized
version of Formulation 8.33 reads:
Formulation 8.35. Given an initial phase-field ϕh := ϕ0h and given either (time-dependent/time-like-dependent)
non-homogeneous boundary data uhD or a pressure p(t) 6= 0. Compute for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N the incremental
solution Un := Uh = {uh, ϕh} ∈ {uhD + Vh} ×Wh such that
A(Uh)(Ψh) := A(Uh)(Ψh) + ([Ξh + γ(ϕh − ϕn−1h )]+, ψh) = 0 ∀Ψh ∈ Vh ×Wh.
8.14.2 A monotonicity-based Newton algorithm
First, we recapitulate a monotonicity-based Newton algorithm. Globalization1 may be achieved with a damping
strategy based on a backtracking line search algorithm. After having presented the algorithm, we explain the
steps to change to a modified Newton scheme with Jacobian modification.
To measure the residuals and monitoring functions, we use the discrete norm ‖ · ‖ := ‖ · ‖l2 . At a given time
instance tn, we shall find the time step solution Un using:
1The terminology ‘globalization’ is adopted from numerical optimization (e.g., [133]) or, in general, Newton methods (e.g., [51])
and means that the convergence radius of Newton’s method is extended by, for example, line search or trust region methods.
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Algorithm 8.36 (Residual-based Newton’s method). In this type of methods, the main criterion is a decrease
of the residual in each step. Choose an initial Newton guess U0. For the iteration steps k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .:
1. Find δUk := {δu, δϕ} ∈ V ×W such that
A′(Uk)(δUk,Ψ) = −A(Uk)(Ψ) ∀Ψ ∈ V ×W, (25)
Uk+1 = Uk + λkδU
k, (26)
for λk = 1.
2. The criterion for convergence is the contraction of the residuals:
‖A(Uk+1)(Ψ)‖ < ‖A(Uk)(Ψ)‖. (27)
3. If (27) is violated, re-compute in (26) Uk+1 by choosing λlk = 0.5, and compute for l = 1, ..., lM (e.g.
lM = 5) a new solution
Uk+1 = Uk + λlkδU
k
until (27) is fulfilled for a l∗ < lM or lM is reached. In the latter case, no convergence is obtained and
the program aborts.
4. In case of l∗ < lM we check next the stopping criterion:
‖A(Uk+1)(Ψ)‖ ≤ TOLN .
If this is criterion is fulfilled, set Un := Uk+1. Else, we increment k → k + 1 and go to Step 1.
Remark 8.37 (Changes in the modified Newton scheme). In the modified Newton scheme that we present
below in more detail, we shall work with a modified Jacobian A′ω(Uk)(δUk,Ψ) and no line search, i.e., λk = 1
for all k. Furthermore, Step 2 (inequality 27) is omitted. In place of Step 3, we compute heuristically a control
parameter ω, which is derived in Section 8.15.
Remark 8.38 (On using quasi-Newton steps). Usually, when the Newton reduction rate
θk =
‖A(Uk+1)(Ψ)‖
‖A(Uk)(Ψ)‖ ,
was sufficiently good, e.g., θk ≤ θmax < 1 (where e.g. θmax ≈ 0.1), a common strategy is to work with the
‘old’ Jacobian matrix, but with a new right hand side. This procedure is well established in the literature (see
e.g., [51]) and works usually. In phase-field fracture, we found the contrary that the matrix A′(Uk)(δUk,Ψ)
should be assembled at each Newton iteration step k such that it fits as well as possible to the corresponding
right hand side A(Uk)(Ψ). This is reasonable from a theoretical point of view since the matrix is indefinite and
the problem non-convex. Thus smallest perturbations between matrix and right hand side, may lead to large
mismatches, which result in a blow-up of the residual and therefore divergence of Newton’s method causing the
iteration to stop. In Section 9, we illustrate our experiences with the help of one example.
8.14.3 A successful basic Newton implementation with line search in C++
A successful example of a basic implementation of Newton’s method is found in [171].
newton_iteration ()
{
const double lower_bound_newton_residual = 1.0e-10;
const unsigned int max_no_newton_steps = 20;
// Decision whether the system matrix should be build at each Newton step
const double nonlinear_theta = 0.1;
// Line search parameters
unsigned int line_search_step;
const unsigned int max_no_line_search_steps = 10;
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const double line_search_damping = 0.6;
double new_newton_residual;
// Application of nonhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions to the variational equations:
set_nonhomo_Dirichlet_bc ();
// Evaluate the right hand side residual
assemble_system_rhs();
double newton_residual = system_rhs.linfty_norm();
double old_newton_residual = newton_residual;
unsigned int newton_step = 1;
if (newton_residual < lower_bound_newton_residual)
std::cout << ’\t’ << std::scientific << newton_residuum << std::endl;
while (newton_residual > lower_bound_newton_residual &&
newton_step < max_no_newton_steps)
{
old_newton_residual = newton_residual;
assemble_system_rhs();
newton_residual = system_rhs.linfty_norm();
if (newton_residuum < lower_bound_newton_residuum)
{
std::cout << ’\t’
<< std::scientific
<< newton_residual << std::endl;
break;
}
// Simplified Newton steps
if (newton_residual/old_newton_residual > nonlinear_theta)
assemble_system_matrix ();
// Solve linear equation system Ax = b
solve ();
line_search_step = 0;
for ( ; line_search_step < max_no_line_search_steps; ++line_search_step)
{
solution += newton_update;
assemble_system_rhs ();
new_newton_residual = system_rhs.linfty_norm();
if (new_newton_residual < newton_residual)
break;
else
solution -= newton_update;
newton_update *= line_search_damping;
}
// Output to the terminal for the user
std::cout << std::setprecision(5) <<newton_step << ’\t’ << std::scientific << newton_residual << ’\t’
<< std::scientific << newton_residual/old_newton_residual <<’\t’ ;
if (newton_residual/old_newton_residual > nonlinear_theta)
std::cout << "r" << ’\t’ ;
else
std::cout << " " << ’\t’ ;
std::cout << line_search_step << ’\t’ << std::endl;
// Goto next newton iteration, increment j->j+1
newton_step++;
}
}
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8.14.4 The Jacobian matrix
To apply Newton’s method for solving A(Uh)(Ψh) = 0, we need to compute the derivative of A(Uh)(Ψh). We
construct the Jacobian2 by evaluating the directional derivative
A′(U)(δU,Ψ) := lim
s→0
A(U + sδU)(Ψ)−A(U)(Ψ)
s
with δU := {δu, δϕ} ∈ V ×W , which represents later the Newton update. In detail, the Jacobian is given by:
A′(U)(δU,Ψ) =
(
2δϕ(1− κ)ϕσ+(u) + ((1− κ)ϕ2 + κ) σ+(δu), e(w))+ (σ−(δu), e(w)) + 2 (δϕϕp,div w)
+ (1− κ)(δϕσ+(u) : e(u) + 2ϕ σ+(δu) : e(u), ψ)+ 2p(δϕ∇ · u+ ϕ ∇ · δu, ψ)
+Gc
(1
ε
(δϕ, ψ) + ε(∇δϕ,∇ψ)
)
+ γ(δϕ, ψ)A(ϕ) ∀Ψ := {w,ψ} ∈ V ×W,
(28)
where
A(ϕ) = {x = (x1, x2, x3) ∈ B | Ξ + γ
(
ϕ(x)− ϕ(x)n−1) > 0}.
In σ+(δu) and σ−(δu) we employ the derivative of e+, which is given by
e+(δu) = P (δu)Λ+PT + PΛ+(δu)PT + PΛ+PT (δu).
Exercise 18. Understand and derive again by yourself the directional derivative (28).
Remark 8.39 (on the critical term). We observe that the critical term in the matrix is contained in(
2δϕ(1− κ)ϕσ+(u) + ((1− κ)ϕ2 + κ) σ+(δu), e(w)). (29)
Consulting our computational experiences from [82, 175] where we designed a very efficient and robust method
by neglecting the cross-term block, we conjecture that the most critical term is the off-diagonal contribution
2δϕ(1− κ)ϕσ+(u).
Similar observations have been made in related studies on yield stress fluids (see [111]), where usually the
derivative of the nonlinear factor causes most difficulties in the solution process. Indeed in Section 4 of [177],
a detailed simplified analysis is provided and shows that the cross-term significantly determines the properties
of the Jacobian matrix.
2In this section, we omit the index h to simplify the notation.
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8.14.5 Block structure of the Jacobian, solution vector, and right hand side
Before we are able to design another Newton method, we want to understand the structure of the linear system
(25) to be solved at each Newton iteration. For the spatial discretization, we use the previously introduced
spaces Vh ×Wh with vector-valued basis
{ψi |i = 1, . . . , N},
where the basis functions are primitive (they are only non-zero in one component), so we can separate them
into displacement and phase-field basis functions and sort them accordingly:
ψi =
(
χui
0
)
, for i = 1, . . . , Nu,
ψ(Nu+i) =
(
0
χϕi
)
, for i = 1, . . . , Nϕ,
where Nu +Nϕ = N . This is now used to transform (25) into a system of the form
MδU = F, (30)
whereM is a block matrix (the Jacobian) and F the right hand side containing of the residuals. The unknown
solution vector is δU . The block structures are
M =
(
Muu Muϕ
Mϕu Mϕϕ
)
, F =
(
Fu
Fϕ
)
, δU =
(
δUu
δUϕ
)
,
with entries coming from (28):
Muui,j =
((
(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ) σ+(χuj ), e(χui ))+ (σ−(χuj ), e(χui )),
Muϕi,j =
(
2χϕj (1− κ)ϕσ+(u), e(χui )
)
+ 2 (χϕj ϕp, div χ
u
i ),
Mϕui,j = 2(1− κ)(ϕ σ+(χuj ) : e(u), χϕi ) + 2p(ϕ div(χuj ), χϕi ),
Mϕϕi,j = (1− κ)(σ+(u) : e(u)χϕj , χϕi ) + 2p(div(u)χϕj , χϕi )
+Gc
(1
ε
(χϕj , χ
ϕ
i ) + ε(∇χϕj ,∇χϕi )
)
+ γ(χϕj , χ
ϕ
i )A(ϕ).
The right hand side consists of the corresponding residuals (see Formulation 8.33 and therein (24)). In
particular, we have
Fui = −A(Uk)(χui )
=
((
(1− κ)ϕk2 + κ
)
σ+(uk), e(χ
u
i )
)
+ (σ−(uk), e(χui )) + (ϕ
2
kp, div χ
u
i ),
Fϕi = −A(Uk)(χϕi ) = (1− κ)(ϕk σ+(uk) : e(uk), χϕi ) + 2(ϕk p div uk, χϕi )
+Gc
(
−1
ε
(1− ϕk, χϕi ) + ε(∇ϕk,∇χϕi )
)
+ ([Ξh + γ(ϕk − ϕn−1k ), ]+, χϕi ).
In the matrix, the degrees of freedom that belong to Dirichlet conditions (here only the displacements since we
assume Neumann conditions for the phase-field variable) are strongly enforced by replacing the corresponding
rows and columns as usually done in a finite element code.
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8.15 A modified Newton method with Jacobian modification
We closely follow [177]. We suggest in the following a method that is inspired by two sources. First, a
successfully-used algorithm for nonlinear flow problems is a modified Newton method with Jacobian modifica-
tion [90, 111, 113]. This raises the question of how such a modification can be achieved in phase-field fracture.
A hint can be found in [82] in which one block in the Jacobian was zero due to extrapolation in the phase-field
variable, yielding an extremely robust and efficient method. The idea is to introduce a control parameter ω
for this specific block in a fully monolithic setting.
Rather than employing line search in Step 3 in Algorithm 8.36, we introduce a control parameter ω ∈ [0, 1]
inside the Jacobian, which decides whether a full Newton system (ω = 1), a Newton-like system with 0 < ω < 1
or even ω = 0 is solved. The choice of this parameter is heuristic, but the key idea is quite simple. Based on
several studies that have been performed for nonlinear flow [90, 111, 113], we further develop these concepts
in the following.
As shown in Section 8.14.5, formally, the Jacobian reads at each Newton step k:
M =
(
Muu Muϕ
Mϕu Mϕϕ
)
.
The critical block is Muϕ, particularly
(2χϕj (1− κ)ϕσ+(u), e(χui )) (31)
as it was already identified in [82] (see also the Remarks 8.40 below and 8.39 above). Thus the goal is to design
a procedure in which this block is dynamically activated or disabled during a Newton iteration. Incorporating
ω brings us to
M =
(
Muu ωMuϕ
Mϕu Mϕϕ
)
=
(
Muu 0
Mϕu Mϕϕ
)
+ ω
(
0 Muϕ
0 0
)
. (32)
Remark 8.40 (Extrapolated scheme). In the extrapolated scheme, we replace ϕ2 by a linear-in-time extrap-
olation ϕ˜2 in the first line of the residual (24). When computing the Jacobian, the block Muϕi,j is zero after
differentiation with respect to ϕ. Therefore, the matrix M has always a triangular block structure:
M =
(
Muu 0
Mϕu Mϕϕ
)
. (33)
This pattern greatly facilitates the linear solution, in particular, the design of preconditioners when using an
iterative technique, such as for instance GMRES. Evidence is shown in several studies for 2D and 3D problems
where we could extend relatively easily the idea presented in [82] to parallel computations in 3D [106].
Remark 8.41. Since the blocks Mϕu and Muϕ are identical since the matrix M is symmetric by construction,
one may try to build a symmetric approximation by
M =
(
Muu ωMuϕ
ωMϕu Mϕϕ
)
=
(
Muu 0
0 Mϕϕ
)
+ ω
(
0 Muϕ
Mϕu 0
)
. (34)
We carried out some further numerical tests exploiting this idea, but found inferior performance of the
Newton solver. From a numerical standpoint, this is clear because removing more terms in the matrix weakens
the performance of the Newton scheme since the Jacobian and the residual fit less together. For this reason, we
did not further pursue this idea in our current work and we worked rather with the decomposition in Equation
(32).
8.15.1 Computing the control parameter ω
The choice of ω is done in a dynamic way depending on the previous two Newton residuals. Thus at each
Newton step k, the parameter ω := ωk is updated if applicable.
We define the residual and reciprocal residual reductions, respectively:
Qk+1 =
‖A(Uk+1)(Ψ)‖
‖A(Uk)(Ψ)‖ , Q
rec
k+1 =
‖A(Uk)(Ψ)‖
‖A(Uk+1)(Ψ)‖ . (35)
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If Qk+1 < 1, the new residual is smaller and we classify this step as a ‘good’ step. Moreover, if Qk+1 → 0,
the better the current step. On the other hand, if Qk+1 ≥ 1, the new residual is larger than the old one
and we have the situation in which a monotonicity-based Newton method would fail and, for example, an
error-oriented version may perform better [51].
We summarize the key ideas and the construction of the control parameter ω in the following:
Definition 8.42 (Computing ωk+1). At the Newton step k, let 0 ≤ ωk ≤ 1 be given and let S ∈ R+ ∪ {0}.
We define
ω := ωk+1 = Sωk. (36)
Proposition 8.43 (Motivation of S). The scaling parameter S is motivated as follows:
1. S must yield ωk+1 ∈ [0, 1].
2. S  1 should yield ωk+1 → 1 (full Newton).
3. S → 0 should yield ωk+1 → 0 (Newton-like/fixed-point like scheme).
Proposition 8.44 (A specific realization of S). Given Proposition 8.43, the scaling parameter S can be
realized, using the residuals Qk+1 and Qreck+1 defined in (35), as follows:
1. For Qk+1 → 0 (and Qreck+1 →∞) the matrix M defined in (32) has good properties and we can work with
a full Newton step, i.e., S  1 yielding ωk+1 = 1.
2. On the other hand, for Qreck+1 → 0 (and Qk+1 → ∞), the matrix M becomes ill-conditioned, and S → 0
yielding ωk+1  1 should be employed.
3. These observations yield the following possible realization of S:
S :=
( a
exp (Qreck+1)
+
b
exp (Qk+1)
)
. (37)
4. The control parameter a is related to a fixed-point step with small ωk+1 and thus a < 1 should be chosen.
5. The control parameter b is related to a full Newton step with ωk+1 = 1 and thus b ≥ 1 should be chosen.
6. Both control parameters will be further explained and specified in Section 8.15.3.
Corollary 8.45 (Further properties of S). The scaling parameter S has the following properties:
1. S is bounded from below by zero: since a, b,Qk+1, Qreck+1 ≥ 0, we have S ≥ 0 yielding ωk+1 ≥ 0.
2. S is not bounded from above. Consequently, it may easily happen that ωk+1 > 1 in (36). Therefore we
use a simple projection:
Set ωk+1 := 1 if ωk+1 > 1.
8.15.2 The modified Newton algorithm
We define
A′ω(U)(δU,Ψ) =
(
ω2δϕ(1− κ)ϕσ+(u) + ((1− κ)ϕ2 + κ) σ+(δu), e(w))+ (σ−(δu), e(w)) + 2 (ωδϕϕp, div w)
+ (1− κ)(δϕσ+(u) : e(u) + 2ϕ σ+(δu) : e(u), ψ)+ 2p(δϕ∇ · u+ ϕ ∇ · δu, ψ)
+Gc
(1
ε
(δϕ, ψ) + ε(∇δϕ,∇ψ)
)
+ γ(δϕ, ψ)A(ϕ) ∀Ψ := {w,ψ} ∈ V ×W,
(38)
which is (28) except that the terms with δϕ multiplied by the w test function are scaled with ω and in
particular, the very first term.
At a given time instance tn, we shall find the time step solution Un using:
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Algorithm 8.46 (Modified Newton’s method with Jacobian modification). Choose an initial Newton guess
U0 and an initial guess for the control parameter, i.e., ω0 = 1. For the iteration steps k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .:
1. Find δUk := {δu, δϕ} ∈ V ×W such that
A′ω(U
k)(δUk,Ψ) = −A(Uk)(Ψ) ∀Ψ ∈ V ×W, (39)
Uk+1 = Uk + δUk. (40)
2. Compute:
ω := ωk+1 = Sωk, (41)
with S determined by (37).
3. Check
‖A(Uk+1)(Ψ)‖ ≤ TOLN .
If this criterion is fulfilled, set Un := Uk+1. Else, we increment k → k + 1 and go to Step 1.
Remark 8.47. In this algorithm, we do not have any convergence monitor and it can happen that Newton’s
method diverges. Thus we also check in Step 3 whether
‖A(Uk+1)(Ψ)‖ < TOLupN , TOLupN = 1012,
otherwise we stop the algorithm because of divergence. In Section 9, we see that for backtracking line-search
such a behavior is indeed detected, but in which the modified Newton method (without convergence monitor)
yields excellent performance. We notice that TOLupN seems very high, but there are examples in Section 9 where
the residual goes up to 107 but nonetheless Newton’s method will finally still converge.
8.15.3 On the choice of a and b
The choices of a and b are heuristic. As outlined in Proposition 8.44, the parameter a controls the influence of
block Muϕ. The parameter b controls the rate to go back to full Newton steps in case sufficient performance
of the solver is detected. Therefore, we propose the following bounds:
0 ≤ a < 1 and 1 ≤ b <∞.
Let us discuss the idea in more detail. If Qk+1  1 we had a good reduction and we can use a higher ωk+1 in
the next step. Formula (37) yields
lim
Qreck+1→∞
lim
Qk+1→0
S → b ⇒ ωk+1 = bωk ⇒ ωk+1 ≥ ωk.
On the other hand if Qk+1 > 1 or even Qk+1  1 (thus Qreck+1 → 0) we want to eliminate the irregular terms
in the Jacobian matrix and rather work with a Newton-like method in which the Jacobian is approximated by
minimizing the influence of the term (31). Here:
lim
Qreck+1→0
lim
Qk+1→∞
S → a ⇒ ωk+1 = aωk ⇒ ωk+1 < ωk.
Since due to the construction, we cannot ensure a priori that S is bounded from above, the requirement
0 ≤ ωk+1 ≤ 1 may be violated. In this case, a projection is used (see Corollary 8.45).
Possible choices of a and b:
• Choice 1: a = 0.001 and b = 10 drastically tries to remove the entire block Muϕ and moderately goes
back to full Newton;
• Choice 2: a = 0.1 and b = 2 tries moderately to remove the influence of block Muϕ and moderately goes
back to full Newton;
• Choice 3: a = 0 and b = 0 resulting in S = 0 from which we obtain ωk = 0 for all k and thus never work
with block Muϕ.
Obviously, the smaller a 1 is chosen, the faster we obtain a Newton-like (fixed-point) scheme. Secondly, the
larger we choose b ≥ 1, the faster we go back to a full Newton scheme.
Remark 8.48 (Numerical results). For more options of a and b and their consequences in numerical examples,
we refer to [177].
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8.16 Excursus: Modified Newton for functional minimization in R2
In this excursus we study some basic properties of the phase-field equations and the behavior of Newton
method in terms of a simplified model problem. Specifically, we consider the minimization of a functional in
R2. The calculations are motivated by [177] (we strongly notice: they are not the same since we modify the
functional with an additional regularization term). Overall, this example originated from a student project at
École Polytechnique (MAP 502, STEEM, winter term 2016/2017) [92].
8.16.1 Problem statement
Let F : R2 → R be given by:
F (x, y) = (κ+ y2)x2 + εy2, κ, ε > 0, (x, y) ∈ R2.
The function is visualized in Figure 19. We easily recognize the regularization parameters κ and ε from our
original phase-field problem. Moreover, we relate x to u (displacements) and y to ϕ (phase-field).
Formulation 8.49. Let F (x, y) be given as before. Solve:
min
(x,y)∈R2
F (x, y).
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Figure 19: Visualization of F (x, y) and its contour lines. Specifically, we easily see that the minimum is not
unique. We also observe that by fixing one variable, the problem becomes strictly convex in the
other unknown.
Remark 8.50 (Link to phase-field fracture). In phase-field fracture, the critical part of the underlying energy
functional (see e.g., Formulation (5.40)) for C|e(u)|2 = |∇u|2 in [27, 64], is:
Ecrit(u, ϕ) =
1
2
∫
B
(κ+ (1− κ)ϕ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼(κ+y2)
C|e(u)|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼x2
dx+
∫
B
ε|∇ϕ|2 dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼εy2
(42)
where Ce(u) = σ(u) := 2µe(u) + λtr(e(u))I.
Remark 8.51. The function F (x, y) represents the main term of the energy formulation of the fracture problem
in a simplified fashion. Here the variable x represents the phase-field ϕ and y represents the displacements u
(i.e., the stresses σ(u)). Clearly, we see that the minimal value of F (x, y) is zero, however the solution (x, y)
is not unique: any pair (x, 0) with x ∈ R yields F (x, 0) = 0. The non-uniqueness is due to the non-convexity
of F (x, y).
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8.16.2 Derivatives
To solve the above problem numerically, we use the first order optimality condition to compute the stationary
points:
Formulation 8.52. The derivative of F (x, y) is computed as
F ′(x, y) = (2(κ+ y2)x, 2yx2 + 2yε)T .
Solve
F ′(x, y) = 0.
In order to solve F ′(x, y) = 0 to obtain a solution pair (x, y), we apply Newton’s method. To this end, we
need the second-order derivative, the so-called Hessian:
Hf := Hf (x, y) = F
′′(x, y) =
(
2(κ+ y2) 4yx
4yx 2(ε+ x2)
)
.
Proposition 8.53. The determinant of the Hessian Hf is given by:
det(Hf ) = −12x2y2 + 4κx2 + 4εy2 + 4κε.
A graphical sketch is provided in Figure 20. Furthermore:
• For κ and ε sufficiently small and x and y sufficiently large, it holds
det(Hf ) < 0.
• For x = y = 0 and κ, ε > 0, we have
det(Hf ) > 0.
Since usually κ  1 and ε  1, a positive determinant only holds true in a small strip with x ≈ 0 or
y ≈ 0.
Corollary 8.54. From the previous result, we have in particular (see e.g., [98]):
• For det(Hf ) < 0, the Hessian Hf is indefinite.
• For det(Hf ) > 0, the Hessian Hf is positive definite because the first entry is strictly positive, i.e.,
2(κ+ y2) > 0 for κ > 0.
As it is well-known, the sign of the determinant has important consequences for the solution of linear equation
systems. In this context, we envisage to apply Newton’s method in which a linear equation system using the
Hessian must be solved.
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Figure 20: Visualization of det(Hf ).
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8.16.3 Newton’s method
Let (x0, y0), be given and find (xk+1, yk+1) for k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .,
Hf (xk, yk)(δx, δy)
T = −F ′(xk, yk),(
xk+1
yk+1
)
=
(
δx
δy
)
+
(
xk
yk
)
.
This Newton method might produce non-descending steps.
8.16.4 Numerical results and discussion
In the following, we carry out some computations with interesting results. The programming code is based on
octave [55] and is a further extension of [92] and [177]. The online version is available here:
http://www.thomaswick.org/links/newton_octave_PFF_lecture_notes_Apr_3_2019.m
We take κ = 0.001 and ε = 0.01 and as the initial Newton guess, we take (x0, y0) = (−5, 4). The only
convergence monitoring criterion is whether the residual norm is smaller than a given tolerance, i.e.,
|F ′(xk+1, yk+1)| < TOL, TOL = 10−8.
8.16.4.1 Classical Newton’s method without line search and no further modifications In the first run, we
obtain:
It x y dF(x) dF(y) ||(dF(x,y)|| F(x,y)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 -5.000000e+00 4.000000e+00 | -1.600100e+02 2.000800e+02 | 2.561937e+02 | 4.099072e+05
1 -3.332514e+00 2.666911e+00 | -4.741111e+01 5.928889e+01 | 7.591433e+01 | 1.600987e+04
2 -2.220446e+00 1.778308e+00 | -1.404823e+01 1.757104e+01 | 2.249653e+01 | 6.260806e+02
3 -1.478451e+00 1.186091e+00 | -4.162760e+00 5.208876e+00 | 6.667905e+00 | 2.455273e+01
4 -9.828573e-01 7.915607e-01 | -1.233620e+00 1.545140e+00 | 1.977189e+00 | 9.693687e-01
5 -6.510517e-01 5.289746e-01 | -3.656490e-01 4.590107e-01 | 5.868475e-01 | 3.902773e-02
6 -4.276795e-01 3.546105e-01 | -1.084155e-01 1.368156e-01 | 1.745636e-01 | 1.721328e-03
7 -2.753187e-01 2.395625e-01 | -3.215183e-02 4.110912e-02 | 5.218908e-02 | 1.270542e-04
8 -1.678144e-01 1.652803e-01 | -9.504201e-03 1.261475e-02 | 1.579436e-02 | 3.068849e-05
9 -8.340052e-02 1.227063e-01 | -2.678298e-03 4.161130e-03 | 4.948564e-03 | 1.523658e-05
10 5.213122e-02 1.636034e-01 | 2.894959e-03 4.161307e-03 | 5.069246e-03 | 2.707421e-05
11 3.269704e-01 -3.686307e-01 | 8.951703e-02 -8.619295e-02 | 1.242680e-01 | 1.304937e-03
12 2.045163e-01 -2.524951e-01 | 2.648641e-02 -2.617208e-02 | 3.723584e-02 | 1.154943e-04
13 1.135300e-01 -1.813140e-01 | 7.691604e-03 -8.300216e-03 | 1.131611e-02 | 3.541126e-05
14 2.345261e-02 -1.620167e-01 | 1.278140e-03 -3.418561e-03 | 3.649685e-03 | 2.630864e-05
15 5.064687e-02 1.958866e-02 | 1.401617e-04 4.922671e-04 | 5.118323e-04 | 3.839196e-07
16 2.148634e-02 4.604862e-03 | 4.388390e-05 9.634902e-05 | 1.058722e-04 | 2.122405e-08
17 8.165437e-04 3.909709e-04 | 1.633337e-06 7.819939e-06 | 7.988694e-06 | 1.528849e-10
18 2.495594e-07 5.211606e-08 | 4.991189e-10 1.042321e-09 | 1.155661e-09 | 2.718575e-18
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8.16.4.2 Modified Newton’s method In our second test, we work with Algorithm 8.46. Introducing ω, the
Hessian matrix reads: (
2(κ+ y2) ω4yx
4yx 2(ε+ x2)
)
.
Choosing a = 0.01 and b = 10, we obtain the result in 14, thus less iterations:
It x y dF(x) dF(y) ||(dF(x,y)|| F(x,y)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 -5.000000e+00 4.000000e+00 | -1.600100e+02 2.000800e+02 | 2.561937e+02 | 4.099072e+05
1 -3.332514e+00 2.666911e+00 | -4.741111e+01 5.928889e+01 | 7.591433e+01 | 1.600987e+04
2 -2.220446e+00 1.778308e+00 | -1.404823e+01 1.757104e+01 | 2.249653e+01 | 6.260806e+02
3 -1.478451e+00 1.186091e+00 | -4.162760e+00 5.208876e+00 | 6.667905e+00 | 2.455273e+01
4 -9.828573e-01 7.915607e-01 | -1.233620e+00 1.545140e+00 | 1.977189e+00 | 9.693687e-01
5 -6.510517e-01 5.289746e-01 | -3.656490e-01 4.590107e-01 | 5.868475e-01 | 3.902773e-02
6 -4.276795e-01 3.546105e-01 | -1.084155e-01 1.368156e-01 | 1.745636e-01 | 1.721328e-03
7 -2.753187e-01 2.395625e-01 | -3.215183e-02 4.110912e-02 | 5.218908e-02 | 1.270542e-04
8 -1.678144e-01 1.652803e-01 | -9.504201e-03 1.261475e-02 | 1.579436e-02 | 3.068849e-05
9 -8.340052e-02 1.227063e-01 | -2.678298e-03 4.161130e-03 | 4.948564e-03 | 1.523658e-05
10 5.213122e-02 1.636034e-01 | 2.894959e-03 4.161307e-03 | 5.069246e-03 | 2.707421e-05
11 3.269704e-01 -3.686307e-01 | 8.951703e-02 -8.619295e-02 | 1.242680e-01 | 1.304937e-03
12 -5.184076e-04 -6.752678e-01 | -4.738107e-04 -1.350572e-02 | 1.351403e-02 | 4.560912e-04
13 -8.908034e-06 -3.567053e-05 | -1.781609e-08 -7.134106e-07 | 7.136330e-07 | 1.272390e-12
14 -1.951922e-12 -5.661131e-13 | -3.903843e-15 -1.132226e-14 | 1.197638e-14 | 3.206365e-28
8.16.4.3 Modified Newton’s method - extreme case, positive definite Hessian We also choose the extreme
case S = 0 resulting in ω = 0, thus
Hf (x, y) =
(
2(κ+ y2) 0
4yx 2(ε+ x2)
)
.
Here, the matrix Hf becomes positive semi-definite det(Hf ) = 4x2y2 + 4κy2, even positive definite for any
y 6= 0. Thus Newton can converge extremely fast in two steps, despite the fact that the modified Hf does not
correspond to the true derivative of the right hand side residual F ′(x, y).
It x y dF(x) dF(y) ||(dF(x,y)|| F(x,y)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 -5.000000e+00 4.000000e+00 | -1.600100e+02 2.000800e+02 | 2.561937e+02 | 4.099072e+05
1 0.000000e+00 7.996801e+00 | 0.000000e+00 1.599360e-01 | 1.599360e-01 | 6.394883e-02
2 0.000000e+00 -8.881784e-16 | 0.000000e+00 -1.776357e-17 | 1.776357e-17 | 7.888609e-34
8.16.5 Final comments
We first observe in the above computations that the local minimizer is not unique. Indeed, for all three
examples, we obtain different final values for x and y.
Next, keep in mind that our problem of interest formulated in Chapter 5 is more complex since we do not
seek a single point, but a solution (uk, ϕk) minimizing E(uk, ϕk) in a function space setting. In general, we
cannot expect that the Newton-like scheme with ω < 1 converges as fast as in this example. However, these
findings indicate us that the modified Newton scheme may work for the original problem at hand.
Recapitulating the key findings of this section, we found out that even for a pretended very simple optimiza-
tion problem, Newton’s method does not converge monotonically and may need many iterations. Secondly,
the modification of the Jacobian according to Section 8.15 can yield a significant reduction of iteration steps.
Thirdly, the line-search method with energy monitoring can specifically control the total energy, but should
allow for working with negative line-search parameters.
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8.17 A combined Newton algorithm and using a primal-dual active set strategy
In this section, we present a semi-smooth Newton method that combines the nonlinear iteration with the
enforcement of the irreversibility condition. This Newton loop contains a back-tracking line search to improve
the convergence radius.
8.17.1 Problem statement
We emphasize that the minimization problem (see Formulation 5.40)
minEε(u, ϕ),
subject to ∂tϕ ≤ 0,
is unusual since the forward problem is quasi-static without any explicit time derivatives and the time-
dependence appears only in the inequality constraint. For the following, we set U = (u, ϕ) ∈ V × W .
Discretizing the time derivative via
∂tϕ ≈ ϕ(tn+1)− ϕ(tn)
δt
,
with a time step size δt := tn+1 − tn, the problem can be rewritten as
minEε(U) (43)
subject to U ≤ U¯ on Φ, (44)
where Φ = 0×W , so that the constraint acts on the phase-field variable only, and U¯ is the solution from the
last time-step (or the initial condition).
Because one can show that the primal-dual active set method can be seen as a semi-smoothed Newton
method (not just linear convergence, but superlinear), let us repeat the algorithm of a Newton method in the
following.
We now briefly describe Newton’s method for solving the unconstrained minimization problem minEε(U)
in (43). We construct a sequence U0, U1, . . . , UN with
Uk+1 = Uk + δUk,
where the update δUk is computed as the solution of the linear system:
E′′ε (U
k) δUk = −E′ε(Uk). (45)
If we assume the constraints on the phase-field (44) hold for the initial guess U0 (we will start with the solution
from the last time step, which satisfies the constraint), the condition
δUk ≤ 0 on Φ, (46)
implies Uk+1 = Uk + δUk ≤ Uk ≤ · · · ≤ U0 ≤ U¯ on Φ.
Let us now derive a primal-dual active set strategy for the linear system (45) with the constraint (46) to be
solved in each Newton step:
E′′ε (U
k)δUk = −E′ε(Uk),
with δUk ≤ 0 on Φ.
Here, in contrast to the work originally proposed in [86], the constraint relates to time states (within a time-
stepping scheme) rather than spatial constraints.
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8.17.2 A primal-dual active set strategy
In the following, we shorten the notation by dropping the index k of Newton’s method and settingG := E′′ε (Uk),
F := −E′ε(Uk) (this also highlights that our operator G is fixed in this section), and δU := δUk. We note that
ideally G is symmetric positive definite in order to employ a robust solution scheme. The previous system can
be written as a minimization problem
min
1
2
(δU,GδU)− (F, δU),
with δU ≤ 0 on Φ.
(47)
Following [86], the minimization problem (47) can be solved using a primal-dual active set strategy, which can
also be viewed as a semi-smooth Newton method. We briefly recapitulate the most important steps since their
understanding is crucial for our final algorithm. Using a Lagrange multiplier λ ∈ 0 ×W ∗ (where W ∗ is the
dual space of W ), the minimization problem with constraint can be written as a system of equations:
(GδU,Z) + (λ, Z) = (F,Z) ∀Z ∈ V ×W,
C(δU, λ) = 0,
where
C(δU, λ) = λ−max(0, λ+ cδU), (48)
for a given c > 0. The max operation is understood in the point-wise sense. Since we require the Lagrange
multiplier only for the phase-field variable ϕ, we can assume zero displacements (alternatively, one needs to
restrict δU to the phase-field in the definition of C).
The primal-dual active set strategy replaces the condition C(δU, λ) = 0 by δU = 0 on the to be determined
active set A and λ = 0 on the inactive set N . In other words, the active set is the sub-domain in which the
constraint applies and no PDE is solved. In the inactive set, the PDE is solved while the constraint is satisfied.
The active set algorithm then reads:
Algorithm 8.55. Repeat for k = 0, . . . until the active set Ak does not longer change:
1. Compute active set:
Ak = {x | λk(x) + cδUk(x) > 0},
Nk = {x | λk(x) + cδUk(x) ≤ 0}.
2. Find δUk+1 ∈ V ×W and λk+1 ∈ 0×W ∗
(GδUk+1, Z) + (λk+1, Z) = (F,Z) ∀Z ∈ V ×W,
(δUk+1, µ) = 0 on Ak ∀µ ∈ 0×W ∗,
λk+1 = 0 on Nk.
Exercise 19. Understand Algorithm 8.55 with the help of Algorithm 7.6.
So far, the algorithm has been formulated on a continuous level. Next, we employ a finite element dis-
cretization by first subdividing the domain into quadrilateral elements. Displacements u and the phase-field
variable ϕ are discretized using H1-conforming bilinear elements, i.e., the Ansatz and test space uses Qc1-finite
elements. Consequently, the discrete spaces are conforming such that Vh×Wh ⊂ V ×W . A discretized version
of Step 2 then results in a linear system with the following block structure:(
G B
BT 0
)(
δUk+1h
λk+1h
)
=
(
F
0
)
.
By using quadrature only in the support points of λkh, B
T becomes diagonal and λkh can be eliminated. The
equations BT δUk+1h = 0 will be handled via linear constraints used to eliminate equations in the G block
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where the phase-field is constrained (on Ak). The eliminated equations are exactly those where the i-th entry
of λk+1h is non-zero. Therefore, the linear solver simplifies to
GˆδUk+1h = Fˆ ,
where Gˆ and Fˆ stem from G and F by removing the constrained rows from the system (we opt to restore
symmetry by using Gaussian elimination on the columns in our implementation).
Finally, each entry of λh can be computed from Uk+1h using
(B)ii(λ
k
h)i = (F )i − (GδUkh )i, (49)
which is needed in the computation of the active set A in each step. The index i is in the active set Ak if
(B−1)ii(F −GδUkh )i + c(δUkh )i > 0, (50)
and in the inactive set N otherwise.
Remark 8.56. Note that we require the matrix G and right-hand side F without constraints in the equations
(49) and (50).
We recall that the condition for the active set
(B−1)ii(F −GδUkh )i + c(δUkh )i > 0,
which reads (using the notation from before):
(B−1)ii(−E′ε(Ukh )− E′′ε (Ukh )δUkh )i + c(δUkh )i > 0.
We replace the linear residual −E′ε(Ukh )− E′′ε (Ukh )δUkh by the non-linear residual
R(Uk+1h ) = −E′ε(Uk+1h ).
Remark 8.57. Because we merge two Newton iterations it is no longer correct to just require δUkh ≤ 0 (point-
wise) in each step since an intermediate active set allows a temporary violation of the crack growth condition
during the Newton iteration. Therefore, we replace this condition by
Ukh + δU
k
h ≤ Uoldh ,
where Uoldh is the solution of the last time step.
8.17.3 A combined Newton algorithm
This gives us the algorithm:
Algorithm 8.58. Repeat for k = 0, . . . until the active set Ak does not change and R˜(Ukh ) < TOL:
1. Assemble the residual R(Ukh );
2. Compute the active set Ak = {i | (B−1)ii(Rk)i + c(δUkh )i > 0};
3. Assemble the matrix G = E′′ε (Ukh ) and the right-hand side F = −E′ε(Ukh );
4. Eliminate rows and columns in Ak from G and F to obtain G˜ and F˜ ;
5. Solve the linear system G˜δUk = F˜ , i.e, find δUkh ∈ Vh ×Wh with
E′′ε (U
k
h )(δU
k
h ,Ψ) = −E′ε(Ukh )(Ψ) ∀Ψ ∈ Vh ×Wh, (51)
where E′′ε and E′ε are defined as before.
6. Find a step size 0 < ω ≤ 1 using line search to get
Uk+1h = U
k
h + ωδU
k
h ,
with R˜(Uk+1h ) < R˜(U
k
h ).
Exercise 20. Understand Algorithm 8.58 with the help of the Algorithms 8.55 and 7.6.
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AN N
δU = 0λ = 0 λ = 0
constraintPDE PDE
Figure 21: Determine the active set A and the nonactive set N .
8.17.4 Solving the PDE in the Nonactive Set N ; including extrapolation of ϕ in the solid bulk term
On the nonactive set N , the PDE is solved in a monolithic manner. Further, linearization of the critical terms
is necessary.
• Monolithically-coupled variational formulation used to solve the forward PDE problem
• The Euler-Lagrange equations contain critical cross terms
((
(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ)σ(u), e(u)).
• Linearization of nonlinear terms by linear extrapolation:
ϕ ≈ ϕ˜ := ϕ˜n = ϕn−2 tn − tn−1
tn−2 − tn−1 + ϕ
n−1 tn − tn−2
tn−1 − tn−2 (52)
to obtain a convex energy functional E(u, ϕ˜):
E(u, ϕ˜) =
1
2
((
(1− κ)ϕ˜2 + κ
)
σ(u), e(u)
)
+ GC
(
1
2
||1− ϕ˜||2 + 
2
||∇ϕ˜||2
) (53)
Very briefly all fundamental solving steps are given.
Remark 8.59. It is worth pointing out, that the residual R˜(Ukh ) might be far below the desired tolerance, how-
ever the active set can still change. Therefore, it is important to achieve both stopping criteria simultaneously:
Ak+1 = Ak and R˜(Ukh ) < TOLNew .
Remark 8.60. It is important to distinguish between the full residual R(Ukh ) and the reduced residual R˜(U
k
h ).
The latter is the residual on the inactive set, which can be computed by eliminating the active set constraints
from the former.
Remark 8.61. To address directly the numerical solution of the non-convex energy functional by minimization,
the alternate minimization algorithm with backtracking line-search was suggested in [25, 28]. Here, it is utilized
by noting that the energy functional is convex in each single variable when the other is kept fixed. The full
convergence proof can be found in [35].
Remark 8.62. In optimization, it is well-known that active set and primal-dual active set methods may suffer
from cycling and stalling of the algorithm, e.g., [76, 109]. Solutions to cope with these issues have been proposed
in these theses.
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8.18 Linear solution inside Newton’s method of monolithic phase-field fracture
systems
We explain in this section the structure of the linear equation system when both solution variables u and ϕ
are treated simultaneously, i.e., in a monolithic fashion. We recall:
A′(Un,jh )(δU
n
h , φ) = −A(Un,jh )(φ) + F (φ),
Un,j+1h = U
n,j
h + λδU
n
h .
The linear equation system reads in matrix form:
MδU = B (54)
where M has been defined before, B is the discretization of the residual:
B ∼ A(un,jh )(φ) + F (φ)
and the solution vector δU is given by
δU = (δv1, . . . , δvN , δu1, . . . , δuM )
T .
8.18.1 Fully monolithic approximation
Since we dealt originally with two PDEs (now somewhat hidden in the semilinear form), it is often desirable
to write (54) in block form: (
Mvv Mvu
Muv Muu
)(
δv
δu
)
=
(
Bv
Bu
)
,
where Bv and Bu are the residual parts corresponding to the first and second PDEs, respectively. Since in
general such matrix systems are solved with iterative solvers, the block form allows a better view on the
structure and construction of preconditioners. For instance, starting again from (54), a preconditioner is a
matrix P−1 such that
P−1MδU = P−1B,
so that the condition number of P−1M is moderate. Obviously, the ideal preconditioner would be the inverse
of A: P−1 = A−1. In practice one tries to build P−1 in such a way that
P−1M =
(
I ∗
0 I
)
and where P−1 is a lower triangular block matrix:
P−1 =
(
P−11 0
P−13 P
−1
4
)
The procedure is as follows (see lectures for linear algebra in which the inverse is explicitly constructed):
M =
(
Mvv Mvu
Muv Muu
)(
I 0
0 I
)
=
(
I M−1vv Mvu
Muv Muu
)(
M−1vv 0
0 I
)
=
I M−1vv Mvu0 Muu −MuvM−1vv Mvu︸ ︷︷ ︸
=S
( M−1vv 0−MuvM−1vv I
)
=
(
I M−1vv Mvu
0 I
)(
M−1vv 0
−S−1MuvM−1vv S−1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=P−1
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where S = Muu −MuvM−1vv Mvu is the so-called Schur complement. The matrix P−1 is used as (exact)
preconditioner for M . Indeed we double-check:(
M−1vv 0
−S−1MuvM−1vv S−1
)(
Mvv Mvu
Muv Muu
)
=
(
I M−1vv Mvu
0 I
)
Tacitly we assumed in the entire procedure that S and Mvv are invertible.
Using P−1 in a Krylov method, we only have to perform matrix-vector multiplications such as(
Xnew
Ynew
)
=
(
P−11 0
P−13 P
−1
4
)(
X
Y
)
Now we obtain:
Xnew = P
−1
1 X (55)
Ynew = P
−1
3 X + P
−1
4 Y (56)
Remark 8.63. Be careful, we deal with two iterative procedures in this example: Newton’s method to compute
iteratively the nonlinear solution. Inside Newton’s method, we solve the linear equations systems with a Krylov
space method, which is also an iterative method.
8.18.2 A block-diagional preconditioner for the extrapolated scheme
A block-diagonal preconditioner:
P−1 =
(
(Puu)−1 0
0 (Pϕϕ)−1
)
Since both blocks have an elliptic structure, it is simple to approximate the inverse matrices. One possibility
is an algebraic multigrid solver. Approximately, we have:
Puu ≈ −∇ · (ϕ2∇u),
Pϕϕ ≈ ε∆ϕ− 1
ε
(1− ϕ),
which both are of elliptic type and are therefore ‘nice’ terms to deal with. This preconditioner works very well
as recently shown in [83].
8.18.3 A very short hint to parallel computing
The principle idea of parallel computing using deal.II ([13]), MPI, Trilinos ([84]), and p4est ([36]) is explained
with the help of Figure 22 using four processors. In particular, this framework can be run on a cluster as
demonstrated in [83].
Figure 22: Exemplified visualization of parallel computing on 4 processors. The different sub-domains are
associated with different processors. Depending on mesh refinement, the workload for each processor
is adjusted dynamically at each time step. Figure taken from [5]. The original code was developed
in [82] and recently extended in [83].
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8.19 Excursus III: linear and nonlinear solver performances for the obstacle problem
In this excursus, we study the performance of the linear solver and the nonlinear Newton solver using a modified
version of the code
http://www.thomaswick.org/links/Example_Obstacle_Simple_Penalization.zip
that we already used in Excursus II (Section 8.13).
8.19.1 Setup and goals
To this end, we study the behavior of the conjugate gradient (CG) method, without any preconditioner for
simplicity. The CG method is used a linear solver within Newton’s method. The initial mesh is five times
uniformly refined yielding 1 089 degrees of freedom. The obstacle function g and the penalization parameter
γ = γ¯h2 are chosen as in Section 8.13.
The aim is to study the solver performance for a fixed mesh, but varying penalization parameter. This shall
give some insight how the penalization parameters influnce the solvers. In addition, we measure how well the
obstacle is approximated in u(0.5, 0.5) indicated as Point value in X.
We choose:
γ¯ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 3.2, 6.4, 12.8, 25.6, 51.2, 102.4.
The solver tolerances are
TOL_New = 1e-10 // Newton
TOL_Lin = 1e-12 // CG
8.19.2 Results
The following results are obtained. For γ¯ = 0.1:
Newton step: 0 Residual (abs.): 9.7656e-04
Newton step: 0 Residual (rel.): 1.0000e+00
Newton step: 1 Residual (rel.): 8.7127e-01 55 CG iter LineSearch {1}
Newton step: 2 Residual (rel.): 4.2824e-02 77 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Newton step: 3 Residual (rel.): 5.9283e-05 77 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Newton step: 4 Residual (rel.): 1.3756e-07 49 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Newton step: 5 Residual (rel.): 3.1917e-10 43 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Point value in X: -0.0266278
For γ¯ = 0.2:
Newton step: 0 Residual (abs.): 9.7656e-04
Newton step: 0 Residual (rel.): 1.0000e+00
Newton step: 1 Residual (rel.): 7.5000e-01 55 CG iter LineSearch {2}
Newton step: 2 Residual (rel.): 3.7500e-01 77 CG iter LineSearch {1}
Newton step: 3 Residual (rel.): 1.2817e-01 75 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Newton step: 4 Residual (rel.): 7.4588e-04 74 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Newton step: 5 Residual (rel.): < 1.0000e-11 48 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Point value in X: -0.0192812
For γ¯ = 0.4:
Newton step: 0 Residual (abs.): 9.7656e-04
Newton step: 0 Residual (rel.): 1.0000e+00
Newton step: 1 Residual (rel.): 9.6854e-01 55 CG iter LineSearch {2}
Newton step: 2 Residual (rel.): 4.8427e-01 74 CG iter LineSearch {1}
Newton step: 3 Residual (rel.): 1.8561e-01 73 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Newton step: 4 Residual (rel.): 3.6525e-03 71 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Newton step: 5 Residual (rel.): < 1.0000e-11 46 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Point value in X: -0.0148327
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For γ¯ = 0.8:
Newton step: 0 Residual (abs.): 9.7656e-04
Newton step: 0 Residual (rel.): 1.0000e+00
Newton step: 1 Residual (rel.): 8.7500e-01 55 CG iter LineSearch {3}
Newton step: 2 Residual (rel.): 8.2031e-01 53 CG iter LineSearch {4}
Newton step: 3 Residual (rel.): 6.1523e-01 74 CG iter LineSearch {2}
Newton step: 4 Residual (rel.): 3.0762e-01 71 CG iter LineSearch {1}
Newton step: 5 Residual (rel.): 1.8146e-01 69 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Newton step: 6 Residual (rel.): 2.3458e-03 67 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Newton step: 7 Residual (rel.): < 1.0000e-11 42 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Point value in X: -0.0124388
For γ¯ = 1.6:
Newton step: 0 Residual (abs.): 9.7656e-04
Newton step: 0 Residual (rel.): 1.0000e+00
Newton step: 1 Residual (rel.): 8.7500e-01 55 CG iter LineSearch {3}
Newton step: 2 Residual (rel.): 8.4766e-01 53 CG iter LineSearch {5}
Newton step: 3 Residual (rel.): 7.4170e-01 76 CG iter LineSearch {3}
Newton step: 4 Residual (rel.): 5.5627e-01 72 CG iter LineSearch {2}
Newton step: 5 Residual (rel.): 4.2296e-01 68 CG iter LineSearch {1}
Newton step: 6 Residual (rel.): 2.1071e-01 66 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Newton step: 7 Residual (rel.): 6.9472e-03 64 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Newton step: 8 Residual (rel.): < 1.0000e-11 36 CG iter LineSearch {0}
Point value in X: -0.0112207
For γ¯ = 3.2:
... 11 Newton iter, linear iter 32 - 78
Point value in X: -0.0106104
For γ¯ = 6.4:
... 13 Newton iter, linear iter 34 - 80
Point value in X: -0.0103052
For γ¯ = 12.8:
... Newton iter 15, linear iter 55 - 90
Point value in X: -0.0101526
For γ¯ = 25.6:
... Newton iter 25, linear iter 55 - 117
Point value in X: -0.0100763
For γ¯ = 51.2:
... Newton iter 34, linear iter 55 - 155
Point value in X: -0.0100381
For γ¯ = 102.4:
... Newton iter 42, linear iter 55 - 210
Point value in X: -0.0100191
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8.19.3 Discussion
We observe in our results that the nonlinear solver suffers much more from a higher penalization parameter
than the linear solver. While we observe an increase from 77 (max.) to 90 (max.) linear iterations for γ¯ = 0.1
and γ¯ = 12.8, respectively, the Newton iterations increase from 5 to 15. This is the main reason why other
nonlinear techniques such as augmented Lagrangian, active set and so forth have been proposed to improve the
nonlinear solver performance. From γ¯ = 25.6, we also see a significant increase in linear iterations, indicating
that the condition number of the matrices inside Newton’s method increases (i.e., ill-conditioning due to the
penalization).
8.20 The augmented Lagrangian loop and an inexact version
In order to enforce the penalty parameter, when working with Formulation 5.39 or 5.41, simply penalization
leads to ill-conditioned systems as described earlier. In this section, we explain an update procedure to enforce
this constraint. At each time tn, n ∈ N, the augmented Lagrangian loop constitutes the outer loop wherein
at each step the Newton solver is adopted. Moreover, we propose a (heuristic) adaptive criterion in order to
reduce the computational cost. This leads to an inexact augmented Lagrangian/Newton loop.
8.20.1 Augmented Lagrangian penalization
The iteration reads:
Algorithm 8.64 (Inexact augmented Lagrangian loop with inner Newton solver [175]). At each tn, n =
0, 1, 2, . . . let Ξh,0 be given, e.g., Ξh,0 = 0. Moreover, let γ > 0 be fixed and given for all tn. At each time tn
iterate for m = 0, 1, 2, . . .
1. Given Ξh,m, we seek Unh,m+1 = {unh,m+1, ϕnh,m+1} by solving Formulation 8.35 with Newton’s method via
a Newton-type algorithm presented in Section 8.14 or 8.15.
2. Update
Ξh,m+1 = [Ξh,m + γ(ϕh,m+1 − ϕn−1h )]+.
3. Check the stopping criterion
{‖unh,m+1 − unh,m‖L2 , ‖Ξh,m+1 − Ξh,m‖L2} ≤ TOLAL, TOLAL > 0. (57)
4. a) If the stopping criterion is satisfied, set Unh := U
n
h,m∗ where m
∗ is the m that satisfies (57).
b) Else increment m→ m+ 1 and go to Step 1.
8.20.2 An adaptive Newton stopping criterion for an inexact augmented Lagrangian method
In order to decrease the computational cost, we adaptively determine the stopping tolerance of Newton’s
method depending on the augmented Lagrangian norm. Such strategies are in particular well-known for
(adaptive) inexact Newton methods, e.g., [37, 50, 51], in which the linear equations are only approximately
solved at each stage. Related techniques using adaptive (or inexact) augmented Lagrangian realizations are
discussed, for instance, in [139]. In all these adaptive inexact methods, the accuracy of the inner method
should be chosen as such that the convergence pattern of the outer loop remains unperturbed.
Proposition 8.65 ([175]). For m = 0 set Ξh,0 and, e.g., TOLN = 10−8. For m = 1, 2, 3, . . . use Algorithm
8.64 and compute in Step 4b
∆ := ‖Ξh,m+1 − Ξh,m‖L2 .
For each further augmented Lagrangian step m, we use in the inner Newton loop (part of Step 1) as stopping
criterion
TOLN := α∆,
where α = 10−3 < 1. The most important question in this respect is what level of accuracy of the inner solver
(here Newton’s method) is required to preserve convergence of the outer loop. As it is well-known the inner
loop must be solved with a higher accuracy than the outer loop, i.e., TOLN < TOLAL. Therefore, α < 1 is
a necessary choice. From our practical observations in this paper, the largest α should be chosen as 10−3 in
these types of problems.
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8.21 Updating the strain history field when working with the variational equality
system
As stated in Formulation 5.48, the strain history field concerns the second equation, namely the ϕ terms.
Consequently, we can have two models:
• Monolithic treatment of ϕ in the u-equation.
• Using the ϕ extrapolation in the u-equation.
In particular, when the second model is employed, we can use work with the standard extrapolation (see
Section 8.5) or the iteration on the extrapolation presented in Section 8.6. For the strain history we apply the
same schemes: we can update either at each time step (yielding a relatively large approximation error in time)
or we can iterate per time step a few times, which reduces the temporal error.
Updating strain history field
Algorithm 8.66. 1. Initialize H(x, t0) = H0
2. For n = 1, . . . , N with
H = Hn =
{
ψ+E(e) ψ
+
E(e) > Hn−1
Hn−1 otherwise
with the positive strain energy ψ+E as defined before.
Remark 8.67. H needs to be evaluated at each quadrature point in the inner FEM loop.
Remark 8.68. If the iteration on the extrapolation us used, then Hn can be updated as well at each extrapo-
lation iteration step.
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9 Simulations I: Single edge notched shear test
We consider the single edge notched shear test, which has been often studied in the literature, e.g., [7, 24,
82, 117, 121, 175, 177]. In extension to published literature, we first demonstrate that this test case can be
easily re-done by anybody. Then, we carefully describe the computational setting and finally present many
computational results from which the most are not published in journal papers and are therefore novel findings.
Here, the focus is on several comparisons on how to impose the crack irreversibility condition and secondly, to
relax the nonlinearity in the first term of the u-equation by using extrapolation and an iterated extrapolation
with only a few iterations.
9.1 Relation to reality
Everybody can re-do this test by his/her own as illustrated in Figure 23.
Figure 23: Comparison of experiment and numerical simulation of the single edge notched shear test.
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9.2 Goals of our computations
We demonstrate the following numerical techniques:
• Computational analysis of different time step sizes (better to say: loading incremental steps).
• Extrapolation on the phase-field variable in the u equation.
• An iteration on the phase-field variable (new!).
• Comparison of the strain-history formulation (without explicit treatment of the inequality constraint)
and the augmented Lagrangian penalization.
• Performance of the iteration on the extrapolation and augmented Lagrangian penalization.
• Performance of the iteration on the extrapolation and strain history formulation.
• Performance of the simultaneous iteration of both the extrapolation and strain history function.
• Computations using the primal-dual active set strategy with extrapolation and an iteration on the
extrapolation.
• All simulations are analyzed in terms of
– the time step when the crack reaches the lower boundary;
– the load-displacement curve on the top boundary in shear direction;
– Newton iteration numbers.
Table 1: Summary of all test cases. SH(n) = strain history with n iterations (together with extrapolation
iterations), AL = augmented Lagrangian, PDAS = primal-dual active set, k time step size (loading
step size).
Case PFF var. Iter. on extra. Crack irr. k
1 ϕ – SH(0) 1e− 4
2 ϕ – AL 1e− 4
3 ϕ˜ 0 SH(0) 1e− 4
4 ϕ˜ 0 AL 1e− 4
5 ϕ˜ 3 SH(0) 1e− 4
6 ϕ˜ 3 AL 1e− 4
7 ϕ˜ 3 SH(3) 1e− 4
8 ϕ˜ 5 SH(5) 1e− 4
9 ϕ˜ 0 SH(0) 5e− 5
10 ϕ˜ 0 SH(0) 2.5e− 5
11 ϕ˜ 0 SH(0) 1.25e− 5
12 ϕ˜ 0 SH(0) 1e− 5
13 ϕ˜ 0 PDAS 1e− 4
14 ϕ˜ 3 PDAS 1e− 4
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Furthermore, in the previous sections, we already provided these findings:
• Figure 22: Partitioning of the computational domain using parallel computing (using the code published
on
https://github.com/tjhei/cracks
see also [82].
• Figure 35 and Figure 36: Predictor-corrector mesh adaptivity (the mesh grows with the crack path) [82].
9.3 Configuration
The geometric and material properties are the same as used in [117]. In the single edge notched shear test,
it is important to consider the correct boundary conditions and the spectral decomposition of the stress σ(u)
into tensile σ+(u) and compressive parts σ−(u). We refer to [11, 121] for a detailed physical motivation.
A comparison highlighting the properties of one or the other splitting model has been published in [7]. In
particular, the Miehe et al. splitting does not release all stresses once the fracture reaches the bottom part
of the specimen. The characteristic feature of this test is that an initial crack is prescribed in the geometry
rather than with phase-field and that the crack will slowly develop, followed by faster growth.
The geometry and boundary conditions are displayed in Figure 24. In particular, the initial domain has
already a slit (fracture). The initial mesh is 4 times uniformly refined, leading to 1024 mesh cells, yielding
2210 DoFs for the solid, 1105 DoFs for the phase-field variable and 3315 DoFs in total. Here, h = 0.044mm.
For mesh refinement studies we refer to published work, e.g., [82].
5mm
5mm
5mm5mm
u
slit
Figure 24: Example 1: Single edge notched shear test. We prescribe the following conditions: On the left and
right boundaries as well as on the lower part of the slit, uy = 0mm and traction-free in x-direction.
On the bottom part, we use ux = uy = 0mm and on Γtop, we prescribe uy = 0mm and ux as stated
in (58). Finally, the lower part of the slit is fixed in y-direction, i.e., uy = 0mm. We notice that
the initial crack is described in the geometry by doubling the degrees of freedom on the respective
faces. Consequently, the initial phase-field is ϕ0 = 1 in the entire domain.
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9.4 Boundary conditions
We increase the displacement on Γtop over time, namely we apply a time-dependent non-homogeneous Dirichlet
condition:
ux = tu¯, u¯ = 1 mm/s, (58)
where t denotes the total time. For phase-field, we prescribe homogeneous Neumann conditions (traction-free)
on the entire boundary.
9.5 Initial conditions
The initial phase-field is given by ϕ0 = 1 because the initial crack is represented in this example directly inside
the geometry. This is simply done by doubling the number of degrees of freedom in the initial coarse mesh.
For the displacements, no initial conditions need to be prescribed.
9.6 Parameters
Specifically, we use µ = 80.77kN/mm2, λ = 121.15kN/mm2, and Gc = 2.7N/mm. In this example p = 0.
The time step size is chosen as k = 10−4s. Furthermore, we set κ = 10−12h[mm] and ε = 2h.
9.7 Quantities of interest
To check the solution, we observe the crack path and in particular, the time instant when the crack reaches the
lower boundary. Secondly, we evaluate the surface load vector on Γtop := {(x, y) ∈ B| 0mm ≤ x ≤ 10mm, y =
10mm} as
τ =
1
|Γtop| (Fx, Fy)
:=
∫
Γtop
σ(u)nds,
with normal vector n, and we are particularly interested in Fx. Usually, the integral is weighted with the
length of the boundary of interest. In this case |Γtop| corresponds to a length of 10mm, but our geometry is
normalized to a size of 1× 1.
9.8 Discussion of findings
The crack pattern at various time points and the final displacement field are shown in Figure 25 and is in
good agreement to other results reported in the literature, e.g., [7, 24, 82, 117, 175, 177]. The first important
observation can be found in Figure 26, which shows in the left and right sub-figures that independently of the
specific Newton scheme, the load-displacement curve does not change.
Figure 25: Case 14: Crack path using the primal-dual active set strategy with iterated extrapolation mPC = 3
at T = 0.011s, 0.015s and T = 0.017s.
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Figure 26: Load-displacement curves: time versus Fx.
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Figure 27: Load-displacement curves: time versus Fx.
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Figure 28: Load-displacement curves: time versus Fx.
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Figure 29: Newton iterations per time step.
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Figure 30: Newton iterations per time step.
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Figure 31: Newton iterations per time step.
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10 Numerical modeling part III: Adaptivity and goal functionals
In this chapter, we concentrate on some special topics that extend classical modeling and standard numerical
techniques.
10.1 Motivation of mesh adaptivity
In this very first subsection, we closely follow [144][Sect. 5.1] for motivating mesh adaptivity. The goal
of any simulation is to obtain a numerical (discrete) solution uh with sufficient accuracy at minimal
computational cost. However, often, not the entire numerical solution uh is of interest, but only a part.
This ‘part’ can be expressed through a so-called goal functional J(uh). Often such ‘parts of uh’ are motivated
by requests from engineering, physics or other applications, and represent a (physical) quantity of interest
(QoI). The aim is then to estimate the error:
J(u)− J(uh).
More precisely, for h→ 0, we hope for
|J(u)− J(uh)| → 0.
This will be exactly the discussion in the remainder of this chapter. In practice we rather aim for
|J(u)− J(uh)| < TOL.
Let us briefly come back to the overall goals of adaptivity. It is the ‘optimal use of computer resources’ [144]
according to either one of the two principles:
• Minimal work, h ‘large’ (coarse mesh) for a prescribed accuracy TOL.
• Best accuracy TOL for a given work, h is fixed.
These goals can be achieved with the following possibilities:
• Adaptive discretization;
• Adaptive design of stopping criteria for linear and nonlinear solvers;
• Model adaptivity.
In these lecture notes, we concentrate on the discretization error only. For the other techniques, specifically
using goal-oriented techniques, we refer for instance to [31, 137] (model and discretization errors), [56, 148]
(discretization and nonlinear iteration error), [18, 114] (discretization and linear error). But we also want
to mention the work [58] and the recent extension to goal-oriented methods [110]. Finally, the recent Acta
Numerica paper from J.T. Oden [136] is recommended; see Section 9.2 in [136]3
10.2 Principles of error estimation
In general, we distinguish between a priori and a posteriori error estimation. In the first one, which
we already discussed for finite differences and finite elements, the (discretization) error is estimated before we
start a numerical simulation/computation. Often, there are, however, constants c and (unknown) higher-order
derivatives |u|Hm of the (unknown) solution:
‖u− uh‖ ≤ chm|u|Hm .
Such estimates yield
• the asymptotic information of the error for h→ 0.
• In particular, they provide the expected order of convergence, which can be adopted to verify program-
ming codes and the findings of numerical simulations for (simple?!) model problems.
3Just as remark to [136] for a general education point-of-view: it is worthy to read Sect. 1 and 2 in [136].
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However, a priori estimations do not contain useful information during a computation. Specifically, the deter-
mination of better, reliable, adaptive step sizes h is nearly impossible (except for very simple cases).
On the other hand, a posteriori error estimation uses information of the already computed uh during a
simulation. Here, asymptotic information of u is not required:
‖u− uh‖ ≤ cη(uh)
where η(uh) is a computable quantity, because, as said, they work with the known discrete solution uh. Such
estimates cannot in general predict the asymptotic behavior, the reason for which a priori estimates remain
important, but they can be evaluated during a computation with two main advantages:
• We can control the error during a computation;
• We can possibly localize the error estimator in order to obtain local error information on each element
Ki ∈ Th. The elements with the highest error information can be decomposed into smaller elements in
order to reduce the error.
10.3 Efficiency, reliability, basic adaptive algorithm
Following Becker/Rannacher [19, 20], Bangerth/Rannacher [17], and Rannacher [143], we derive a posteriori
error estimates not only for norms, but for a general differentiable functional of interest J : V → R. This allows
in particular, to estimate technical quantities arising from applications (mechanical and civil engineering, fluid
dynamics, solid dynamics, etc.). Of course, norm-based error estimation, ‖u− uh‖ can be expressed in terms
of J(·).
When designing a posteriori error estimates, we are in principle interested in the following relationship:
C1η ≤ |J(u)− J(uh)| ≤ C2η (59)
where η := η(uh) is the error estimator and C1, C2 are positive constants. Moreover, J(u) − J(uh) is the
true error.
Definition 10.1 (Efficiency and reliability). A good estimator η := η(uh) should satisfy two bounds:
1. An error estimator η of the form (59) is called efficient when
C1η ≤ |J(u)− J(uh)|,
which means that the error estimator is bounded by the error itself.
2. An error estimator η of the form (59) is called reliable when
|J(u)− J(uh)| ≤ C2η.
Here, the true error is bounded by the estimator.
Remark 10.2. For general goal functionals J(·), it is much more simpler to derive reliable estimators rather
than proving their efficiency.
Remark 10.3 (AFEM). Finite element frameworks working with a posteriori error estimators applied to local
mesh adaptivity, are called adaptive FEM.
Definition 10.4 (Basic algorithm of AFEM). The basic algorithm for AFEM is always the same:
1. Solve the PDE on the current mesh Th;
2. Estimate the error via a posteriori error estimation to obtain η;
3. Mark the elements by localizing the error estimator;
4. Refine/coarsen the elements with the highest/lowest error contributions using a certain refinement
strategy.
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A prototype situation on three meshes is displayed in Figure 32.
Figure 32: Meshes, say, on level 0, level 1 and 2. The colored mesh elements indicate high local errors and are
marked for refinement using bisection and hanging nodes.
10.4 Goal-oriented error estimation using duality arguments: dual-weighted residuals
(DWR)
10.4.1 Problem statement
The goal of this section is to derive an error estimator that is based on duality arguments and can be used for
norm-based error estimation (residual-based) as well as estimating more general error functionals J(·). The
key idea is based on numerical optimization; see for instance the classical works from Pontryagin et al. (1964)
and Lions (1971) [108, 140].
From our previous considerations, our goal is to reduce the error in the functional of interest with respect
to a given PDE:
Problem 10.5.
min
(
J(u)− J(uh)
)
s.t. a(u, φ) = l(φ), (60)
where J(·) and a(u, φ) can be linear or nonlinear, but need to be differentiable (in Banach spaces).
Remark 10.6. Of course for linear functionals, we can write
J(u)− J(uh) = J(u− uh) = J(e), e = u− uh.
10.4.2 Lagrangian, primal, adjoint
Such minimization problems as in (60) can be treated with the help of the so-called Lagrangian L : V ×V → R
in which the functional J(·) is of main interest subject to the constraint a(·, ·)−l(φ) (here the PDE in variational
form). Here, we deal with the primal variable u ∈ V and a Lagrange multiplier z ∈ V , which is the so-
called adjoint variable and which is assigned to the constraint a(u, z)− l(z) = 0. We then obtain
Definition 10.7. The Lagrangian L : V × V → R representing (60) is defined as
L(u, z) =
(
J(u)− J(uh)
)− a(u, z) + l(z).
We provide some comments on the adjoint. In finite-dimensional spaces, we know that for A ∈ Rm×n, we
have for u ∈ Rn and v ∈ Rm:
(Au, v) = (u,AT v)
where AT is the transposed matrix of A.
Remark 10.8. In the discretization of the adjoint later, we exactly use AT in order to compute the adjoint
solution z.
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This concept can be extended to infinite-dimensional spaces as follows:
Definition 10.9 (Adjoint operator). Let U, V be normed spaces and let A : U → V a linear, bounded, mapping.
We define the adjoint operator A∗ : V ∗ → U∗ via
A∗(v∗)(u) = v∗(Au) = g(u),
where g : U → R. It holds
|g(u)| ≤ ‖v∗‖V ∗‖A‖‖u‖U .
Consequently, g is bounded, which implies the continuity. Therefore, it indeed holds g ∈ U∗. For the norm
holds furthermore:
‖g‖U∗ = ‖A∗v∗‖U∗ ≤ ‖A‖‖v∗‖.
Since A is continuous, the last estimate shows that A∗ is also bounded (i.e., continuous). If U and V are real
Hilbert spaces, we have:
(Au, v)V = (u,A
∗v)U
Remark 10.10 (Literature). A classical reference for optimal control problems with PDEs using exact/formal
Lagrangians and adjoint states is Tröltzsch [160]. A very concise overview of the usage of the adjoint state in
optimization and related problems is given by Allaire [3].
Before we proceed, we briefly recapitulate an important property of the Lagrangian. Let V and Z be two
Banach spaces. A Lagrangian is a mapping L(v, q) : U × Y → R, where U × Y ⊂ V × Z.
Definition 10.11 (Saddle-point). A point (u, z) ∈ U × Y is a saddle point of L on U × Y when
∀y ∈ Y : L(u, y) ≤ L(u, z) ≤ L(v, z) ∀v ∈ U.
A saddle-point is also known as min-max point. Geometrically one may think of a horse saddle.
Remark 10.12. One can show that a saddle point yields under certain (strong) conditions a global minimum
of u of J(·) in a subspace of U .
The Lagrangian has the following important property to clear away the constraint (recall the constraint is
the PDE!):
Lemma 10.13. The problem
inf
u∈V,−a(u,z)+l(z)=0
(
J(u)− J(uh)
)
is equivalent to
inf
u∈V,−a(u,z)+l(z)=0
= inf
u∈V
sup
z∈V
L(u, z)
Proof. If a(u, z) + l(z) = 0 we clearly have J(u) − J(uh) = L(u, z) for all z ∈ V . If a(u, z) + l(z) 6= 0, then
supz∈V L(u, z) = +∞, which shows the result.
Remark 10.14. In the previous lemma, we prefer to work with the infimum (inf) since it is not clear a priori
whether the minimum (min) is taken.
10.4.3 Excursus: Variational principles and Lagrange multipliers in mechanics
Variational principles have been developed in physics and more precisely in classical mechanics, e.g., [63, 71].
This section shall serve two purposes:
1. it is another motivation of variational principles;
2. we give a mechanics-based motivation of Lagrange multipliers and constrained optimization problems as
they form the background of the current chapter.
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10.4.3.1 Variational principles in mechanics One of the first variational problems was designed by Jacob
Bernoulli in the year 1696: how does a mass point reach from a point p1 in the shortest time T another point
p2 under gravitational forces? In consequence, we seek a minimal time T along a curve u(x):
min J(u) = min(T )
with respect to the boundary conditions u(x1) = u1 and u(x2) = u2. To obtain the solution u(x), we start
from energy conservation, which yields for the kinetic and the potential energies:
mv2
2
= mg(u1 − u),
where m is the mass, v the velocity of the mass, g the gravitational force, u1 the boundary condition, and
u = u(x) the sought solution curve. We have the functional:
J(u) = T =
∫ 2
1
ds
v
=
∫ x2
x1
√
1 + u′(x)2
2g(u1 − u(x)) dx.
Proposition 10.15. The solution to this problem is the so-called Brachistochrone formulated by Jacob
Bernoulli in 1696 [63].
More generally, we formulate the unconstrained problem:
Formulation 10.16. Find u = u(x) such that
min J(u)
with
J(u) =
∫ x2
x1
F (u, u′, x) dx.
Here, we assume that the function F (u, u′, x) and the boundary values u(x1) = u1 and u(x2) = u2 are known.
The idea is that we vary J(u + δu) with a small increment δu. Then, we arrive at the Euler-Lagrange
equations:
Definition 10.17. The (strong form of the) Euler-Lagrange equations are obtained as stationary point of the
functional J(u) and are nothing else, but the PDE in differential form:
d
dx
∂F (u, u′, x)
∂u′
=
∂F (u, u′, x)
∂u
.
Remark 10.18 (Weak form of Euler-Lagrange equations). An equivalent statement is related to the weak
form of the Euler-Lagrange equations in Banach spaces. Here, the functional J(u) is differentiated w.r.t. u
into the direction φ yielding J ′u(u)(φ).
Example 10.19. To compute the length of a curve u(x) between two points (x1, u(x1)) and (x2, u(x2)), the
following functional is used:
J(u) =
∫ 2
1
ds =
∫ x2
x1
√
1 + (u′)2 dx.
This brings us to the question for which function u(x) the functional J(u) atteins a minimum, i.e., measuring
the shortest distance between (x1, u(x1)) and (x2, u(x2)). In addition, this functional is the starting point to
derive the clothesline problem.
Moreover, we identify F (u, u′, x) =
√
1 + (u′)2. The Euler-Lagrange equation is then given by
d
dx
u′(x)√
1 + (u′)2
= 0.
When no external forces act (right hand side is zero), we can immediately derive the solution:
d
dx
u′(x)√
1 + (u′)2
= 0 ⇒ d
dx
u′(x) = 0 ⇒ u′(x) = const ⇒ u(x) = ax+ c.
The boundary conditions (not specified here) will determine the constants a and c. Of course, the solution,
i.e., the shortest distance between two points, is a linear function.
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10.4.3.2 Variational principles in mechanics subject to constraints - Lagrange multipliers We come now
to the second goal and address a physical interpretation of Lagrange multipliers. We motivated the Poisson
problem as the clothesline problem in [178]. The derivation based on first principles in physics, namely
conservation of potential energy is as follows. Let a clothesline be subject to gravitational forces g. We seek
the solution curve u = u(x). A final equilibrium is achieved for minimal potential energy. This condition can
be expressed as:
Formulation 10.20 (Minimal potential energy - an unconstrained variational problem). Find u such that
min J(u)
with
J(u) = Epot =
∫ 2
1
gu dm︸ ︷︷ ︸
right hand side
= ρg
∫ x2
x1
u
√
1 + (u′)2 dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
left hand side
,
where g is the gravity, u the sought solution, dm mass elements, ρ the mass density. By variations δu we
obtain solutions u + δu and seek the optimal solution such that J(u) is minimal. Of course, the boundary
conditions u1 and u2 are not varied.
In the following, we formulate a constrained minimization problem. We ask that the length L of the
clothesline is fixed:
K(u) = L =
∫ x2
x1
√
1 + (u′)2 dx = const.
Formulation 10.21 (A constrained minimization problem). Find u such that
min J(u) s.t. K(u) = const.
The question is how to address Formulation 10.21 in practice? We explain the derivation in terms of a 1D
situation in order to provide a basic understanding as usually done in these lecture notes.
The task is:
min J(x, u(x)) s.t. K(x, u(x)) = 0. (61)
Let us assume for a moment, we can explicitly compute u = uK(x) from K(x, u(x)) = 0 such
K(x, uK(x)) = 0.
The minimal value of J(x, u) on the curve uK(x) can be computed as minimum of J(x, uK(x)). For this
reason, we use the first derivative to compute the stationary point. With the help of the chain rule, we obtain:
0 =
d
dx
J(x, uK) = J
′
x(x, uK) + J
′
u(x, uK)u
′
K(x). (62)
With this equation, we obtain the solution x1. The solution u1 is then obtain from u1 = uK(x1).
Using Lagrange multipliers, we avoid the explicit construction of uK(x) because such an expression is only
easy to obtain for simple model problems. To this end, we introduce the variable z as a Lagrange multiplier.
We build the Lagrangian
L(x, u, z) = J(x, u)− zK(x, u)
and consider the problem:
minL(x, u, z) s.t. K(x, u) = 0.
Again, to find the optimal points, we differentiate w.r.t. to the three solution variables x, u, z:
J ′x(x, u)− zK ′x(x, u) = 0
J ′u(x, u)− zK ′u(x, u) = 0
K(x, u) = 0
(63)
to obtain a first-order optimality system for determining x, u, z.
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Proposition 10.22. The formulations (62) and (63) are equivalent.
Proof. We show (63) yields (62). We assume that we know u = uK(x), but we do not need the explicit
construction of that uK(x). Then, K(x, u) = 0 is equivalent to
K(x, u) = u− uK(x) = 0.
We differentiate w.r.t. x and u and insert the resulting expressions into the first two equations in (63):
J ′x(x, u) + zu
′
K(x) = 0, (64)
J ′u(x, u)− z = 0. (65)
The second condition is nothing else, but
z = J ′u(x, u).
Here, we easily see that the Lagrange multiplier measures the sensitivity (i.e., the variation) of the solution
curve u with respect to the functional J(x, u). Inserting z = J ′u(x, u) into (63) yields (62). The backward
direction can be shown in a similar fashion.
Remark 10.23. The previous derivation has been done for a 1D problem in which u(x) with x ∈ R is unknown.
The method can be extended to R and Banach spaces, the latter one being addressed in Section 10.4.4.
Remark 10.24. We emphasize again that the use of Lagrange multipliers seems more complicated, but avoids
the explicit construction of uK(x), which can be cumbersome. This is the main reason of the big success of
adjoint methods, working with the adjoint variable z in physics and numerical optimization. Again, here,
the Lagrangian L(x, u, z) is minimized and the solution u = u(x, z) contains a parameter z. This parameter
is automatically determined such that the constraint K(x, u) = 0 is satisfied. The prize to pay is a higher
computational cost since more equations need to be solved using (63) in comparison to (63).
10.4.4 First-order optimality system
We start with the Lagrangian stated in Definition 10.7. As motivated in the previous subsections, we seek
minimal points and therefore we look at the first-order necessary conditions. Now we work in Banach spaces
rather than R. Differentiation with respect to u ∈ V and z ∈ V yields the optimality system:
Proposition 10.25 (Optimality system: Primal and adjoint problems). Differentiating (see Section 8.7) the
Lagrangian in Definition 10.7 yields:
L′u(u, z)(φ) = J
′
u(u)(φ)− a′u(u, z)(φ) ∀φ ∈ V,
L′z(u, z)(ψ) = −a′z(u, z)(ψ) + l′z(ψ) ∀ψ ∈ V.
The first equation is called the adjoint problem and the second equation is nothing else than our PDE, the
so-called primal problem. We also observe that the trial and test functions switch in a natural way in the
adjoint problem.
Proof. Trivial with the methods presented in Section 8.7.
Remark 10.26 (on the notation). We abuse a bit the standard notation for semi-linear forms. Usually, all
linear and nonlinear arguments are distinguished such that a′u(u, z)(φ) would read a′u(u)(z, φ) because u is
nonlinear and z and φ are linear. We use in these notes, however, a′u(u, z)(φ) in order to emphasize that u
and z are the main variables.
Corollary 10.27 (Primal and adjoint problems in the linear case). In the linear case, we obtain from the
general formulation:
L(φ, z) = J(φ)− a(φ, z)
L(u, ψ) = −a(u, ψ) + l(ψ).
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Definition 10.28. When we discretize both problems using for example a finite element scheme (later more),
we define the residuals for uh ∈ Vh and zh ∈ Vh. The primal and adjoint residuals read, respectively:
ρ(uh, ·) = −a′z(uh, z)(·) + l′z(·)
ρ∗(zh, ·) = J ′u(u)(·)− a′u(u, zh)(·).
In the linear case:
ρ(uh, ·) = −a(uh, ·) + l(·)
ρ∗(zh, ·) = J(·)− a(·, zh).
Proposition 10.29 (First-order optimality system). To determine the optimal points (u, z) ∈ V × V , we set
the first-order optimality conditions to zero:
0 = J ′u(u)(φ)− a′u(u)(z, φ)
0 = −a′z(u)(z, ψ) + l′z(ψ).
Here, we easily observe that the primal equation is nothing else than the bilinear form a(·, ·) we worked with
so far. The adjoint problem is new (well known in optimization though; see the literature remark in Section
10.4.2) and yields sensitivity measures z of the primal solution u with respect to the goal functional J(·).
Example 10.30. Let a(u, φ) = (∇u,∇φ). Then: a(u, z) = (∇u,∇z). Then,
a′u(u, z)(φ) = (∇φ,∇z),
and
a′z(u, z)(ψ) = (∇u,∇ψ).
These derivatives are computed with the help of directional derivatives (Gâteaux derivatives) in Banach spaces.
10.4.5 Linear problems and linear goal functionals (Poisson)
We explain our developments in terms of the linear Poisson problem and linear goal functionals.
Formulation 10.31. Let f ∈ L2(Ω), and we assume that the problem and domain are sufficiently regular
such that the trace theorem, e.g., [181]) holds true, i.e., h ∈ H− 12 (ΓN ), and finally uD ∈ H 12 (Ω). Find
u ∈ {uD + V }:
a(u, φ) = l(φ) ∀φ ∈ V,
where
a(u, φ) = (α∇u,∇φ)
and
l(φ) :=
∫
Ω
fφ dx+
∫
ΓN
gφ ds,
and the diffusion coefficient α := α(x) ∈ L∞(Ω). In this setting ∫
ΓN
gφ ds has to be understood as duality
product as for instance in [74]. If g ∈ L2(ΓN ) then it coincides with the integral.
As previously motivated, the aim is to compute a certain quantity of interest J(u) with a desired accuracy
at low computational cost.
Example 10.32. Examples of goal functionals are mean values, line integration or point values:
J(u) =
∫
Ω
u dx, J(u) =
∫
Γ
u ds, J(u) =
∫
Γ
∂nu ds, J(u) = u(x0, y0, z0).
The first goal functional is simply the mean value of the solution. The third and fourth goal functionals are a
priori not well defined. In case of the second functional we know the ∇u ∈ [L2(Ω)]d. Using the trace theorem,
we can deduce that the trace in normal direction belongs to H−
1
2 (∂Ω). This leads to the problem that the second
functional is not always well defined. Concerning the third functional, we remind the reader that H1 functions
with dimension d > 1, the solution u is not any more continuous and the last evaluation is not well defined,
e.g., [32]. If the domain and boundaries are sufficiently regular in 2D, the resulting solution is, however, H2
regular and thanks to Sobolev embedding theorems (e.g., [44, 59]) also continuous.
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Example 10.33. Let J(u) =
∫
Ω
u dx. Then the Fréchet derivative is given by
J(φ) = J ′u(u)(φ) =
∫
Ω
φdx
and, of course J ′λ(u)(ψ) ≡ 0.
The above goal functionals are computed with a numerical method leading to a discrete version J(uh). Thus
the key goal is to control the error J(e) := J(u)− J(uh) in terms of local residuals, which are computable on
each mesh cell Ki ∈ Th.
Proposition 10.34 (Adjoint problem). Based on the optimality system, here Corollary 10.27, we seek the
adjoint variable z ∈ V :
a(φ, z) = J(φ) ∀φ ∈ V. (66)
Specifically, the adjoint bilinear form for the Poisson problem is given by
a(φ, z) = (α∇φ,∇z).
For symmetric problems, the adjoint bilinear form a(·, ·) is the same as the original one, but differs for non-
symmetric problems like transport for example.
Proof. Apply the first-order necessary condition.
Remark 10.35. Existence and uniqueness of this adjoint solution follows by standard arguments provided
sufficient regularity of the goal functional and the domain are given. The regularity of z ∈ V depends on the
regularity of the functional J . For J ∈ H−1(Ω) it holds z ∈ H1(Ω). Given a more regular functional like
the L2-error J(φ) = ‖e‖−1(eh, φ) (where e := u − uh) with J ∈ L2(Ω)∗ (denoting the dual space), it holds
z ∈ H2(Ω) on suitable domains (convex polygonal or smooth boundary with C2-parametrization).
We now work with the techniques as adopted in the numerical analysis of FEM discretizations (see e.g.,
[178]). Inserting as special test function ψ := u− uh ∈ V , recall that uh ∈ Vh ⊂ V into (66) yields:
a(u− uh, z) = J(u− uh),
and therefore we have now a representation for the error in the goal functional.
Next, we use the Galerkin orthogonality a(u− uh, ψh) = 0 for all ψh ∈ Vh, and we obtain:
a(u− uh, z) = a(u− uh, z)− a(u− uh, ψh)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= a(u− uh, z − ψh) = J(u− uh). (67)
The previous step allows us to choose ψh in such a way that z−ψh can be bounded using interpolation estimates.
Indeed, since ψh is an arbitrary discrete test function, we can for example use a projection ψh := ihz ∈ Vh in
(67), which is for instance the nodal interpolation.
Definition 10.36 (Error identity). Choosing ψh := ihz ∈ Vh in (67) yields:
a(u− uh, z − ihz) = J(u− uh). (68)
Thus the error in the functional J(u−uh) can be expressed in terms of a residual, that is weighted by adjoint
sensitivity information z − ihz.
However, since z ∈ V is an unknown itself, we cannot yet simply evaluate the error identity because z is
only known analytically in very special cases. In general, z is evaluated with the help of a finite element
approximation yielding zh ∈ Vh.
However, this yields another difficulty since we inserted the interpolation ih : V → Vh for z ∈ V . When we
approximate now z by zh and use a linear or bilinear approximation r = 1: zh ∈ V (1)h , then the interpolation
ih does nothing (in fact we interpolate a linear/bilinear function zh with a linear/bilinear function ihzh, which
is clearly
zh − ihzh ≡ 0.
For this reason, we need to approximate zh with a scheme that results in a higher-order representation: here
at least something of quadratic order: zh ∈ V (2)h .
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10.4.6 Nonlinear problems and nonlinear goal functionals
In the nonlinear case, the PDE may be nonlinear (e.g., p-Laplace, nonlinear elasticity, Navier-Stokes) and also
the goal functional may be nonlinear, e.g.,
J(u) =
∫
Ω
u2 dx.
These nonlinear problems yield a semi-linear form a(u)(φ) (not bilinear any more), which is nonlinear in the
first variable u and linear in the test function φ. Both the semi-linear form and the goal functional J(·) are
assumed to be (Fréchet) differentiable.
We start from Definition 10.25. Assuming that we discretized both problems using finite elements (for
further hints on the adjoint solution see Section 10.5). We suppose that all problems have unique solutions.
We define:
Definition 10.37 (Primal and adjoint residuals). We define the primal and adjoint residuals, respectively:
ρ(uh)(φ) = l(φ)− a(uh)(φ) ∀φ ∈ V,
ρ∗(zh)(φ) = J ′u(uh)(φ)− a′u(uh)(φ, z) ∀φ ∈ V.
It holds:
Theorem 10.38 ([20]). For the Galerkin approximation of the first-order necessary system Definition 10.25,
we have the combined a posteriori error representation:
J(u)− J(uh) = η = 1
2
min
φh∈Vh
ρ(uh)(z − φh) + 1
2
min
φh∈Vh
ρ∗(zh)(u− φh) +R.
The remainder term is of third order in J(·) and second order in a(·)(·). Thus for linear a(·)(·) and quadratic
J(·) the remainder term R vanishes. In practice the remainder term is neglected anyway and assumed to be
small. However, in general this assumption should be justified for each nonlinear problem.
Proof. We refer the reader to [20].
Corollary 10.39 (Linear problems). In the case of linear problems the two residuals coincide. Then, it is
sufficient to only solve the primal residual:
J(u)− J(uh) = J(u− uh) = min
φh∈Vh
ρ(uh)(z − φh)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Primal
= min
φh∈Vh
ρ∗(zh)(u− φh)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Adjoint
=
1
2
min
φh∈Vh
ρ(uh)(z − φh) + 1
2
min
φh∈Vh
ρ∗(zh)(u− φh)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Combined
Indeed the errors are exactly the same for linear goal functionals using the primal, adjoint or combined error
estimator. The only difference are the resulting meshes. Several examples have been shown in Example 2 in
[150].
Proof. It holds for the adjoint problem in the linear case:
J(φ) = a(φ, z).
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Then:
J(u− uh) = J(e) = a(u− uh, z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
= l(z)− a(uh, z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ρ(uh,z)
= a(e, z) = a(e, z − zh) = a(e, e∗) = a(u− uh, e∗)
= a(u, e∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=a(u,z)−a(u,zh)=J(u)− a(u, zh)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ρ∗(zh,u)
= J(e∗),
where e∗ := z − zh and where a(e, z) = a(e, z − zh) and a(u− uh, e∗) = a(u, e∗) hold true thanks to Galerkin
orthogonality.
Definition 10.40 (A formal procedure to derive the adjoint problem for nonlinear equations). We summarize
the previous developments. Based on Proposition 10.25, we set-up the adjoint problem as follows:
1. Given a(u)(φ), the residual (i.e., the PDE we want to solve)
2. Differentiate w.r.t. u ∈ V such that
a′u(u)(δu, φ)
with the direction δu ∈ V . Info: this object is required for Newton’s method as well.
3. Switch the trial function δu ∈ V and the test function φ ∈ V such that:
a′u(u)(φ, δu)
4. Replace δu ∈ V by the adjoint solution z ∈ V :
a′u(u)(φ, z)
Remark 10.41. This procedure also shows that the primal variable u ∈ V enters the adjoint problem in the
nonlinear case. However u ∈ V is now given data and z ∈ V is the sought unknown. This also means that
in nonlinear problems, that primal solution needs to be stored in order to be accessed when solving the adjoint
problem.
Remark 10.42. In practice, the adjoint is often not explicitly calculated by hand, but using the last Newton
matrix (from the primal problem) and transpose it.
Example 10.43 (Computing the adjoint: geometrical nonlinear elasticity). Given:
−∇ · σ(u) = f
with σ = 2µe(u) and e(u) = 12 (∇u+∇uT +∇uT∇u). We do the steps as explained above:
1. a(u)(φ) = (σ(u),∇φ)− (f, φ) = µ(∇u+∇uT +∇uT∇u,∇φ)− (f, φ)
2. a′(u)(δu, φ) = (σ′(u)(δu),∇φ) = µ(∇δu+∇δuT +∇δuT∇u+∇uT∇δu,∇φ)
3. a′(u)(φ, δu) = (σ′(u)(φ),∇δu) = µ(∇φ+∇φT +∇φT∇u+∇uT∇φ,∇δu)
4. a′(u)(φ, z) = (σ′(u)(φ),∇z) = µ(∇φ+∇φT +∇φT∇u+∇uT∇φ, z)
Example 10.44 (Computing the adjoint: obstacle problem with simple penalization). Given (formulation
not complete!):
−∆u− γ[g − u]+ = f, u ≥ g
We do the steps as explained above:
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1. a(u)(φ) = (∇u,∇φ)− γ([g − u]+, φ)− (f, φ)
2. a′(u)(δu, φ) = (∇δu,∇φ)− γ(δu, φ)B(u)
3. a′(u)(φ, δu) = (∇φ,∇δu)− γ(φ, δu)B(u)
4. a′(u)(φ, z) = (∇φ,∇z)− γ(φ, z)B(u)
with B(u) = {x ∈ Ω| g(x) > u(x)}.
10.5 Approximation of the adjoint solution for the primal estimator ρ(uh)(·)
In order to obtain a computable error representation, z ∈ V is approximated through a finite element function
zh ∈ Vh, that is obtained from solving a discrete adjoint problem:
Formulation 10.45 (Discrete adjoint problem for linear problems).
a(ψh, zh) = J(ψh) ∀ψh ∈ Vh. (69)
Then the primal part of the error estimator reads:
a(u− uh, zh − ihzh) = ρ(uh)(zh − ihzh) ≈ J(u)− J(uh). (70)
The difficulty is that if we compute the adjoint problem with the same polynomial degree as the primal problem,
then zh− ihzh ≡ 0, and thus the whole error identity defined in (70) would vanish, i.e., J(u)−J(uh) ≡ 0. This
is clear from a theoretical standpoint and can be easily verified in numerical computations.
In fact normally an interpolation operator ih interpolates from infinite dimensional spaces V into finite-
dimensional spaces Vh or from higher-order spaces into low-order spaces.
Thus:
ih : V → V (1)h so far...
ih : V
(1)
h → V (1)h first choice, but trivial solution, useless
ih : V
(2)
h → V (1)h useful choice with nontrivial solution
From these considerations it is also clear that
ih : V
(1)
h → V (2)h
will even be worse (this would arise if we approximate the primal solution with uh ∈ V (2)h and zh ∈ V (1)h ).
In summary:
• the adjoint solution needs to be computed either with a global higher-order approximation (using a
higher order finite element of degree r + 1 when the primal problem is approximated with degree r),
• or a solution on a finer mesh,
• or local higher-order approximations using a patch-wise higher-order interpolation [17, 20, 150].
Clearly, the last possibility is the cheapest from the computational cost point of view, but needs some efforts to
be implemented. For the convenience of the reader we tacitly work with a global higher-order approximation
in the rest of this chapter.
We finally end up with the primal error estimator:
Definition 10.46 (Primal error estimator). The primal error estimator is given by:
a(u− uh, z(r+1)h − ihz(r+1)h ) = ρ(uh)(z(r+1)h − ihz(r+1)h ) =: η ≈ J(u)− J(uh).
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10.6 Approximation of the primal solution for the adjoint estimator ρ∗(zh)(·)
To evaluate the adjoint estimator ρ(zh)(·), we need to construct
u− ihu
with ih : V → Vh for u ∈ V and uh ∈ Vh. Here we encounter the opposite problem to the previous section. We
need to solve the primal problem with higher accuracy using polynomials of degree r+ 1 in order to construct
a useful interpolation, yielding
u− ihu 6= 0 a.e.
Then:
J(u)− J(uh) ≈ η := ρ∗(zh)(u(r+1)h − ihu(r+1)h ).
10.7 Measuring the quality of the error estimator η
As quality measure how well the estimator approximates the true error, we use the effectivity index Ieff :
Definition 10.47 (Effectivity index). The effectivity index is defined as:
Ieff := Ieff (uh, zh) =
∣∣∣ η
J(u)− J(uh)
∣∣∣. (71)
Problems with good Ieff satisfy asymptotically Ieff → 1 for h→ 0. We say that
• for Ieff > 1, we have an over estimation of the error,
• for Ieff < 1, we have an under estimation of the error.
10.8 Localization techniques
In the previous sections, we derived an error approximation η with the help of duality arguments on the entire
domain Ω. In order to use the error estimator for mesh refinement we need to localize the error estimator η
to single mesh elements Kj ∈ Th or degrees of freedom (DoF) i. We present two techniques:
• A classical procedure using integration by parts results in an element-based indicator ηK ;
• A more recent way by employing a partition-of-unity (PU) yields PU-DoF-based indicators ηi.
We recall that the primal estimator starts with z ∈ V from:
ρ(uh)(z − ihz) = a(u− uh, z − ihz) = a(u, z − ihz)− a(uh, z − ihz) = l(z − ihz)− a(uh, z − ihz),
and the adjoint estimator
ρ∗(zh)(u− ihu) = J(u− ihu)− a(u− ihu, z).
According to Theorem 10.38, we have for linear problems
J(u)− J(uh) = 1
2
ρ+
1
2
ρ∗ +R
=
1
2
(
l(z − ihz)− a(uh, z − ihz)
)
+
1
2
(
J ′(u− ihu)− a′(u− ihu, zh)
)
+R
where R is the remainder term. Furthermore on the discrete level, we have (for linear problems):
J(u)− J(uh) ≈ η := 1
2
(
l(zh − ihzh)− a(uh, zh − ihzh)
)
+
1
2
(
J(uh − ihuh)− a(uh − ihuh, zh)
)
.
We know that the discrete solutions zh in the first part and uh in the second part have to be understood
computed in terms of higher-order approximations r + 1.
In the following we localize these error estimators on a single element Ki ∈ Th. Here, the influence of
neighboring elements Kj , j 6= i is important [40]. In order to achieve such an influence, we consider the error
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estimator on each cell and then either integrate back into the strong form (the classical way) or keep the weak
form and introduce a partition-of-unity (a more recent way). Traditionally, there is also another way with
weak form, proposed in [31], which has been analyzed theoretically in [150], but which we do not follow in
these notes further.
In the following both localization techniques we present, we start from:
J(u− uh) = l(zh − ihzh)− a(uh, zh − ihzh)
For the Poisson problem, we can specify as follows:
J(u− uh) = (f, zh − ihzh)− (∇uh,∇(zh − ihzh))
The next step will be to localize both terms either on a cell K ∈ Th (Section 10.8.1) or on a degree of freedom
(Section 10.8.3).
10.8.1 The classical way of error localization of the primal estimator for linear problems
In the classical way, the error identity (68) is treated with integration by parts on every mesh element K ∈ Th,
which yields:
Proposition 10.48. It holds:
J(u− uh) ≈ η =
∑
K∈Th
(f +∇ · (α∇uh), zh − ihzh)K + (α∂nuh, zh − ihzh)∂K (72)
Proof. Let α = 1 for simplicity. We start from
J(u− uh) = (f, zh − ihzh)− (∇uh,∇(zh − ihzh))
and obtain further
J(u− uh) = (f, zh − ihzh)− (∇uh,∇(zh − ihzh))
=
∑
K
(f, zh − ihzh)K − (∇uh,∇(zh − ihzh))K
=
∑
K
(f, zh − ihzh)K + (∆uh, zh − ihzh)K − (∂nuh, zh − ihzh)∂K
=
∑
K
(f + ∆uh, zh − ihzh)K − 1
2
([∂nuh]K , zh − ihzh)∂K
with [∂nuh] := [∂nuh]K = ∂nuh|K + ∂n′uh|K′ where K ′ is a neighbor cell of K. On the outer (Dirichlet)
boundary we set [∂nuh]∂Ω = 2∂nuh.
With the notation from the proof, we can define local residuals:
RT := f + ∆uh,
r∂K := −[∂nuh]
Here, RT are element residuals that measure the ‘correctness’ of the PDE. The r∂K are so-called face
residuals that compute the jumps over element faces and consequently measure the smoothness of the discrete
solution uh.
Further estimates are obtained as follows:
|J(u− uh)| ≤
∣∣∣ ∑
K∈Th
...
∣∣∣
≤
∑
K∈Th
|...|
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where we assume zh − φh = 0 on ∂Ω. With Cauchy-Schwarz we further obtain:
|J(u− uh)| ≤ η =
∑
K
[
‖f + ∆uh‖K‖zh − ihzh‖K + 1
2
‖[∂nuh]‖∂K\∂Ω‖zh − ihzh‖∂K
]
=
∑
K
ρK(uh)ωK(zh) + ρ∂K(uh)ω∂K(zh).
In summary we showed:
Proposition 10.49. We have:
|J(u)− J(uh)| ≤ η :=
∑
K∈Th
ρKωK , (73)
with
ρK := ‖f +∇ · (α∇uh)‖K + 1
2
h
− 12
K ‖[α∂nuh]‖∂K , (74)
ωK := ‖z − ihz‖K + h
1
2
k ‖z − ihz‖∂K , (75)
where by [α∂nuh] we denote the jump of the uh derivative in normal direction. The residual part ρK only
contains the discrete solution uh and the problem data. On Dirichlet boundaries ΓD, we set [α∂nuh] = 0 and
on the Neumann part we evaluate α∂nuh = gN . Of course, we implicitly assume here that gN ∈ L2(ΓN ) such
that these terms are well-defined.
Remark 10.50. In practice, this primal error estimator needs to be evaluated in the dual space. Here, we
proceed as follows:
• Prolongate the primal solution uh into the dual space;
• Next, we compute the interpolation ihz(r+1)h ∈ Qr w.r.t. to the primal space;
• Then, we compute z(r+1)h − ihz(r+1)h (here, ihz(r+1)h is prolongated to Qr+1 in order to compute the
difference);
• Evaluate the duality product 〈·, ·〉 and face terms.
Remark 10.51. When Vh = V
(1)
h , then ∇ ·∇uh ≡ 0. This also demonstrates heuristically that face terms are
important.
10.8.2 The classical way for the combined estimator
The combined estimator reads:
Proposition 10.52. It holds:
J(u)− J(uh) ≈
∑
K∈Th
1
2
ηK +
1
2
η∗K
with
ηK =
(〈f +∇ · (α∇uh), zh − ihzh〉K + ∫
∂K
α∂nuh · (zh − ihzh) ds
)
η∗K =
(
J(uh − ihuh)− (
∫
K
...+
∫
∂K
...)
)
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10.8.3 A variational primal-based error estimator with PU localization
An alternative way is a DoF-based estimator, which is the first difference to before. The second difference to
the classical approach is that we continue to work in the variational form and do not integrate back into the
strong form. Such an estimator has been developed and analyzed in [150]. This idea combines the simplicity
of the approach proposed in [31] (as it is given in terms of variational residuals), which makes it particularly
interesting for coupled and nonlinear PDE systems (see further comments below). Variational localizations
are useful for nonlinear and coupled problems as we do not need to derive the strong form.
To this end, we need to introduce a partition-of-unity (PU), which can be realized in terms of another finite
element function. The procedure is therefore easy to realize in existing codes.
Definition 10.53 (PU - partition-of-unity). The PU is given by:
VPU := {ψ1, . . . , ψM}
with dim(VPU ) = M . The PU has the property
M∑
i=1
ψi ≡ 1.
Remark 10.54. The PU can be simply chosen as the lowest order finite element space with linear or bilinear
elements, i.e.,
VPU = V
(1)
h .
To understand the idea, we recall that in the classical error estimator the face terms are essential since
they gather information from neighboring cells. When we work with the variational form, no integration by
parts (fortunately!) is necessary. Therefore, the information of the neighboring cells is missing. Using the PU,
we touch different cells per PU-node and consequently we gather know information from neighboring cells.
Therefore, the PU serves as localization technique.
In the following, we now describe how the PU enters into the global error identity (68):
Proposition 10.55 (Primal error estimator). For the finite element approximation of Formulation 10.31, we
have the a posteriori error estimate:
|J(u)− J(uh)| ≤ η :=
M∑
i=1
|ηi|, (76)
where
ηi = a(u− uh, (z − ihz)ψi) = l((z − ihz)ψi)− a(uh, (z − ihz)ψi),
and more specifically for the Poisson problem:
ηi =
{
〈f, (z − ihz)ψi〉 − (α∇uh,∇(z − ihz)ψi)
}
. (77)
10.8.4 PU localization for the combined estimator
Proposition 10.56 (The combined primal-dual error estimator). The combined estimator reads:
|J(u)− J(uh)| ≤ η :=
M∑
i=1
1
2
|ηi|+ 1
2
|η∗i |
with
ηi = l((zh − ihzh)ψi)− a((u, zh − ihzh)ψi)
η∗i = J
′
u((uh − ihuh)ψi)− a′u((uh − ihuh)ψi, z)
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10.9 Comments to adjoint-based error estimation
Adjoint-based error estimation allows to measure precisely at a low computational cost specific functionals of
interest J(u). However, the prize to pay is:
• We must compute a second solution z ∈ V .
• This second solution inside the primal estimator must be of higher order, which means more computa-
tional cost in comparison to the primal problem.
• For the full error estimator in total we need to compute four problems.
• From a theoretical point of view, we cannot proof convergence of the adaptive scheme for general goal
functionals.
For nonlinear problems, one has to say that the primal problem is subject to nonlinear iterations, but the
adjoint problem is always a linearized problem. Here, the computational cost may become less significant of
computing an additional adjoint problem. Nonetheless, there is no free lunch.
10.10 Mesh refinement strategies
We have now on each element Kj ∈ Th or each PU-DoF i an error value. It remains to set-up a strategy that
tells us which elements shall be refined to enhance the accuracy in terms of the goal functional J(·).
Let an error tolerance (TOL) be given. Mesh adaption is realized using extracted local error indicators from
the a posteriori error estimate on the mesh Th. A cell-wise assembling reads:
|J(u)− J(uh)| ≤ η :=
∑
K∈Th
ηK for all cells K ∈ Th.
Alternatively, the PU allows for a DoF-wise assembling:
|J(u)− J(uh)| ≤ η :=
∑
i
ηi for all DoFs i of the PU.
This information is used to adapt the mesh using the following strategy:
1. Compute the primal solution uh and the adjoint solution uh on the present mesh Th.
2. Determine the cell indicator ηK at each cell K.
Alternatively, determine the DoF-indicator ηi at each PU-DoF i.
3. Compute the sum of all indicators η :=
∑
K∈Th ηK .
Alternatively, η :=
∑
i ηi.
4. Check, if the stopping criterion is satisfied: |J(u) − J(uh)| ≤ η ≤ TOL, then accept uh within the
tolerance TOL. Otherwise, proceed to the following step.
5. Mark all cells Ki that have values ηKi above the average
αη
N (where N denotes the total number of cells
of the mesh Th and α ≈ 1).
Alternatively, all PU-DoFs are marked that are above, say, the average αηN .
Other mesh adaption strategies are discussed in the literature [17, 20]. For instance:
• Refining/coarsening a fixed fraction of elements. Here all elements are ordered with respect to their error
values:
η1 ≥ η2 ≥ ... ≥ ηN .
Then, for instance 30% of all elements are refined and for instance 2% of all cells are coarsened.
• Refining/coarsening according to a reduction of the error estimate (also known as bulk criterion or Dörfler
marking [54]). Here, the error values are summed up such that a prescribed fraction of the total error is
reduced. All elements that contribute to this fraction are refined.
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Remark 10.57. We emphasize that the tolerance TOL should be well above the tolerances of the numerical
solvers. Just recall TOL = 0.01 would mean that the goal functional is measured up to a tolerance of 1%.
When the DoF-based estimator is adopted, the error indicators ηi are node-wise contributions of the error.
Mesh adaptivity can be carried out in two ways:
• in a node-wise fashion: if a node i is picked for refinement, all elements touching this node will be refined;
• alternatively, one could also first assemble element-wise for each K ∈ Th indicators by summing up all
indicators belonging to nodes of this element and then carry out adaptivity in the usual element-wise
way.
On adaptive meshes with hanging nodes, the evaluation of the PU indicator is straightforward: First, the PU is
assembled in (77) employing the basis functions ψi ∈ VPU for i = 1, . . . ,M . In a second step, the contributions
belonging to hanging nodes are condensed in the usual way by distribution to the neighboring indicators.
10.10.1 How to refine marked cells
It remains to explain how marked cells are finally refined.
10.10.1.1 Quads and hexs Using quadrilateral or hexahedral meshes, simply bisection can be used. Here,
a cell is cut in the middle and split into 4 (in 2d) or 8 (in 3d) sub-elements. When the neighboring cell is
not refined, we end up with so-called hanging nodes. These are degrees of freedom on the refined cells, but
on the coarse neighboring cells, these nodes lie on the middle point of faces or edges and do not represent
true degrees of freedom. Their values are obtained by interpolation of the neighboring DoFs. Consequently,
conditions on the geometry are weakened in the presence of hanging nodes. For more details, we refer to Carey
and Oden [38].
10.10.1.2 Triangles and prims For triangles or prisms, we have various possibilities how to split the elements
into sub-elements. Here, common ways are red and green refinement strategies. Here a strategy is to use red
refinement and apply green refinement when hanging nodes would occur in neighboring elements.
10.10.1.3 Conditions on the geometry While refining the mesh locally for problems in n ≥ 2, we need to
take care that the minimum angle condition (see e.g., [32]) is fulfilled.
10.10.2 Convergence of adaptive algorithms
The first convergence result of an adaptive algorithm was shown in [54] for the Poisson problem. The con-
vergence of adaptive algorithms of generalized problems is subject to current research. Axioms of adaptivity
have been recently formulated in [39].
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10.11 Goal-oriented a posteriori (primal) error estimator for phase-field fracture
The primal error estimator ρ (thus neglecting ρ∗) can be stated as:
Proposition 10.58. For the finite element approximation of the phase-field model with simple penalization
with the discrete solution Uh := (uh, ϕh) ∈ {uhD + Vh} ×Wh we have the a posteriori error estimate:
|J(U)− J(Uh)| ≤
N∑
i
|ηi|
=
N∑
i
∣∣∣∣(−((1− κ)ϕ2h − κ) σ+(uh), e(wh))
− (σ−(uh), e(wh))
− (1− κ)(ϕh σ+(uh) : e(uh), ψh)
− 2(ϕh p ∇ · uh, ψh)
−Gc
(
−1
ε
(1− ϕh, ψh) + ε(∇ϕh,∇ψh)
)
+R(γ, ϕh, ϕ
n−1
h )
∣∣∣
where the weighting functions are defined as
wh := (w
(2)
2h − zuh)χih,
ψh := (ψ
(2)
2h − zϕh )χih.
The remainder term is defined as
R(γ, ϕh, ϕ
n−1
h ) := (γ[ϕh − ϕn−1h ]+, ψh).
The first factors w(2)2h − zuh and ψ(2)2h − zϕh of the weights are standard [20]. Here, w(2)2h is a higher-order
finite element approximation (i.e., Qc2) of the dual solution zu, respectively for ψ
(2)
2h and z
ϕ. The discrete dual
solution Zh := {zuh , zϕh } is obtained by solving the corresponding dual problem. Of course, the dual problem
is costly to solve. However in nonlinear problems, the (linearized) dual problem needs to be solved only once
whereas several iterations are necessary for solving the primal problem. The second function χih is the novel
PU-function.
Proof. From [20], we know the general error representation for the primal estimator:
J(U)− J(Uh) = B(Z − ihZ)−A(Uh)(Z − ihZ)
+R2(U − Uh, Z − Zh),
where ih denotes an interpolation operator from V ×W to Vh ×Wh. Moreover, R2 denotes a remainder term
that is quadratic in the error. The functional and semilinear forms are defined as
B(Z − ihZ) = −(ϕ˜2p,∇ · (zu − ihzu)),
A(Uh)(Z − ihZ)
=
((
(1− κ)ϕ˜2h + κ
)
σ+(uh), e(z
u − ihzu)
)
+ (σ−(uh), e(zu − ihzu))
+ (1− κ)(ϕh σ+(uh) : e(uh), zϕ − ihzϕ)
+Gc
(
−1
ε
(1− ϕh, zϕ − ihzϕ) + ε(∇ϕh,∇(zϕ − ihzϕ))
)
+ (γ[ϕh − ϕn−1h ]+, zϕ − ihzϕ).
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Taking the absolute value yields:
|J(U)− J(Uh)| ≤ |B(Z − ihZ)−A(Uh)(Z − ihZ)|
+ |R2(U − Uh, Z − Zh)|.
Neglecting the remainder term and introducing the PU χih and summing over all degrees of freedom i = 1, . . . , N
brings us to:
|J(U)− J(Uh)|
≤
N∑
i
|B((Z − ihZ)χih)−A(Uh)((Z − ihZ)χih)|.
Inserting the definitions of B(Z−ihZ) and A(Uh)(Z−ihZ) and the approximation of the dual weights Z−ihZ
by
zu − ihzu ≈ w(2)2h − zuh ,
zϕ − ihzϕ ≈ ψ(2)2h − ψuh ,
and using the short notations w := (w(2)2h − zuh)χih and ψ := (ψ(2)2h − zϕh )χih yields the statement. Q.E.D.
10.12 Mesh refinement strategies for quasi-stationary (incremental) problems
In this section, two strategies for local mesh adaptivity on the basis of the previous error estimators are
described. The key ingredient for mesh refinement is based on the error bound given by the total indicator:
η :=
N∑
i=1
|ηi|,
in which local error indicators ηi are obtained by using Proposition 10.58. In the following, one strategy
applies to stationary problems with a fixed fracture whereas the second mesh adaptation strategy can be used
for quasi-stationary problems with propagating fractures.
Our philosophy of goal-oriented a posteriori error estimation for quasi-stationary problems follows [146, 147].
Rather than computing the dual problem backward in time, the time-evolving problems are split into a sequence
of stationary problems (see again [145]). This means that time-dependent problems are discretized in time with
a backward Euler scheme. In [146], Lemma 6.2, and Theorem 6.1, it has been shown that in the case of the
quasi-stationary Prandtl-Reuss model, the error in each time/load step can accumulate at most linearly and
does not become dominant, which is the argument to neglect a full backward-time dual problem. Specifically,
meshes are kept fixed during a Newton iteration and are only refined during time steps. Therefore, the global
spatial error is approximated through a sequence of stationary problems.
In more detail, for the loading steps t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., we perform at each t:
1 Compute the primal solution Uh on the current mesh Th;
2 Compute once the dual solution Zh on the current mesh Th using a higher-order method while taking
the last Newton matrix of the primal problem;
3 Evaluate the error estimator (Proposition 10.58 and determine the indicator ηi at each PU-nodal point.
4 Compute the sum of all indicators η :=
∑
i ηi.
5 Check, if the stopping criterion is satisfied: |J(U) − J(Uh)| ≤ η ≤ TOL, then accept Uh within the
tolerance TOL. Otherwise, proceed to the following step.
6 Mark all nodes i that belong to PU-nodal indicators ηi above the average αηN (where N denotes the total
number of degrees of freedom of the PU and α ≈ 1). All cells that touch this node will then be refined.
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7 Adapt the mesh.
8 Increment t and go to Step 1.
The marking strategy in Step 6 can be augmented with phase-field based refinement:
Remark 10.59. In phase-field based refinement, all cells are refined in which ηi := ϕ < c (for example c = 0.4).
This is important since the fracture propagates through the domain and too high parameter fluctuations (recall
that ε is coupled to h via h = o(ε) which can be realized by choosing, for instance, ε = chl, 0 < l ≤ 1)
should be avoided in the near fracture region. In coarse cells, ε remains large and influences the solution of the
phase-field equation. A remedy has been presented in [82], where a predictor-corrector scheme has been applied
in order to ensure the ‘correct’ size of ε > h at each time step. Since we deal with a quasi-static problem, we
do not want to refine the mesh in each loading step in order to keep the total number of cells reasonable. We
might fix the finest mesh level that should not be exceeded.
Rather than fixing the finest mesh level in order to keep the computational cost reasonable, another strategy
of keeping the number of cells constant is based on the following strategy:
Remark 10.60. Order all nodes according to their size ηi. A fixed portion of nodes (i.e., their touching cells)
with the smallest contributions to the total indicator η is marked to be deleted. In the second step, the nodes
(i.e., cells) with the largest ηi are refined such that the desired number of cells Nmax is approximately achieved.
This strategy has been successfully applied for Prandtl-Reuss models in perfect plasticity [145, 147].
10.13 Excursus IV: DWR for the obstacle problem using simple penalization
We continue our investigations from the Sections 5.3 and 8.13 for the obstacle problem and develop a simple
a posteriori DWR error estimator based on the primal formulation.
10.13.1 Problem statement
Please see Section 8.13.1.
10.13.2 A posteriori PU-DWR error estimator (primal versions)
Proposition 10.61 (DWR classical Poisson). For the finite element approximation of the classical Poisson
problem, see Section 8.13.1, we have the a posteriori error estimate
|J(u)− J(uh)| ≤ η(uh) :=
N∑
i=1
|ηi|
with
ηi = 〈f, (z − ihz)ψi〉 − (α∇uh,∇(z − ihz)ψi). (78)
with α = 1 in this example.
Proposition 10.62 (DWR obstacle). For the finite element approximation of the obstacle problem, see Section
8.13.1, we have the a posteriori error estimate
|J(u)− J(uh)| ≤ η(uh) :=
N∑
i=1
|ηi|
with
ηi = 〈f, (z − ihz)ψi〉 − (α∇uh,∇(z − ihz)ψi) + (γ[g − u]+, (z − ihz)ψi) (79)
with α = 1 in this example and the penalization parameter as discussed in Section 8.13.
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Proposition 10.63 (DWR obstacle, simplified version). For the finite element approximation of the obstacle
problem, see Section 8.13.1, we have the a posteriori error estimate
|J(u)− J(uh)| ≤ η(uh) :=
N∑
i=1
|ηi|
with the simplified version of local error indicators:
ηi = 〈f, (z − ihz)ψi〉 − (α∇uh,∇(z − ihz)ψi) (80)
with α = 1 in this example.
10.13.3 Numerical results and discussion
Using the implemented setups from Section 8.13, we perform several tests using the previously stated goal-
oriented PU-DWR error estimates. As goal functional, we choose:
J(u) = u(0.5, 0.5).
We are aware of the fact that point value evaluation are not well-posed in settings with dimension > 1 -
nevertheless we do it. The material coefficient is α = 1. For the obstacle problem, Config. 2 − 3, the
penalization parameter is chosen as γ = γ¯h2 with γ¯ = 0.1, and the obstacle function is g = −0.01. For Config.
4− 5, we do not weight with the mesh size, and rather employ γ = γ¯ = 100.
On a sufficiently uniformly refined mesh, we computed the following reference values:
Config 1: u(0.5,0.5) = -7.3671574726468209e-02
with 263169 DoFs (Ref. 9), classical Poisson
Config. 2-3: u(0.5,0.5) = -1.0305175780691633e-02
with 66049 DoFs (Ref. 8), obstacle
Config. 4-5: u(0.5,0.5) = -1.9470939645319634e-02
with 263169 DoFs (Ref. 9), obstacle without 1/h^2
10.13.3.1 Goals of these computations The goals of our computations are to observe:
• the true error J(u)− J(uh);
• the estimator η;
• the effectivity index Ieff defined in (71).
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Figure 33: Config. 1 − 3: Left column: adaptively refined meshes. Middle column: primal solutions. Right
column: adjoint solution. Top row: classical Poisson problem. Middle row: obstacle problem with
g = −0.01 and γ¯ = 0.1 and the full error estimator. Bottom row: obstacle problem with g = −0.01
and γ¯ = 0.1 and the simplified error estimator. we notice that the setups, numerical solutions and
limiting values (i.e., u(0.5, 0.5) ≈ −0.73 and u(0.5, 0.5) ≈ −0.0103) coincide with those obtained for
uniformly refined meshes presented in Section 8.13.
10.13.3.2 Config. 1: Classical Poisson For the classical Poisson problem, we obtain the values shown
in Table 2. It can be nicely observed that the Ieff is around 1, which means that the error estimator η
approximates very well the ‘true’ error J(u)− J(uh). Furthermore, the true error and η converge with about
the order 2 (value is divided by 4 at each refinement step). This confirms the theory that for point value
evaluations we should expect a convergence order J(u)− J(uh) = O(h2).
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DoFs Error J(u)− J(uh) η Ieff
27 2.01e− 02 2.00e− 02 9.98e− 01
75 4.01e− 03 4.03e− 03 1.01e+ 00
243 9.27e− 04 9.28e− 04 1.00e+ 00
723 2.37e− 04 2.44e− 04 1.03e+ 00
2691 5.79e− 05 5.91e− 05 1.02e+ 00
7467 1.71e− 05 1.92e− 05 1.13e+ 00
Table 2: Configuration 1: classical Poisson
10.13.3.3 Config. 2: Obstacle, γ = γ¯h2 For the obstacle problem, we notice that the goal functional is
part of the active set zone in which the constraint is approximated and not anymore the PDE is solved. Here
the proposed error estimator works much less well than before with a huge underestimation of the true error.
Specifically, the true error converges at a much smaller rate than for the classical Poisson problem. But still,
both J(u)−J(uh) and η decrease at each refinement step, so local mesh adaptivity still pays off. In conclusion:
for quantitatively reliable results, the proposed error estimator for the obstacle needs to be improved or at
least taken with care.
DoFs Error J(u)− J(uh) η Ieff
27 8.28e− 02 2.01e− 02 2.43e− 01
75 6.48e− 02 4.04e− 03 6.23e− 02
243 5.51e− 02 9.13e− 04 1.66e− 02
723 3.80e− 02 2.12e− 04 5.58e− 03
2691 1.64e− 02 2.12e− 04 1.49e− 03
9387 4.53e− 03 7.46e− 07 1.65e− 04
Table 3: Configuration 2. We observe a large underestimation of the true error.
10.13.3.4 Config. 3: Obstacle, simplified version Here, our results are very similar to the second example.
DoFs Error J(u)− J(uh) η Ieff
27 8.28e− 02 2.04e− 02 2.46e− 01
75 6.48e− 02 4.75e− 03 7.33e− 02
243 5.51e− 02 1.70e− 03 3.08e− 02
723 3.80e− 02 8.30e− 04 2.19e− 02
1803 1.71e− 02 3.49e− 04 2.05e− 02
4947 5.03e− 03 1.06e− 04 2.11e− 02
Table 4: Configuration 3. We observe a large underestimation of the true error.
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Figure 34: Config. 4 − 5: Left column: adaptively refined meshes. Middle column: primal solutions. Right
column: adjoint solution. Here, γ = γ¯ is used without weighting with 1/h2. In the top row, the full
error estimator is shown and in the bottom row, the simplified version is displayed. With respect to
the meshes, the full version yields much more refinement, which is clear because of the high value
of γ¯. Nonetheless, the Ieff are nearly perfect. In the simplified version, less mesh elements are
refined, and the true error is overestimated as shown in the corresponding tables.
10.13.3.5 Config. 4: Obstacle, γ = γ¯ Our findings for Config. 4 are summarized in Table 5. In this version,
we obtain nearly optimal Ieff .
DoFs Error J(u)− J(uh) η Ieff
27 1.47e− 02 1.72e− 02 1.17e+ 00
75 5.53e− 04 4.30e− 04 7.78e− 01
243 1.59e− 04 1.67e− 04 1.05e− 00
867 4.12e− 05 4.18e− 05 1.01e− 00
2835 1.06e− 05 1.09e− 05 1.03e− 00
10011 2.64e− 06 2.84e− 06 1.08e− 00
37155 6.35e− 07 6.83e− 07 1.08e− 00
Table 5: Configuration 4. Here, we obtain nearly optimal Ieff .
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10.13.3.6 Config. 5: Obstacle, simplified version, γ = γ¯ Our findings for Config. 5 are summarized in
Table 6. Using this simplified version, we now observe an overestimation of the true error.
DoFs Error J(u)− J(uh) η Ieff
27 1.47e− 02 4.15e− 02 2.83e+ 00
75 5.53e− 04 1.95e− 02 3.53e+ 01
243 1.59e− 04 5.43e− 03 3.42e+ 01
723 4.45e− 05 1.41e− 03 3.16e+ 01
1491 2.18e− 05 3.88e− 04 1.78e+ 01
4227 7.75e− 06 1.08e− 04 1.39e+ 01
12603 2.49e− 06 3.02e− 05 1.21e+ 01
Table 6: Configuration 5. Here, we observe overestimation of the true error.
10.13.4 Literature on a posteriori error estimation for the obstacle problem
We briefly mention that a DWR version for the obstacle problem working directly with the variational inequality
was developed in [155][Chapter 5]. Other approaches and findings for a posteriori error estimation for the
obstacle problem can be found, for instance, in [1, 99, 165]
10.14 Predictor-corrector mesh adaptivity
This section is concerned with local mesh adaptivity with a focus on the crack path. Phase-field approaches
require fine meshes around the interface (here, the fracture) in order to provide solutions of sufficient accuracy.
Therefore, the goal is quite simple: we want to refine exclusively the fracture zone in order to work with a small
regularization parameter ε. We notice that in comparison to the previous sections, we only can provide
mesh adaptivity, but no error estimator.
There are several studies that have been investigated anisotropies introduced by the mesh [129], anisotropic
adaptive mesh refinement [14], and pre-refined meshes when the crack path is known a priori [24]. Here, we
are interested in a general treatment in which no a priori information of the crack path is required.
We are aware of attempts and studies that investigate the dependence of the crack path versus mesh
refinement. In standard tests, e.g., single edge notched shear or three-point bending test, we could not find
evidence of these dependencies.
10.14.1 The main algorithm
In the following we describe the predictor-corrector mesh refinement algorithm in more detail. The basic idea
is to pick a single, small ε, and then decide on an adaptive refinement level r for the crack region that ensures
h < ε. We then refine the mesh adaptively during the computation so that it is on level r in the crack region.
To handle fast growing cracks with a priori unknown paths, we employ a predictor-corrector scheme that keeps
repeating the current time step to guarantee the finest mesh level r in the crack region.
Algorithm 10.64 (At a single time step tn). Let the solution to time step tn be given; see Figure 36 top left.
1. Solve the full problem with a prediction of the new crack path at time step tn+1; see Figure 36 top right.
2. If the crack is not resolved adequately, i.e., we have cells in which h > ε, we employ a predictor-corrector
cycle:
a) First, we refine the mesh based on the new solution and interpolate the old solution (at tn) onto
the new mesh (Figure 36, bottom left). The refinement is done using a chosen threshold 0 < C < 1
(C = 1 corresponds to global mesh refinement) for the phase-field ϕ. Each cell that has at least one
support point with value ϕ(xi) < C will be refined unless we are already at the maximum desired
refinement level r.
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b) Then we solve for the solution at tn+1 again, but on the refined mesh (Figure 36, bottom right).
c) Go to (a) and repeat refinement until maximum refinement level is reached.
Remark 10.65. The computational cost includes additional solves when the crack is growing, but the method
is very robust and efficient as proven in several studies [82, 106].
Remark 10.66. So far, we could not find evidence that the crack path is influenced by the mesh refinement.
In principle this may be possible, as motivated in the study of [14].
In summary, our proposed predictor-corrector scheme - forcing the growing crack region to always be resolved
with a fine mesh - reads:
Algorithm 10.67 (Predictor-corrector mesh adaptivity). Choose a fixed refinement level r for the crack
region. On level r, determine h(r)max and pick an appropriate ε := ε(r) > h
(r)
max. Select a bound 0 < C < 1 for
ϕ to be considered inside the crack. For each time step do:
1. Solve for solution (un+1, ϕn+1) at tn+1.
2. If cells need to be refined (cell with level k < r has ϕn+1(x) < C):
refine and transfer solution from tn, go to 1.
Remark 10.68. The parameter ε needs to chosen relative to the largest cell size h that can appear on level r
during the computation. For refinement of a quadrilateral mesh this quantity can be computed from the set of
coarse cells T using
h(r)max = max
T∈T
2−rhT
where hT is the size of cell T .
Remark 10.69. Another interpretation of this scheme is that we pick a-priori constant values ε and h for
the computation and then coarsen cells away from the crack region where the solution is smooth.
10.14.2 Goals and illustrations
Proposition 10.70. The predictor-corrector algorithm asks for the following properties [82]:
1. Keep a single fixed, regularization parameter ε during the entire computation. Most importantly ε is a
model parameter, and we do not want to change the fracture model during a computation! Decreasing
ε (locally) during the computation will not allow for an increase in the accuracy of the solution. While
reducing ε would result in a thinner crack mushy zone - thus changing the model. As a consequence, ε
should not be changed during the computation.
2. Ensure ε > h inside the crack region. It is required to have a sufficiently small mesh size h to resolve the
transition of the phase field variable. The width of this zone is controlled by the choice of ε. Importantly,
the ε-h relationship is only required to be satisfied inside or directly around the current crack region and
not in the whole computational domain.
3. Error is controlled by ε, not h: the interplay of model and discretization errors
In contrast to standard a-posteriori or goal-oriented adaptive mesh refinement, just refining the mesh
does not reduce the discretization error significantly. This is because the choice of ε determines the width
of the mushy zone around the crack path. Ideally, an adaptive method would try to minimize ε and pick
an appropriate h to minimize the discretization error introduced by the mesh size.
4. No requirement of prior knowledge about the crack location(s). Typically, specifically for more realistic
problems, the final location of the cracks is unknown. While it is an option to repeat the whole computation
on a finer mesh that is determined using the first computation, this is too expensive to be practical.
Therefore, the predictor-corrector algorithm should detect during the computation in which direction
the cracks are growing.
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Figure 35: Functionality of predictor-corrector mesh refinement in two spatial dimensions: the mesh grows
with the fracture. Here the transition zone with 0 < ϕ < 1 determines the region in which the
mesh has to be refined. If the fracture (in red) grows faster than the fine mesh, such that ε > h
is violated, we first refine the mesh (the predictor step) according to the transition zone and than
perform a second computation to determine the precise fracture location inside the refined mesh.
5. Handling fast growing cracks. Only adapting the mesh based on the current crack location before moving
on to the next time step may result that the adaptive mesh lags behind in time and does not resolve the
crack region adequately, in particular, if the crack is growing rapidly.
Figure 36: Predictor-corrector scheme: 1. advance in time, crack leaves fine mesh. 2. refine and go back in
time (interpolate old solution). 3. advance in time on new mesh. Repeat until mesh doesn’t change
anymore. Refinement is triggered for ϕ < C = 0.2 (green contour line) here.
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10.14.3 Performance
We re-copy the outcomes of [82]. For the single edge notched shear test - see Chapter 9 - we used an Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5-3320M CPU @ 2.60GHz machine with two processors. The following results were obtained:
Table 7: Single edge notched shear test: Comparison of computational cost for different refinement strate-
gies. The numbers in the prec/corr strategy indicate the phase-field threshold value used for mesh
refinement.
Strategy Time [s] Time [min] Number of loading steps DoFs: min/avg/max
global refinement 5036 84 151 50115
local prerefinement 1277 21 151 19746
predictor/corrector (0.8) 233 4 151+63 3315/4731/8286
predictor/corrector (0.6) 184 3 151+53 3315/4225/6666
Remark 10.71. We notice that the accuracy of the different simulations was comparable as shown in [82].
Thus it is really worth to use predictor-corrector mesh refinement for this numerical example.
10.15 Adaptive time step control
In this section, we present an algorithm for adaptive time step control. Since the presented phase-field model is
only quasi-static it is questionable whether the algorithm works in all cases, however it makes sense to discuss
this topic since in many fracture propagation problems we deal with basically three temporal regimes:
• G < Gc and the fracture does not yet propagate (larger time steps/loading steps possible)
• G = Gc fracture propagation (possibly smaller time steps necessary);
• G > Gc or a complete damaged material (again larger time steps or even finishing the simulation due to
total damage/fracture).
Our aim is to control the accuracy of a certain physical quantity of interest J(U). The principle idea, e.g.,
[142], is based on ODE (ordinary differential equations) theory and utilizes the local truncation error. Thus
the only assumptions we have to make is enough regularity of the truncation error and discrete stability of the
underlying difference scheme used for discretizing the continuous time derivatives such as ∂tvˆf .
The following description is adapted from an heuristic estimator developed in [60] in which time step control
has been developed for the Fractional-Step-θ scheme for FSI multiphysics computations.
The entire approach is a combination of known results from the literature, which we briefly recapitulate to
acknowledge the original authors. We follow an idea proposed by [161] but extend his criterion with additional
terms, which are inspired by [75, 94]. The result is a (very) simple method but the price to pay are additional
solves of the problem per time step. Specifically, per time step, we compute once the problem with 2k, compute
the goal functional J(U), and then compute two times with time step size k again. After we compare J(Uk)
and J(U2k) by evaluating the absolute error abserr := |J(U2k)− J(Uk)|.
Proposition 10.72. Let the error tolerance TOLTS be given. We evaluate:
abserr := |J(U2k)− J(Uk)| (81)
and then
θ = γ ∗
(
TOLTS
abserr
)K
, (82)
where γ ≈ 1 is a safety factor (in [75], γ = 0.9), K = 115 as in [75]. We then compute the new time step size
as
knew =
{
kold 1 ≤ θ ≤ 1.2,
kold ∗ θ otherwise.
(83)
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Moreover, we check whether kmin ≤ knew ≤ kmax. If knew < 0.5kold, i.e., the new time step would be much
smaller than the old one, we redo the current time step [161].
Remark 10.73. The check (83) prevents high time step oscillations and just keeps the old time step if the
difference is not too large. Several illustrating computations have been presented in [75].
Remark 10.74. The last check knew < 0.5kold is very expensive since the entire calculation of the solution of
this time step has to be repeated. However, in practice this happens rarely, but is necessary since a dramatic
decrease of the time step size indicates that the current solution is by far not accurate enough.
Algorithm 10.75. The adaptive time step control for One-Step-θ schemes reads at tn:
1. Set kold := kn−1
2. Perform
• one computation with 2kold, evaluate J(uˆ2k) at tn + 2kold;
• compute two steps with kold, evaluate at the end of the 2nd step J(uˆk) at tn + kold + kold;
3. Evaluate (81) and compute (82);
4. Compute the new knew with (83);
5. If knew < 0.5kold, set kold := knew and go to Step (ii);
6. Otherwise accept knew and set kn = knew;
7. Increment n→ n+ 1 and go to Step (i).
10.16 Final comments to error estimation in numerical simulations
We give some final comments to error estimation. One should keep in mind several aspects. First:
• Numerical mathematics is its own discipline and we should aim to develop methods with the best accuracy
as possible.
• On the other hand, numerical mathematics is a very useful tool for many other disciplines (engineering,
natural sciences, etc.). Here, an improvement of a process (i.e., approximation) by several percents is
already very important, while the total error may be still large though and in the very sense of numerical
mathematics the result is not yet satisfying.
Second (w.r.t. the first bullet point): A posteriori error estimation, verification of the developed methods, and
code validation are achieved in three steps (with increasing level of difficulty) after having constructed an a
posteriori error estimator η that can be localized and used for local mesh adaptivity.
1. If possible, test your code with an acknowledged benchmark configuration and verify whether J(uh)
matches the benchmark values in a given range and on a sequence of at least three meshes. This first
step can be performed with uniform and adaptive mesh refinement.
2. Compute J(u) either on a uniformly-refined super-fine mesh or even analytically. Compute the error
J(u) − J(uh) and observe whether the error is decreasing. If a priori estimates are available, see if the
orders of convergence are as expected. But be careful, often goal functionals are nonlinear, for which
rigorous a priori error estimates are not available.
3. Compare η and J(u)− J(uh) in terms of the effectivity index Ieff .
In the very sense of numerical mathematics, we must go for all three steps, but in particular the last step No.
3 is often very difficult when not all theoretical requirements (smoothness of data and boundary conditions,
the regularity of the goal functional, smoothness of domains and boundaries) are fulfilled. Also, keep in mind
that all parts of error estimators are implemented and that still the remainder term R may play a role. For
instance, in practice, very often when working with the DWR method, only the primal error estimator is
implemented and the adjoint part neglected; see the following section.
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Remark 10.76 (‘Application’ of these final comments). We refer to the plots tables presented in Section 10.13
(Excursus IV) for an ‘application’ of the above explained steps.
1. We approach obviously the correct reference values (please see the color bars of the primal solution)
2. Also we observe that the true error J(u)− J(uh) and the estimator η are both decreasing; with different
orders depending on the setting. Therefore, we observe a first difference and need to be careful now. For
mesh refinement, the results are still all reliable. For a quantitative error estimation, however, not!
3. The last step is indeed the most challenging: does the estimator cover the true error, i.e., can we obtain
quantitative information from the proposed error estimator? Well, this is only true for Config. 4, Table
5, in which Ieff ≈ 1.
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11 Simulations II: a PU-DWR method for a slit modeled by
phase-field
This numerical test was originally inspired by [12, 22] in which a manufactured solution for a scalar-valued
displacement field (i.e., Laplacian) was constructed. In [12, 22], a manufactured solution for the displacement
field has been constructed. In our studies, the crack is represented by a phase-field function. Based on these
works, in [173], the following studies were carried out:
• taking the solutions [12, 22] to study ε→ 0 for the corresponding phase-field fracture approximation;
• development of a PU-DWR error estimator for both the scalar-valued case and the vector-valued case
(elasticity);
• studies of various h-ε relationships.
In this section, we revisit the entire setting. Here, we notice that the programming code was newly developed
for these lecture notes since the version developed in [173] appeared non-practical for even further extensions.
11.1 Configuration and manufactured solution
The domain is (−1, 1)2 with a slit from −1 ≤ x ≤ 0 for y = 0. This slit is caused a discontinuity of the
boundary conditions at (−1, 0).
The analytical solution on the slit domain (−1, 1) \ {(x, 0)| − 1 ≤ x ≤ 0} is given by [22]:
(λGcr
1/2 sinφ/2; {(x, 0)| −∞ ≤ x ≤ 0})
where polar coordinates with r2 = x2 + y2 are used.
11.2 Boundary conditions
Employing the boundary function uD := g = λGc sinφ/2 on ∂B, we prescribe non-homogeneous Dirichlet
conditions on all parts.
Specifically, transforming g into Cartesian coordinates we have
x ≤ 0 and y ≥ 0 : g(x, y) = λGc/
√
(2) ∗
√√
x2 + y2 − x,
x ≤ 0 and y ≤ 0 : g(x, y) = −λGc/
√
(2) ∗
√√
x2 + y2 − x,
x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0 : g(x, y) = λGc/
√
(2) ∗
√√
x2 + y2 − x,
x ≥ 0 and y ≤ 0 : g(x, y) = −λGc/
√
(2) ∗
√√
x2 + y2 − x.
For the phase-field variable, traction-free conditions (i.e., homogeneous Neumann conditions are applied).
11.3 Initial condition
For the phase-field function, we need an initial value ϕ0 to prescribe the slit in the initial geometry. Here, we
use:
ϕ0 := {(x, y) ∈ Ω| − 1 ≤ x ≤ 0;−h ≤ y ≤ h},
where h is the mesh size parameter defined in the next subsection.
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11.4 Parameters
The model and material parameters are given as: κ = 10−12, Gc = λ2Gc ×
√
pi/2, λGc = 1.0, and µ = 1.0.
Specifically ε = 0.353553, which corresponds to ε = 2h on a four times uniformly refined grid with h = 0.176777.
The penalization parameter is γ = γ¯ = 1e+ 3.
11.5 Goal functional and reference value
As goal functional we choose again a point value:
J(u, ϕ) := u(0.75, 0.75)
The reference value is computed on an eight times uniformly refined grid:
J(uref , ϕref ) := u(0.75, 0.75) = 4.0369872630529557e− 01,
with ε and h given before.
11.6 PU-DWR error estimator in primal form
We only implemented the primal form of the error estimator. For this highly nonlinear problem this might be
not sufficient for good Ieff . The complete extension is ongoing research and implementation.
Proposition 11.1 (DWR phase-field fracture, primal form). For the finite element approximation of the
phase-field fracture problem, we have the a posteriori error estimate
|J(U)− J(Uh)| ≤ η(uh) :=
N∑
i=1
|ηi|
with
ηi = 〈f, (z − ihz)ψi〉 − a(U, (Z − ihZ)ψi) (84)
= 〈f, (zu − ihzu)ψi〉 −
(
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]µ∇u,∇((zu − ihzu)ψi)
)
(85)
−
(
(1− κ)ϕµ|∇u|2, ((zϕ − ihzϕ)ψi)
)
+ (
GC

(1− ϕ), ((zϕ − ihzϕ)ψi))− (GC∇ϕ,∇((zϕ − ihzϕ)ψi))
(86)
+ γ([ϕ− ϕ0]+, ((zϕ − ihzϕ)ψi)) (87)
Here U = (u, ϕ) and Z = (zu, zϕ) and we understand the we work here with the discrete versions. Moreover,
in the present numerical test, f ≡ 0. The deformation is caused by non-homogeneous displacement boundary
conditions are previously described.
Remark 11.2. Due to the ‘time’ dependence of the phase-field variable, the problem is not purely stationary
(see all of our discussions in the previous chapters). In this example, we imposed the initial condition ϕ0 and
computed just one single ‘time’ step.
Remark 11.3. For solving the primal problem, the extrapolation on ϕ was used as previously explained:(
(1− κ)ϕµ|∇u|2, ...
)
→
(
(1− κ)ϕ˜µ|∇u|2, ...
)
with ϕ˜ := ϕ0.
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11.7 Code snippet of the PU-DWR loop implemented in deal.II
for ( ; cell!=endc; ++cell, ++cell_adjoint)
{
// Gather local error indicators while running
// of the degrees of freedom of the partition of unity
// and corresponding quadrature points.
for (unsigned int q=0; q<n_q_points; ++q)
{
// Run over all PU degrees of freedom per cell (namely 4 DoFs for Q1 FE-PU)
for (unsigned int i=0; i<dofs_per_cell; ++i)
{
// Notice that the displacements are implemented in a vector-valued fashion
// in order to easier extend to elasticity. In this example,
// the 2nd component is zero though.
Tensor<2,dim> grad_phi_psi;
grad_phi_psi[0][0] = fe_values_pou[pou_extract].value(i,q) * grad_dw_v[0][0]
+ dw_v[0] * fe_values_pou[pou_extract].gradient(i,q)[0];
grad_phi_psi[0][1] = fe_values_pou[pou_extract].value(i,q) * grad_dw_v[0][1]
+ dw_v[0] * fe_values_pou[pou_extract].gradient(i,q)[1];
grad_phi_psi[1][0] = fe_values_pou[pou_extract].value(i,q) * grad_dw_v[1][0]
+ dw_v[1] * fe_values_pou[pou_extract].gradient(i,q)[0];
grad_phi_psi[1][1] = fe_values_pou[pou_extract].value(i,q) * grad_dw_v[1][1]
+ dw_v[1] * fe_values_pou[pou_extract].gradient(i,q)[1];
Tensor<1,dim> grad_phi_pf_psi;
grad_phi_pf_psi[0] = fe_values_pou[pou_extract].value(i,q) * grad_dw_p[0] +
dw_p * fe_values_pou[pou_extract].gradient(i,q)[0];
grad_phi_pf_psi[1] = fe_values_pou[pou_extract].value(i,q) * grad_dw_p[1] +
dw_p * fe_values_pou[pou_extract].gradient(i,q)[1];
// Implement the error estimator
// J(u) - J(u_h) \approx \eta := (f,...) - a({u,\varphi},...)
//
// First part: (f,...)
local_err_ind(i) += (force * dw_v * fe_values_pou[pou_extract].value(i,q)
) * fe_values_pou.JxW (q);
// Second part: - (\nabla u, ...)
local_err_ind(i) -=
(scalar_product(((1.0-constant_k) * pf * pf + constant_k) * stress_term,grad_phi_psi)
+ pf_minus_old_timestep_pf_plus * dw_p * fe_values_pou[pou_extract].value(i,q)
+ (1.0 - constant_k) * scalar_product(stress_term, E) * pf
* dw_p * fe_values_pou[pou_extract].value(i,q)
- G_c/alpha_eps * (1.0 - pf) * dw_p * fe_values_pou[pou_extract].value(i,q)
+ G_c * alpha_eps * grad_pf * grad_phi_pf_psi
) * fe_values_pou.JxW (q);
} // end loop DoFs i (PU FE)
} // end quadrature points of the PU DoFs
} // end element (cell) loop using the PU degree of freedom handler
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11.8 Numerical results
Using the previously stated PU-DWR error estimator, we obtain:
DoFs True error \eta est ind I_{eff} ind_{eff}
867 3.19e-03 2.69e-04 1.78e-03 8.42e-02 5.56e-01
1959 1.43e-04 2.83e-05 5.51e-04 1.97e-01 3.84e+00
6249 7.25e-05 1.75e-05 1.63e-04 2.41e-01 2.25e+00
18693 3.85e-05 6.05e-06 5.44e-05 1.57e-01 1.41e+00
For the indicator index (last column) and its estimator (fourth column), we refer to [150].
Figure 37: Surface plots of the scalar-valued displacement field (left) and phase-field approximation (right).
Figure 38: Plots of adaptively refined mesh with the point goal functional together with the primal solution,
phase-field solution, and the adjoint solution. We observe localized mesh refinement towards the goal
functional as well as mesh refinement inside the fracture and at the fracture tip. In particular, the
latter two refinement are to be expected and show that a DWR method achieves both: refinement
in the goal functional as well as refinements usually obtained by classical residual-based error
estimation.
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12 Simulations III: screw test: time adaptivity and iteration on
extrapolation
In this chapter, our main aim is on two numerical aspects:
• Iteration on the extrapolation 8.6;
• Adaptive time step control 10.15.
From the mechanical point of view this test is interesting as well because no initial crack are prescribed. Rather
fracture will develop in the regions with high stresses. These results were experimentally confirmed in [170].
12.1 Configuration
The geometric setting is displayed in Figure 39. The total length is 17.20mm. The initial mesh has 3440
elements with 10800(7200 + 3600) DoFs. The corresponding minimal cell diameter is hmin = 0.0689518 We
notice that the mesh is unstructured and not regular since the screw geometry was created using gmsh [69].
Figure 39: Mesh of screw simulations. The screw is fixed at the bottom, at top we have non-homogeneous
Dirichlet conditions in y-direction (uniform tension). The units are in mm.
12.2 Boundary conditions
Crack growth is driven by a non-homogeneous Dirichlet condition for the displacement field u on Γtop, the
head of the screw at y = 0.0. We increase the displacement on Γtop at each time step such that the head is
pulled, namely
uy = δt× u¯, u¯ = 1.0 mm,
where δt = 10−2s.
12.3 Initial condition
We prescribe all initial conditions to be zero. In particular, there is no initial fracture. Thus we will observe
fracture nucleation.
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12.4 Parameters
As model parameters, we choose γ = 1, κ = 10−10h,  = 2h mm. We notice that the maximum number
of possible augmented Lagrangian iterations is 20 and TOLAL is variable as shown below. The Newton
tolerance is TOLN = 10−8. As material parameters, we use µ = 80.77kN/mm2, λ = 121.15kN/mm2 and
Gc = 2.7N/mm.
The initial time step size is k = 0.01s. For adaptive time step control we set the following parameters (see
Section 10.15 for their meaning and final algorithm):
TOLTS = 1e− 2 and 1e− 3
kmax = 1e− 2
kmin = 1e− 4
γ = 1.0
K = 1/15
12.5 Quantity of interests
We study the following goal functionals:
• We observe the bulk energy
EB =
∫
Ω
([1− κ]ϕ2 + κ)ψ(e) dx, (88)
and the crack energy
EC(ϕ) = GC
∫
Ω
( (1− ϕ)2
4ε
+ ε|∇ϕ|2
)
dx, (89)
with the strain energy functional
ψ(e) := µtr(e(u)2) +
1
2
λtr(e(u))2, with e := e(u) :=
1
2
(∇u+∇uT ),
and |∇ϕ|2 := ∇ϕ : ∇ϕ.
As goal functional for adaptive time step control, we choose:
J(U) := EC(ϕ).
12.6 Numerical results and discussion
In the Figures 40 and 41, graphical solutions are provided.
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Figure 40: Screw simulations: numerical solutions at times T = 9.92e − 2s and T = 1.03e − 1s. Here, the
stresses are shown, which indicate high values in the corners between head and screw piston.
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Figure 41: Screw simulations: numerical solutions at times T = 9.92e − 2s and T = 1.03e − 1s. On top, the
phase-field function is shown with a final cone-like crack in the head. At the bottom, the principal
displacement direction uy is displayed.
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Figure 42: Screw simulations: evolution of the crack energy, its relative error and the corresponding time step
sizes k in order to satisfy the prescribed tolerances. We observe an increasing crack energy until
the screw is broken. Then, the crack energy remains constant and the relative error tends to zero
as to be expected. Consequently, for the broken screw the time step sizes increase again because
the relative error is small anyway.
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13 Crack width, volume, interfaces - pressurized cracks
In this chapter, we concentrate on extensions and challenges of the classical phase-field fracture model that
we studied before. Two main challenges that were outlined are:
• Crack width and volume computations;
• Realizing interface conditions on the fracture boundary.
We discuss both issues in this chapter even if these two topics are still subject to current research and even
further modifications.
13.1 Computing the crack width
Not just the crack path, but also the crack width can be of interest, for example talking about medical
diseases in the cardiovascular system or hydraulic fracture thinking about pipelines or groundwater flow. Let
ϕ be the phase-field variable as before and ϕls be the level-set variable introduced by Osher/Sethian in the
1980s and defined as ϕls := ϕ − Cls, where ϕls = 0 in the fracture, so it follows ϕ = Cls in the fracture
Γ := {x ∈ B|ϕls(x) = 0}.
Definition 13.1. Formally the crack width can be defined as
w = [u · n] = u+n+ − u−n−. (90)
u
•
u < 0
u = 0
u > 0
phase-field
Figure 43: Profile of the deformation u and the phase-field variable ϕ observing a sheet of paper.
Now the question is how to compute the normal vectors. From calculus/analysis we know that nF :=
− ∇ϕls||∇ϕls|| . Let define wD as the length width on the crack boundary. Under the assumption of symmetry
u+ = u− it holds wD = 2u+n+. In principle we can compute the fracture width via wD. However there is
wD
•
Γ Γ
0
2
 
Figure 44: Profile of wD using the assumption u+ = u−.
an approximation error of size : This is why the following consideration thinks about how to obtain a better
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Γ levelset isoline
ϕ = Cls and ϕls = 0
ϕ = 1

Cϕ = 0
n+
n−
ΩR
ΩR
ΩF
Figure 45: Pressurized fracture: phase field variable ϕ.
values very close to the true fracture C.
One idea can be to interpolate over the crack by means of a Laplacian-like additional PDE over the whole
domain B. Such an additional problem can have the following formulation:
−∆w = g in B,
w = wD on Γ,
w = 0 on ∂Ω,
with g := β||wD||L∞ and β > 0. Actually this problem has just to be solved in the fracture but for simplicity
it is solved on the whole domain B. β is an heuristic parameter and it is quite not said that this is the best
approach.
13.2 Computing the total crack volume
The total crack volume can be computed as follows:
TCVh, =
∫
Ω
u · ∇φdx, (91)
13.3 Pressurized fractures
We now add a pressure inside the fracture. This pressure may come from a fluid (Darcy-type, Reynolds
equation, Stokes, Navier-Stokes) flowing in the fracture. Possible applications are fractures in porous media
and subsurface modeling, for instance groundwater flow.
13.3.1 Fracture and solid domains
We explicitly assume  > 0, that the fracture is in the same dimension as the surrounding material. According
to the Figure 45, let us define the following domains:
ΩR = {x ∈ B|ϕ(y) ≥ C},
ΩF = {x ∈ B|ϕ(x) ≤ C},
Γ = ¯∂ΩF ∩ ¯∂ΩR.
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Here 0 < C < 1 is a threshold number to determine the fracture domain. A possible choice is C = 0.1.
13.3.2 An interface law between the fluid and solid sub-domains
We start with an incompressible fluid of Stokes type in the fracture ΩF : Find v : ΩF → Rd and p : ΩF → R
such that
−∇ · σf = 0 (92)
∇ · v = 0, (93)
equipped with suitable boundary conditions and with the fluid stress tensor σf = −pI + νρ(∇v +∇vT ) and
the density ρ and kinematic viscosity ν.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the fracture height is much thinner than the fracture height (Reynold’s lu-
brication equation, e.g., [156]). The leading order of stress σ in ΩF is σ = −pI. By the presented mathematical
modeling now we get an interface problem:
σ · n = −pI on Γ (interface law) (94)
under the assumption of a dynamic coupling condition: σRnR = −σFnF .
13.3.3 Modification of the energy functional
The goal now is to extend our VPFF to pressurized fractures to account for the additional force balances on
Γ with homogeneous Neumann conditions. Hence, we obtain on the energy level:
ER(u, ϕ) =
1
2
∫
B
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]Ae(u) : e(u) dx−
∫
Γ
τ · u ds, (95)
where τ is the fraction force given by a Neumann condition. The boundary term can be reformulated:
−
∫
Γ
τ · u ds = −
∫
Γ
σ · n · u ds (96)
=interface law
∫
Γ
pn · u ds (97)
=Gauss divergence
∫
ΩR
∇ · (pu) dx−
∫
∂Ω
p · n · u ds (98)
=
∫
ΩR
[u∇p+ p∇ · u] dx−
∫
∂Ω
p · n · u ds. (99)
Assumption 13.2. We make three assumptions for the pressurized fracture model:
1) The fracture does not reach the Neumann boundaries: ϕ = 1 on ∂Ω
2) p · n = 0 on ∂Ω, which is physically plausible. With that the second term can be written as:
−
∫
∂Ω
pnu ds →PDE level −
∫
∂Ω
pnw ds, (100)
when w ∈ H10 . So it holds
−
∫
∂Ω
pnw = 0. (101)
3) Assume that p has a low spatial variation: ∇p ≈ 0 ⇒ ∫
∂Ω
p∇ · u dx.
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Now we extend this integral from ΩR to B:∫
ΩR
p∇ · u dx →
∫
B
[(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]p∇ · u dx. (102)
Now we modify the energy functional as:
Et,(u, ϕ) =
∫
B
g(ϕ)Ae(u) : e(u) +
∫
B
g(ϕ)p∇u dx+ ES,(ϕ). (103)
The last last term is the Ambrosio-Tortorelli functional. In a next stop we differentiate to obtain the Euler-
Lagrangian equations as before Chapter 5.
Remark 13.3 (Simplification). 1) Equation (99) can easily be extended with∫
B
ϕ2[u∇p+ p∇ · u] dx. (104)
2) κ is mainly needed that at least one term contributes of entries for ϕ → 0. For this reason, in the
literature, for instance Mikelic, Wheeler, Wick 2013, it is often used [(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ]→ ϕ2.
3) MWW 13 (ICES 13-15) (published as [126]) shows a link between both pressure formulations.
4) When normalized pressure is used, the quotient rule holds for the Euler-Lagrangian equations with the
ϕ-equation.
5) A generalization to other interface laws of the form σRnR = σFnF should be easily possible.
Example 13.4 (Interface for other media). The following cases could be modeled as well:
1) Pressurized fractures: σF = −pI
2) Poroelastic medium: σR = σs − αpI with α ∈ [0, 1]
3) Stokes in the fracture: σF = −pI + δν(∇u+∇uT )
13.3.4 A variational formulation of pressurized phase-field fractures
The energy functional including a given pressure p : Ω→ R reads:
Eε,ϕ,p(u, ϕ) =
1
2
∫
B
[((1− κ)ϕ2 + κ)W (e(u))] dx+
∫
B
ϕ2p∇ · u dx
+
∫
B
Gc
( 1
2ε
(1− ϕ)2 + ε
2
|∇ϕ|2) dx. (105)
Here W is an energy storage functional - as before.
Remark 13.5. The extension in which p is also an unknown was proposed and mathematically analyzed in
[123, 124].
We differentiate functional (105) with respect to both solution variables u and ϕ to obtain the Euler-Lagrange
equations. The resulting variational formulation is stated in an incremental (i.e., time-discretized) formulation
in which the continuous irreversibility constraint is approximated by
ϕ ≤ ϕold.
Here, ϕold will later denote the previous time step solution and ϕ the current solution. Let V := H10 (B) and
Win := {w ∈ H1(B)|w ≤ ϕold ≤ 1 a.e. on B}
be the function spaces we work with here; and for later purposes we also need W := H1(B).
The Euler-Lagrange system corresponding to the functional (105) then reads:
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Formulation 13.6. Let p ∈ L∞(B) be given. Find (u, ϕ) ∈ {uD + V } ×W such that((
(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ) σ(u), e(w))+ (ϕ2p,∇ · w) = 0 ∀w ∈ V, (106)
and
(1− κ)(ϕ σ(u) : e(u), ψ−ϕ) + 2(ϕ p ∇ · u, ψ−ϕ)
+Gc
(
−1
ε
(1− ϕ,ψ−ϕ) + ε(∇ϕ,∇(ψ − ϕ))
)
≥ 0,
(107)
for all ψ ∈Win ∩ L∞(B).
13.3.5 The strong form
In order to complete our derivations, we derive the strong form of Formulation 13.6 in this section. Using
integration by parts, we obtain a quasi-stationary elliptic system for the displacements and the phase-field
variable, where the latter one is subject to an inequality constraint in time:
Formulation 13.7. Let p : B → R be given. The displacement equation reads: Find u : B → Rd:
−∇ ·
((
(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ)σ)−∇ · (ϕ2p) = 0 in B
u = 0 on ∂B,
ϕ2pn = 0 on ∂B.
The phase-field system consists of three parts: the partial differential equation, the inequality constraint, and a
compatibility condition (which is called Rice condition in the presence of fractures [149]): Find ϕ : B → [0, 1]
such that
(1− κ)σ : e(u)ϕ−Gcε∆ϕ− Gc
ε
(1− ϕ) + 2ϕp∇ · u ≤ 0 in B,
∂tϕ ≤ 0 in B,[
(1− κ)σ : e(u)ϕ−Gcε∆ϕ− Gc
ε
(1− ϕ) + 2ϕp∇ · u
]
· ∂tϕ = 0 in B,
∂nϕ = 0 on ∂B.
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14 Simulations IV: Parallel computing of a pressurized fracture
Another common example of a pressurized fracture is designed by Sneddon and Lowengrub [154]. Already in
1969 the y provided analytic solutions of a pressure-driven fracture in a two- or three-dimensional domain.
In the following, results on parallel computations based on this Sneddon benchmark are given. Parallel
computing is quite important on modern machines and it is important to check the scalability and efficiency
of used numerical methods depending on the problem size or better the number of degrees of freedom (DoF).
14.1 Model problem
Using our derivations from Section 13.3, we are interested in working with the following energy functional:
E(u, ϕ) =
1
2
((
(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ
)
σ(u), e(u)
)
+ (ϕ2p, div u) + (ϕ2∇p, u)
+ GC
(
1
2
||1− ϕ||2 + 
2
||∇ϕ||2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hausdorff measure H1(C)
.
Here, we notice that we work with a given constant pressure p : Ω→ R, thus ∇p ≡ 0. For convenience of the
reader we recall that we consider the constraint
∂tϕ ≤ 0, (crack irreversibility)
where ϕ : Ω → [0, 1] is a continuous phase-field function with ϕ = 0 in the crack and ϕ = 1 in the unbroken
material. Furthermore, we work with the following strain and stress tensors, respectively:
e(u) :=
1
2
(
∇u+∇uT
)
,
σ(u) := 2µe(u) + λtr
(
e(u)
)
I.
Due to the critical cross terms
((
(1− κ)ϕ2 + κ)σ(u), e(u)) and (ϕ2p, div u) we linearize (Section 8.5.2) as
follows:
ϕ ≈ ϕ˜ := ϕ˜n = ϕn−2 tn − tn−1
tn−2 − tn−1 + ϕ
n−1 tn − tn−2
tn−1 − tn−2 ,
to obtain a convex energy functional E(u, ϕ˜):
E(u, ϕ˜) =
1
2
((
(1− κ)ϕ˜2 + κ
)
σ(u), e(u)
)
+ (ϕ˜2p, div u)
+ GC
(
1
2
||1− ϕ˜||2 + 
2
||∇ϕ˜||2
)
.
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14.2 Numerical solution algorithm
The numerical solution algorithm is based on our explanations in Chapter 7 and 8. This results into the
algorithm sketched in Figure 46.
min E(u, ϕ) such that
ϕ(tn+1)−ϕ(tn)
tn+1−tn ≤ 0
Primal-dual active set as semi-smoothed Newton
Compute active set A
Newton for solving the PDE in N
Spatial discretization with H1-conforming finite elements: Qc1 for u and for ϕ
Stopping criteria: Ak+1 = Ak and R˜(Ukh ) < TOL
Backtracking line search
Linear solver: Trilinos
Figure 46: Solution process to simulate Sneddon’s pressure-driven fracture.
To treat the variational inequality, we chose to use a primal-dual active set method which can be seen as
a semi-smoothed Newton method. All details on the primal-dual active set strategy can be found in Section
8.17. Further, the used implementation is open-source code published in [83] based on deal.II [13]. To solve
the PDE on the non-active set N , a second Newton iteration is required. When necessary, globalization is
achieved with a simple backtracking line search method. The final linear system is solved by a linear solver
Trilinos.
For a stable discretization in space, we useH1 conforming finite elements on quadrilaterals (2D). Specifically, we
use bilinear elements Qc1 for both, the displacements U and the phase-field variable ϕ. A detailed explanation
of Qc1 elements can be found in [45].
14.3 Problem setup - Sneddon/Lowengrub
Inspired by the analytical calculations made in [154], we propose a setting outlined in the following.
14.3.1 Configuration
The two-dimensional domain Ω = (0, 4)2 contains an initial crack named C with 2l0 = 0.4 on Ωc = (1.8, 2.2)×
(2− δ, 2 + δ) ⊂ Ω, where δ ≥ 0 is a parameter to extend the initial crack slightly into the vertical direction in
order to capture the initial crack with the corresponding discretization. We simply choose δ := h, where h is
the usual spatial discretization parameter.
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2l0
2h
Figure 47: Zoom-in to the center of the domain Ω. The lower-dimensional crack with length 2l0 = 0.4 (middle
line in black) is approximated as a volume by extending it with mesh size h in normal up- and
down-directions.
(0, 0) (4, 0)
(4, 4)(0, 4)
∂Ω
Ω
crack C
transition zone of size 
Figure 48: Left: Domain Ω (in 2D) with Dirichlet boundaries ∂Ω, an initial crack C of length 2l0 and a
transition zone of width  between broken and unbroken material. Right: A snapshot of the phase-
field function ϕ, ϕ = 0 in the crack (red colored) and ϕ = 1 in the unbroken material (blue colored).
14.3.2 Boundary conditions
On the boundary ∂Ω, the displacements u are set to zero. For the phase-field variable ϕ, we use homogeneous
Neumann conditions. So we set
u = 0 on ∂Ω,
∂nϕ = 0 on ∂Ω (traction-free).
14.3.3 Initial conditions
Because u is purely posed in a quasi-stationary manner, no initial condition is required. For the phase-field
variable, we have a loading-dependency in the irreversibility constraint. As initial condition we set:
ϕ(0, x) = 1 in Ωc,
ϕ(0, x) = 0 in Ω \ Ωc.
14.3.4 Parameters
The mechanical and numerical parameter values are listed in Table 8.
14.3.5 Discretization and DoFs
As previously stated, we use Q1/Q1 elements on quadrilaterals. Specifically, we have five different test setups.
Its problem size, the corresponding number of degrees of freedom (DoFs), the value of the discretization
parameter h and the bandwidth of the crack  are listed in Table 9.
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Parameter Definition Value
Ω Domain (0, 4)2
l0 Half crack length 0.2
α Biot coefficient 0
Gc Fracture toughness 1.0
E Young’s modulus 1.0
νs Poisson’s ratio 0.2
pB Injected pressure 10−3
TOLt Tolerance time step loop 10−5
 Bandwidth of the crack 2h
κ Regularization parameter 0.25
√
h
Table 8: Setting of the benchmark parameters in 2D. The discretization parameter h varies depending on the
current test, see Table 9
Test DoFs h 
global9 789, 507 0.0110 0.0220
global10 3, 151, 875 0.0055 0.0110
global11 12, 595, 203 0.0028 0.0055
global12 50, 356, 227 0.0014 0.00280
adaptive (min.) 3, 045 0.0110 0.0220
adaptive (max.) 103, 881 0.0014 0.0027
Table 9: Number of degrees of freedom (DoFs) of each test case. global(n): n global refinement steps. Test
case adaptive: 4 global, 5 local and 3 adaptive refinement steps.
14.3.6 Quantities of interest
We are interested in
• the crack opening displacement (COD):
COD(x) :=
∫ 4
0
u(x, y) · ∇ϕ(x, y) dy. (108)
• the number of GMRES iterations;
• the number of Newton / active set iterations;
• performance of parallel computing in terms of scalability and speed-up.
14.3.7 Programming code
The programming code is based on slight and simply modifications of [83]. Therein, the implementation is
realized in the open source software library deal.II ([13]), MPI, Trilinos ([84]), and p4est ([36])
14.3.8 Computing machine
The parallel runs are done on a single machine with four E7 v3 CPUs, so in total 64 cores are used.
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14.4 Numerical results
In this section, we present numerical results with regard to the quantities of interest that we formulated in
Section 14.3.6.
14.4.1 Solution plot and locally refined meshes
In Figure 49, an enlarged snapshot of the phase-field variable close to the fracture zone is given in the last
pseudo-time step based on an adaptively refined mesh. The adaptive refinement is done by a predictor-corrector
scheme as described in [82]. In Section 10.14, this strategy for local mesh adaptivity is discussed in detail.
Figure 49: Test case adaptive: Last pseudo-time step with strong refinement close to the fracture. Predictor-
corrector scheme for local mesh adaptivity.
14.4.2 Evaluation of the crack opening displacement
We first present our results for the COD defined in Equation (108). Figure 50 gives the crack opening
displacement values for all tests listed in Table 9. The black line gives the exact crack opening displacement
values calculated via the analytical solutions of the 2-dimensional problem given by Sneddon and Lowengrub
[154].
1.5 2 2.5
0
1
2
3
4
·10−4
x
C
O
D
Sneddon exact
global9
global10
global11
global12
adaptive
Figure 50: Crack opening displacement (COD) values for all different test cases listed in Table 9.
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14.4.3 GMRES iterations per nonlinear (combined Newton) step
We want to discuss the number of required GMRES iterations per nonlinear step to show on one side, that
parallel runs do not change the inner required iteration steps and on the other side, that via finer or adaptively
refined meshes, the number of GMRES iterations or also the number of outer Newton iterations (see Section
14.4.4) can be reduced.
Test/Cores 1 2 4 8 16 32 64
global9 16.99 16.85 16.85 16.79 16.57 16.79 16.71
global10 16.53 16.53 16.47 16.47 16.33 16.31 16.31
global11 25.13 25.25 24.88 23.63 24.88 24.38 24.75
global12 − 38 37.33 38.83 38.67 39.17 40.16
adaptive (min.) 4.93 4.07 4.93 4.14 4 3.71 3.5
adaptive (max.) 18.33 18.83 18.66 17.83 17.67 17.5 17.67
Table 10: Average number of GMRES iterations per nonlinear Newton step for 5 different tests and different
numbers of cores per loading step.
The average numbers of GMRES iterations per combined Newton step for all test cases of the Sneddon test
with higher parallelization are given in Table 10 and plotted in Figure 51 in the left graph.
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Figure 51: Left: Average number of GMRES iterations per nonlinear Newton step for 5 different tests and
different numbers of cores per loading step. N := number of cores. Right: Average number of
combined Newton iterations Newton step for 5 different tests and different numbers of cores per
loading step. N := number of cores.
In Figure 51 in the left plot, the number of Newton intern GMRES iterations (listed in Table 10) is depicted.
14.4.4 Average number of combined Newton iterations per loading step
In Table 11 and Figure 51 on the right side, the average numbers of newton iterations per quasi-time step are
given for all test setups and different levels of parallel computing.
We observe, that the number of necessary Newton iterations decreases with finer meshes while it seems to
be independent of the current parallelization. Also in the test, based on adaptive refined mesh, we see that the
via the locally refined mesh the number of Newton iterations can be decreased by more than the half (from 7
to 3).
14.4.5 Parallel computing
In the following we discuss the results of our parallel runs of Sneddon’s test in 2D. The implementation
mentioned above allows parallel computing.
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Test/Cores 1 2 4 8 16 32 64
global9 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
global10 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 8 8
global11 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
global12 − 3 3 3 3 3 3
adaptive (min.) 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
adaptive (max.) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Table 11: Average number of combined Newton iterations Newton step for 5 different tests and different num-
bers of cores per loading step.
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global9 789, 507 DoFs
global10 3, 151, 875 DoFs
global11 12, 595, 203 DoFs
global12 50, 356, 227 DoFs
adaptive max 103, 881 DoFs
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Figure 52: Left: N := number of cores, tN := wall time of one time step per core with N used cores. Wall
time of time step 1 per core plotted; in the test adaptive: Wall time of time step 7. Right: N :=
number of cores. Speedup is defined as t1tN .
In Figure 52, on the left side, the total runtime of one pseudo-timestep of one core is given. We can observe,
that the runtime decreases with a higher number of cores along the x−axis and the bigger the problem size,
the worse the runtime per core. Further, it is notable that the bad run time difference of 1 to 2 cores can be
explained by dynamic overclocking. And one has to keep in mind that we used 4 processors with 16 cores each,
which can be the reason that the linear descent is slower on 32 and 64 cores because of the communication
between the CPUs (coherent bus memory access).
Strong scalability is one quantity of interest, that want to be confirmed considering high performance com-
puting. On the right side in Figure 52, the speedup is plotted in a logarithmic way.
In Figure 53, the efficiency is given as a percentage relative to the sequential runtime t1. The red dashed
line in the right plot looks very different, because t1 is missing. One can say, that the speedup as well as the
efficiency up to 8 or 16 cores is satisfying to assume strong scalablity, but with higher parallelization more
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Figure 53: N := number of cores. Parallel scalability computed via t1N ·tN 100%.
tests and analysis of the used machine and memory accesses would be useful.
Let us shortly summarize the results of this section: Sneddon’s benchmark is a practical test for fracture
evolution using phase-field approach. Secondly, high performance computing is quite new in the context
of phase-field fracture problems and the parallel results in the frame of this presentation confirm that the
implementation of Sneddon’s test in 2D is scalable and up to a explainable limit also efficient if the proposed
solving strategy is used.
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15 Practicing in DOpElib Examples/PDE/InstatPDE/Example8
In this chapter, we provide some hints and ideas for practical exercises. The underlying code is based on
DOpElib [53, 72] www.dopelib.net Examples/PDE/InstatPDE/Example8. Within this example, the single
edge notched shear test is computed; for the setup see Chapter 9 of the lecture notes on hand.
Remark 15.1. Keep in mind, that practicing, programming, and testing will mainly start after the installation
of deal.II and dopelib. So it is useful and important if you know what the software deal.II and DOpElib are
used to, but the focus will be to understand one example in DOpElib in meticulous detail and to understand
from there external methods or functions. Therefore we use the open source software as a very useful tool to
apply what we learned in the last chapters and to see the numerical complexity behind the phase-field fracture
model.
15.1 Installation of deal.II
To install and use DOpElib, first deal.II [13, 16] needs to be installed. The most important installing steps are
given in https://www.dealii.org/9.0.0/readme.html and the software can be downloaded here: https:
//www.dealii.org/download.html. Please download the current release version and not the most recent
development version. If you have any trouble, pay attention, especially which compiler you use and which
ones deal.II supports. Further, check the additional software requirements. If you want to deepen your
understanding of deal.II, http://www.math.colostate.edu/~bangerth/videos.html provides a long list of
video lectures by Prof. Wolfgang Bangerth. In particular, lecture 3 can be helpful for the installation of deal.II.
15.2 Installation of DOpElib
Please see www.dopelib.net Documentation and then Manual (version Aug 8, 2018). Therein, please see the
Sections 2.6 - 2.8. There you also find a section about the installation of deal.II [13]. The version deal.II
9.0.0 has been successfully tested with DOpElib in September 2018. If you get any error, first check in Section
2.8 of the Manual (http://wwwopt.mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de/dopelib/description_full.pdf), if you
recognize your error message in the listed errors. If you still have an error message, please do not hesitate to
contact Katrin Mang mang@ifam.uni-hannover.de.
15.3 Building and running the example
The dirty and quick way is to go into autobuild and typing
> cmake ..
which creates a Makefile designed for an executable file in the parent subfolder. Compile via
> make
Then, we should obtain in the parent directory DOpE-PDE-InstatPDE-Example8, which can be run via typing
> ./DOpE-PDE-InstatPDE-Example8
Why now is this way dirty and quick? Because all paths are set and we can immediately run the example. The
clean way would be NOT to TOUCH the directory Example8 in order to keep a running and original version.
Rather one would copy via
> cp -r Example8 /home/userNAME/Software/MySoftwareProjects/
into some local given directory, here MySoftwareProjects/, of the user.
In this case the path to DOpElib has to be set and one works with a Makefile directly in the main folder of
the example. For detailed information, please see the DOpElib Manual Section 4.4.
Remark 15.2. During the entire installation process of DOpElib and its examples, please make sure that the
paths are set correctly. If the paths are only locally exported, in each new terminal window the paths need to
be set again. This has been a frequent error source in the past and for this reason mentioned here. Setting the
paths locally can be done with:
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export DOPE_DIR=path_to_main_directory_of_DOpElib
export DEAL_II_DIR=path_to_dealii/your_install_folder/
Remark 15.3 (Generating a Makefile using cmake). If no Makefile exists, we use the given CMakeLists.txt
to generate a new local Makefile:
MySoftwareProjects/Example8> cmake .
Be careful that the paths to deal.II and DOpElib are set correctly. In particular, make sure that you link to the
same deal.II version (in case you have several) with which DOpElib was built. The latter can be found out by
looking into CMakeCache.txt either in one of the DOpElib examples or the main source files of the library.
15.4 Files
In Example8 we find the following files:
autobuild // The above mentioned autobuild folder
CMakeLists.txt // File for cmake in order to create a new Makefile
Makefile // Makefile (old DOpElib versions);
// better remove it and create new one as described above
Test // Needed for regression tests when changes in the library are done
localpde_quasi_monolithic.h // 1st version of the PDE implementation
localpde_fully_implicit.h // 2nd version of the PDE implementation
instat_step_modified_newtonsolver.h // A nonlinear Newton solver
stress_splitting.h // Splitting the stress according to Miehe et al. 2010
problem_data.h // Boundary data, etc.
functionals.h // Evaluating functionals of interest, such as
// load-displacement curves
main.cc // The main file combining all data to run the example
dope.prm // A parameter file
unit_slit.inp // The mesh file
DOpE-PDE-InstatPDE-Example8 // Executable file
Results // A results folder containing output data
15.5 Important files for working with the PDE and changing the program
instat_step_modified_newtonsolver.h // A nonlinear Newton solver
localpde_quasi_monolithic.h // 1st version of the PDE implementation
localpde_fully_implicit.h // 2nd version of the PDE implementation
problem_data.h // Boundary data, etc.
functionals.h // Evaluating functionals of interest, such as
// load-displacement curves
main.cc // The main file combining all data to run the example
dope.prm // A parameter file
15.6 First changes to acquaint with the example
The easiest would be to change the mesh refinement level. Go into main.cc and search the line
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triangulation.refine_global(4);
Change 4 to 3 or 5 or so. Another suggestion is to change the time step size in the line
GridGenerator::subdivided_hyper_cube(times, num_intervals, initial_time, end_time);
15.7 Examples of possible tasks in the course
15.7.1 Meeting 1
• Introduction, installation and first steps in DOpElib.
• How to run an example; see Section 15.3.
• Which files are in an example folder and how are they connected? See Section 15.4.
15.7.2 Meeting 2
• Running and understanding Examples/StatPDE/Example4 (Laplace 2D) in DOpElib
and/or Examples/InstatPDE/Example4 (Heat 1D) to understand the numerical solution of simple partial
differential equations.
• Studying in more detail the structure and contents in
main.cc
localpde_fully_implicit.h
• Trying to explain the equations implemented in the localpde in relation to Section 5.6.3.
15.7.3 Meeting 3
• Running Example 8 (phase-field fracture problem). Change parameters, the mesh size and time step size
for example. Finding out where and how the stresses (functionals of interest are computed);
• Play with the penalization parameter γ; chose γ = 0 and (very) large γ  0;
• Play with regularization parameter κ;
• Play with the regularization parameter ε;
• Use other time-stepping schemes.
15.7.4 Meeting 4 - 7 (Choice 1)
Copy Example 8 and change the parameter setting such that the problem setup is changed. Implementing
another test case (e.g. l-shaped panel, e.g., [7] or single edge tension test, e.g., [117]).
15.7.5 Meeting 4 - 7 (Alternative 1, advanced)
Studying
instat_step_modified_newtonsolver.h // A nonlinear Newton solver
Implementation of the modified Newton scheme presented in Section 8.15.
15.7.6 Meeting 4 - 7 (Alternative 2, advanced)
Implementation of predictor-corrector mesh adaptivity as presented in Section 10.14. As alternative, a simple
error estimator of Kelly-type could be implemented first as well; see e.g., Examples/PDE/StatPDE/Example6.
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15.7.7 Meeting 4 - 7 (Alternative 3)
Pressurized fractures and total crack volume computations: a sequential version of Sneddon’s test. The
configuration and parameters are provided in Chapter 14.
15.7.8 Meeting 4 - 7 (Alternative 4, advanced)
Implement adaptive time step control as presented in Section 10.15.
15.7.9 Meeting 4 - 7 (Alternative 5, advanced)
Implement an alternate minimization algorithm, i.e., a partitioned approach to solve the displacement-phase-
field system. Here, we solve for each variable separately and iterate between them. Alternating minimization
has been widely used in the literature, e.g., [25, 35], and further instruction are given in the class if there is
interest working on this exercise.
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16 Computational convergence analysis
We provide some tools to perform a computational convergence analysis. In these notes we faced two situations
of ‘convergence’:
• Discretization error: Convergence of the discrete solution uh towards the (unknown) exact solution
u;
• Iteration error: Convergence of an iterative scheme to approximate the discrete solution uh through a
sequence of approximate solutions u(k)h , k = 1, 2, . . ..
In the following we further illustrate the terminologies ‘first order convergence’, ‘convergence of order two’,
’quadratic convergence’, ’linear convergence’, etc.
16.1 Discretization error
Before we go into detail, we discuss the relationship between the degrees of freedom (DoFs) N and the mesh
size parameter h. In most cases the discretization error is measured in terms of h and all a priori and a
posteriori error estimates are stated in a form
‖u− uh‖ = O(hα), α > 0.
In some situations it is, however, better to create convergence plots in terms of DoFs vs. the error.
One example is when adaptive schemes are employed with different h. Then it would be not clear to which
h the convergence plot should be drawn. But simply counting the total numbers of DoFs per refinement level
is not a problem though.
16.1.1 Relationship between h and N (DoFs)
The relationship of h and N depends on the basis functions (linear, quadratic), whether a Lagrange method
(only nodal points) or Hermite-type method (with derivative information) is employed. Moreover, the dimen-
sion of the problem plays a role.
We illustrate the relationship for a Lagrange method with linear basis functions in 1D,2D,3D:
Proposition 16.1. Let d be the dimension of the problem: d = 1, 2, 3. It holds
N =
( 1
h
+ 1
)d
where h is the mesh size parameter (length of an element or diameter in higher dimensions for instance), and
N the number of DoFs.
Proof. Sketch. No strict mathematical proof. We initialize as follows:
• 1D: 2 values per line;
• 2D: 4 values per quadrilaterals;
• 3D: 8 values per hexahedra.
Of course, for triangles or prisms, we have different values in 2D and 3D. We work on the unit cell with h = 1.
All other h can be realized by just normalizing h. By simple counting the nodal values, we have in 1D
h N
=======
1 2
1/2 3
1/4 5
1/8 9
1/16 17
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1/32 33
...
=======
We have in 2D
h N
=======
1 4
1/2 9
1/4 25
1/8 36
1/16 49
1/32 64
...
=======
We have in 3D
h N
=======
1 8
1/2 27
1/4 64
...
=======
16.1.2 Discretization error
With the previous considerations, we got a relationship between h and N that we can use to display the
discretization error.
Proposition 16.2. In the approximate limit it holds:
N ∼
( 1
h
)d
yielding
h ∼ 1
d
√
N
These relationships allow us to replace h in error estimates by N .
Proposition 16.3 (Linear and quadratic convergence in 1D). If we say a scheme has a linear or quadratic
convergence in 1D, (i.e., d = 1) respectively, we mean:
O(h) = O
( 1
N
)
or
O(h2) = O
( 1
N2
)
In a linear scheme, the error will be divided by a factor of 2 when the mesh size h is divided by 2 and having
quadratic convergence the error will decrease by a factor of 4.
Proposition 16.4 (Linear and quadratic convergence in 2D). When we say a scheme has a linear or quadratic
convergence in 2D, (i.e., d = 2) respectively, we mean:
O(h) = O
( 1√
N
)
or
O(h2) = O
( 1
N
)
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16.1.3 Computationally-obtained convergence order: example for time step sizes k
In order to calculate the convergence order α from numerical results, we make the following derivation. Let
P (k)→ P for k → 0 be a converging process and assume that
P (k)− P˜ = O(kα).
Here P˜ is either the exact limit P (in case it is known) or some ‘good’ approximation to it. Let us assume
that three numerical solutions are known (this is the minimum number if the limit P is not known). That is
P (k), P (k/2), P (k/4).
Then, the convergence order can be calculated via the formal approach P (k) − P˜ = ckα with the following
formula:
Proposition 16.5 (Computationally-obtained convergence order). Given three numerically-obtained values
P (k), P (k/2) and P (k/4), the convergence order can be estimated as:
α =
1
log(2)
log
(∣∣∣ P (k)− P (k/2)
P (k/2)− P (k/4)
∣∣∣). (109)
The order α is an estimate and heuristic because we assumed a priori a given order, which strictly speaking
we have to proof first.
Proof. We assume:
P (k)− P (k/2) = O(kα),
P (k/2)− P (k/4) = O((k/2)α).
First, we have
P (k/2)− P (k/4) = O((k/2)α) = 1
2α
O(kα)
We simply re-arrange:
P (k/2)− P (k/4) = 1
2α
(
P (k)− P (k/2)
)
⇒ 2α = P (k)− P (k/2)
P (k/2)− P (k/4)
⇒ α = 1
log(2)
P (k)− P (k/2)
P (k/2)− P (k/4)
In the following we present results (for all details, we refer the reader to [176]) for the (absolute) end time
error of an ODE problem (but it could be any other PDE problem as well) on three mesh levels (different time
step sizes k) with three schemes (FE - forward Euler, BE - backward Euler, CN - Crank-Nicolson):
Scheme #steps k Absolute error at end time T
=========================================================
FE err.: 8 0.36 0.13786
BE err.: 8 0.36 0.16188
CN err.: 8 0.36 0.0023295
FE err.: 16 0.18 0.071567
BE err.: 16 0.18 0.077538
CN err.: 16 0.18 0.00058168
FE err.: 32 0.09 0.036483
BE err.: 32 0.09 0.037974
CN err.: 32 0.09 0.00014538
=========================================================
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The absolute error at the end time T in the forth column is computed as
eN = |y(T )− yN |,
where y(T ) is the exact solution (which was known in this case) and yN the numerical approximation at the
end time value at the final numerical step N .
In order to compute numerically the convergence order α with the help of formula (109), we work with
k = kmax = 0.36. Then we identify in the above table that P (kmax) = P (0.36) = |y(T ) − y8|, P (kmax/2) =
P (0.18) = |y(T ) − y16| and P (kmax/4) = P (0.09) = |y(T ) − y32|. We monitor that doubling the number of
intervals (i.e., halving the step size k) reduces the error in the forward and backward Euler scheme by a factor
of 2. This is (almost) linear convergence, which is confirmed by using Formula (109) yielding α = 0.91804.
The CN scheme is much more accurate (for instance using n = 8 the error is 0.2% rather than 13− 16%) and
we observe that the error is reduced by a factor of 4. Thus quadratic convergence is detected. Here the ‘exact’
order on these three mesh levels is α = 1.9967.
16.1.4 Computationally-obtained convergence order: example for the spatial mesh parameter h
We explain two things in this section:
• How to construct a given right hand side f such that for a simple problem a manufactured solution holds
true.
• As before: determining the convergence order via
α =
1
log(2)
log
(∣∣∣ P (h)− P (h/2)
P (h/2)− P (h/4)
∣∣∣). (110)
Algorithm 16.6. Given a PDE problem. E.g. −∆u = f in Ω and u = 0 on the boundary ∂Ω.
1. Construct by hand a solution u that fulfills the boundary conditions.
2. Insert u into the PDE to determine f .
3. Use that f in the finite element simulation to compute numerically uh.
4. Compare u− uh in relevant norms (e.g., L2, H1).
5. Check whether the desired h powers can be obtained for small h.
We demonstrate the previous algorithm for a 2D case in Ω = (0, pi)2:
−∆u(x, y) = f in Ω,
u(x, y) = 0 on ∂Ω,
and we construct u(x, y) = sin(x) sin(y), which fulfills the boundary conditions (trivial to check, but please do
it). Next, we compute the right hand side f :
−∆u = −(∂xxu+ ∂yyu) = 2sin(x)sin(y) = f(x, y).
We then use this f in the above program and evaluate the L2 and H1 norms. The results are:
Level DoFs h L2 err H1 err
=============================================================
2 16 1.11072 0.0948434 0.510265
3 64 0.55536 0.0238378 0.252641
4 256 0.27768 0.00596821 0.126015
5 1024 0.13884 0.00149261 0.0629697
6 4096 0.06942 0.000373189 0.0314801
7 16384 0.03471 9.32994e-05 0.0157395
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8 65536 0.017355 2.3325e-05 0.00786965
9 262144 0.00867751 5.83126e-06 0.00393482
10 1048576 0.00433875 1.45781e-06 0.00196741
11 4194304 0.00216938 3.64451e-07 0.000983703
=============================================================
In this table we observe that we have quadratic convergence in the L2 norm and linear convergence in the
H1 norm.
16.2 Iteration error
Iterative schemes are used to approximate the discrete solution uh. This has a priori nothing to do with the
discretization error. The main interest is how fast can we get a good approximation of the discrete solution
uh. One example can be found for solving implicit methods for ODEs in which Newton’s method is used to
compute the discrete solutions of the backward Euler scheme.
To speak about convergence, we compare two subsequent iterations:
Proposition 16.7. Let us assume that we have an iterative scheme to compute a root z. The iteration
converges with order p when
‖xk − z‖ ≤ c ‖xk−1 − z‖p, k = 1, 2, 3, . . .
with p ≥ 1 and c = const. In more detail:
• Linear convergence: c ∈ (0, 1) and p = 1;
• Superlinear convergence: c := ck → 0, (k →∞) and p = 1;
• Quadratic convergence c ∈ R and p = 2.
Cupic and higher convergence are defined as quadratic convergence with the respective p.
Remark 16.8 (Other characterizations of superlinear and quadratic convergence). Other (but equivalent)
formulations for superlinear and quadratic convergence, respectively, in the case z 6= xk for all k, are:
lim
k→∞
‖xk − z‖
‖xk−1 − z‖ = 0,
lim sup
k→∞
‖xk − z‖
‖xk−1 − z‖2 <∞.
Corollary 16.9 (Rule of thumb). A rule of thumb for quadratic convergence is: the number of correct digits
doubles at each step. For instance, a Newton scheme to compute f(x) = x − √2 = 0 yields the following
results:
Iter x f(x)
==============================
0 3.000000e+00 7.000000e+00
1 1.833333e+00 1.361111e+00
2 1.462121e+00 1.377984e-01
3 1.414998e+00 2.220557e-03
4 1.414214e+00 6.156754e-07
5 1.414214e+00 4.751755e-14
==============================
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17 Wrap-up - Quiz
In this final section, we consolidate what we learned through some questions:
1. Formulate a simplified phase-field fracture problem (Laplacian, scalar-valued).
2. Given the simplified strong form, derive a weak formulation.
3. How is the energy formulation given?
4. Describe in words the idea of phase-field fracture.
5. Please give some own examples in which damage or fracture arise in nature, research or daily life.
6. Interpret the crack irreversibility constraint physically and give a relationship to the obstacle problem.
7. What is the difference between quasi-static and dynamic fracture modeling?
8. What are solution algorithms to solve a coupled problem?
9. What are Euler-Lagrange equations?
10. What is a ‘stationary’ point?
11. How can we decouple the displacement/phase-field problem? What do we observe?
12. Characterize the phase-field fracture problem in terms of the classifications made in Chapter 6.
13. Formulate Newton’s method for solving the phase-field fracture problem.
14. Using a monolithic formulation for phase-field fracture, why do classical Newton methods have difficul-
ties?
15. Take a monolithic formulation and do a mathematical manipulation in order to linearize the equations.
16. Give a simplified numerical analysis (key ideas) about the relationship between h and ε.
17. Which part(s) of the spatial discretization is(/are) tricky in phase-field fracture?
18. Formulate a fixed-point (staggered) iteration.
19. What are the possibilities to improve the efficiency of the numerical solution?
20. Why is goal-oriented mesh refinement useful?
21. Formulate the basic idea of goal-oriented mesh refinement using adjoint-based a posteriori error estima-
tion (DWR).
22. Provide a brief idea of Griffth’s model.
23. What was the achievement of Francfort and Marigo in 1998?
24. Given a PDE on the continuous level, what are the key steps in the numerical solution process?
25. Explain one method to treat the crack irreversibility constraint numerically.
26. What are typical difficulties when using (simple) penalization for regularizing an inequality constraints?
27. What are the active and non-active sets in the obstacle problem?
28. What are challenges (or drawbacks) in using a phase-field method for fracture propagation? Please give
one or two examples.
29. What is predictor-corrector mesh adaptivity?
30. What is a pressurized fracture?
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18 Outlook
18.1 Extensions, applications and further literature
The main purpose of these lectures notes was to recapitulate the initial developments and arguments to design
a variational model for treating fracture and damage in elasticity.
To date the approach has been extended in various directions. An exemplary list (stand June 2019) is:
1. Mathematical modeling and analysis [28, 41, 42, 47, 48, 64, 65]
2. Analysis and computations on crack nucleation [43, 164][theory], [170, 177][screw tests], [7, 66, 115,
175][L-shaped panel]
3. Other discretization techniques: IGA, e.g., [24], special basis functions [102], discontinuous Galerkin
[57, 127]
4. Coupling VPFF with XFEM [70]
5. Shape optimization methods to formulate phase-field fracture [4].
6. Different formulations of the crack regularization (Ambrosio-Tortorelli) functional [30, 138] and [61][pages
649-650]
7. Investigation of degradation functions [151]
8. Optimal control, e.g., [130, 131]
9. Spatial mesh adaptivity [14, 15, 35, 82, 106, 173, 182]
10. Time step adaptivity and multirate coupling [174, 185] and [5]
11. Linear solvers, e.g., [61, 83, 93, 100]
12. Massive parallel solution, e.g., [83]
13. Nonlinear monolithic solvers (partially contained in these notes) [66, 175, 177] and partitioned (staggered)
approaches/alternating minimization [25, 27, 34, 35, 115, 117].
14. Higher-order phase-field models [23, 85]
15. Dynamic fracture [24, 29, 88, 104, 105, 152]
16. Fracture with thermal / temperature interaction, e.g., [30, 120, 135].
17. Plasticity, ductile fracture, cohesive fracture, e.g., [2, 6, 8, 52, 103, 116, 153, 162, 166, 167].
18. Anisotropic phase-field fracture formulations [21, 157]
19. Towards phase-field formulations for nearly incompressible solids [112]
20. Crack growth along interfaces [78]
21. Crack width computations [107, 132]
22. Pressure-driven fracture, e.g., [26, 122, 125, 169].
23. Fluid-driven pressure, e.g., [80, 81, 118, 119, 124, 184].
24. Coupling to fluid-structure interaction [172] and [174].
25. VPFF as a small-scale model (a well model) inside large-scale setting [180] (preliminary studies; further
studies necessary)
26. Towards multiscale formulations (global-local approach): [68, 134].
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18.2 Some open questions
We finally list a few open questions:
1. Rigorous numerical analysis for ε→ 0 and h→ 0; and κ→ 0 and h→ 0.
2. Further validation computations and comparison between experiments and numerical simulations
3. Further analysis and simulations of limiting processes as for instance fracture nucleation
4. Further improvements of nonlinear solvers
5. Robust fracture width computations (some work done so far)
6. Further understanding of multiphysics fracture: how can we achieve accurate and robust realizations of
interface conditions in the smoothed transition zone?
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19 The end
The first version of these notes were developed in the beautiful spring in the year 2018 in Linz (Austria). While
sitting and writing, watching out of the window of Raabheim’s Turmzimmer, feelings of happiness4, 5 can be
best described by the following poem:
Eduard Mörike (1804-1875), deutscher Lyriker:
Er ist’s
Frühling lässt sein blaues Band
Wieder flattern durch die Lüfte;
Süsse, wohlbekannte Düfte
Streifen ahnungsvoll das Land.
Veilchen träumen schon,
Wollen balde kommen.
–Horch, von fern ein leiser Harfenton!
Frühling, ja du bist’s!
Dich hab’ ich vernommen!
4Dear Jeremi (Mizerski), even that I knew works by Richard P. Feynman (e.g., the Feynman Lectures on Physics), I was not
aware of this beautiful book ‘The Pleasure of Finding Things Out’ [62]. Feynman’s ‘pleasure’ came to me while writing parts
of these notes. Thanks for recommending when I was visiting you in Warsaw and Zamość! Best regards, Thomas W.
5M.D. Ph.D. Jeremi Mizerski, Warsaw/Poland, was the scientific supervisor from the Poland-side within the international
graduate college IGK 710 Heidelberg-Warsaw (running until Dec 2009) during the PhD studies Nov 2008 - Dec 2011 of the
second author, T. Wick.
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